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PREFACE

This office has published listings of Japanese research institutes funded by
government agencies: ONRT M2 published in January 1980 covers "Japanese Research
Institutes Funded By The Ministry of Education," and ONRTM4 published in January 1981
covers "Japanese Research Institutes Funded By Ministries Other Than Education." In
regard to these two volumes, the present volume, Office of Naval Research Far East
Scientific Monograph ,V6, lists major research institutes funded by Japanese private
corporations.

In this volume are given the name, address, telephone number, specialty fields, and
the size and scope of activity of IOU research laboratories as well as that of the parent
companies.

The size of each laboratory, in terms of staff and budget, is given for three fiscal
years, 1979-1981, where available. (Please note that the Japanese fiscal year runs from I
April to 31 March). In order to convert from yen to dollars, the following exchange rates
existed on I April of each year:

1978 $1 = 221.35
1979 $1 = 209.30
1980 $1 = 251.00
1981 31 = 213.00

The statistical information on each research laboratory and its parent company is
followed by a narrative description of the laboratory's R&D activities. These sections
are selected translations of serialized reports on Japanese industrial research
laboratories that appeared in the Nikkei Kogyo Shinbun , one of the major Japanese
technology daily newspapers, during the April 1981 to January 1982 period. As such, the
reader is advised that the scientific and technical contents of the R&D activities
sections are general in context and they should exercise prudence in their assessment of
the respective laboratories.

We hope that this listing will be useful to those who are trying to identify and
contact Japanese industrial laboratories.

SACHIO YAMAMOTO
Director
ONR Far East..

December 1983 "'_

'" 't - .
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AUTOMOBILES

LABORATORY NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL ENGINEERING
LABORATORY

(Nissan Jidohsha Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location Natsushima-cho I-chome, Yokosuka, Kanagawa 237
Telephone 0468-65-1123

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1,400

Expenditure 41,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Planning Office

Administrative Office

Engine Laboratory

New Engine Laboratory

Vehicles Laboratory

Materials Laboratory

Mechanism Research Laboratory

Noise and Vibration Laboratory

Electronics Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY NISSAN MOTOR COMPANY, LTD.
Location 2, Takara-cho, Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama-shi 221
Telephone 045-441-1231

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 55,747 56,702 56,284

Sales 2,306,685 2,738,868 3,016,191
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 65,466 87,457 85,911
(Million Yen)

Products Cars (passenger cars, trucks and buses).. 89%
Automobile parts and others .............. 11%
(Export) ................................. (52%)
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R & D) ACTIVITIES

The Central Engineering Laboratories presently are placing great
emphasis on research for greater fuel economy and lighter vehicles in the
automotive industry. Nearly 50% of the R&D budget (about 3% of sales) goes
into such research. It also conducts intensive research on new fuels with its
main emphasis on alcohol-related fuel development. Studies on gas turbines
and stirling engines are in progress. Gas turbine research in particular is
being given the same importance and weight as alcohol-related fuel
research. Taking advantage of the low cost of LSI circuitry, Nissan is
applying electronics to the design of Japanese automobiles. In this
particular field, it is leading the automotive industry.

Special mention should be made about research being conducted on the
"Z engine" and the "ECCS" (engine computer control system). The Z engine is
receiving attention from many countries as an energy-saving engine. The
ECCS utilizies a full-fledged microcomputer control system which saves
about 10% in energy costs.

The turbo-charge engine with a knocking sensor and the drive computer
are also products being placed in Nissan vehicles that are technological
developmerits of this laboratory.

The laboratories are expanding their R&D endeavors beyor d the realm
uf automobiles. The newly developed "self-propelled rope transjet system"
for in-plant parts transportation, the pilotless driving transport system
which can easily be installed, and the gas turbine-driven power vehicle with
an emergency private power supply are some of the research results deserving
mention. The laboratory is making efforts to develop and manufacture cars
suitable for women and elderly drivers.

2
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CEMENT

LABORATORY ONODA CEMENT COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Onoda Semento Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1-7, Toyosu l-chome, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135
Telephone 03-531-4111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 140

Expenditure 2,000
(Million Yen)

Activities
Research Project Groups

Basic cement chemistry
Process engineering
System engineering
Analysis and technique
Cement and concrete
Construction materials
Inorganic materials
Soil engineering
Organic fluorine chemistry
Technical services

Onoda Subresearch Laboratory

Onoda Analysis Center

Patent Department

PARENT COMPANY ONODA CEMENT COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-7, Toyosu l-chome, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135
Telephone 03-531-4111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 2,766 2,810 2,807

Sales 201,353 223,495 251,310
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 4,859 2,663 3,319
(Million Yen)

Products Cement ................................... 79%
Ready-mix concrete and others ............ 21 %
(Export) ................................. (9% )

3



R & D ACTIVITIES

The Onoda Cement Company which began cement production as a relief
measure for "samurai" who became unemployed at the time of the Meiji
Restoration has, since then, striven for quality and technological
improvement.

In basic cement chemistry research efforts have concentrated on
various kinds of usable raw materials, the degree of powdering, baking
conditions, composition of cement powder, and quality improvement. The
laboratory is now considering hydration as a main research theme for the
immediate future.

The cement-making process--such as grinding, baking, granulation and
classification--is being considered from chemical engineering, mechanical
engineering, and electrical engineering viewpoints.

Notable achievements have also been made in systems engineering
regarding development of control techniques, including computerization, and
analysis technologies. The Onoda Analysis Center, which has spearheaded
this effort, also deals with analysis of exhaust gas and has recently started
consulting services for the prevention of pollution. The basic and use-by-use
development of mortar and concrete along with planning and consulting
services for secondary product plants are strong interests of the Onoda
Cement Company.

In regard to new building materials products, extrusion gypsum
building materials, composite cement materials, and laminated panels have
been successfully developed. Research and development efforts for the
development of inorganic building materials, fireproof materials for kilns,
wollastomite and composite materials are continuing.

In the field of soil engineering, the Onoda Cement Company has been
pushing for the development of materials for improvement of soft ground and
solidification of sludge, colloidal sediment, and matter containing harmful
metals. With the application of organofluoric chemistry, a fire
extinguishing agent (Onodahalon 1301) has been developed that is
commercially effective and high polymer products are being developed as
well.

This laboratory also offers technical services such as laboratory testing
under contract, chemical analysis, technical advice and field tests where
necessary. It is interesting to note that the quality control headquarters is
located at the laboratory not at the plant. All industrial standards are set
here, and technical guidance is given at job sites. Preliminary studies in the
life sciences are also being conducted.

4



CHEM ICALS

LABORATORY DAICEL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD., RESEARCH CENTER
(Daiseru Kagaku Kogyo Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1239, Shinzaike, Aboshi-ku, Himeji, Hyogo 671-12
Telephone 0792-74-4070

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 140

Expenditure 1,800
(Million Yen)

Activities

Planning and Information Office

Biochemicals Laboratory

Synthetic Chemicals Laboratory

Materials Development Laboratory

Analytical Laboratory

Engineering Laboratory

Pyrotechnics Laboratory

Product Development Office

Environmental Control Office

PARENT COMPANY DAICEL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Location 1, Teppocho, Sakai-shi, Osaka 590
Telephone 0722-27-3111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,158 3,083 3,083

Sales 97,732 125,155 144,097
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,792 3,917 2,690
(Million Yen)

Products Organic synthetic products ............... 43%
Cellulose ................................ 28%
Synthetic resin .......................... 20%
Others ................................... 9%
(Export) ................................. (16%)

5



R & D ACTIVITIES

The three main areas of emphasis in research for the Research Institute
of the Daicel Chemical Institute will be:

- a shift of research from that of material-centered development to
that of a functional-centered development,

- emphasis on interdisciplinary fields and active participation in
national projects relative to C chemistry and biotechnology,

- reinforcement of the production department in plastics, cellulose,
organic synthesis, as well as improvement in the innovative
production process.

The Planning and Information Office views the overall technological
trends and from a long-range view decides on research and development
directions such as the development of medical and agricultural chemicals
from organic synthetic products and the development of useful chemicals
from natural resources. The development of herbicides now under way is an
example of environmental considerations. The Biochemical Laboratory,
composed of 20 members, is interested in the development of pharmaceutical
products (anticancer medicine, etc.) and the application of fermentation
techniques to chemical reaction processes. At the same time, this section
completed a bioreactor (application of an organic reaction) that combines
conventional chemical production with biotechnology. The staff members
are now investigating various bacteria that wi I provide for cheaper products.

The Synthetic Reaction Laboratory is engaged in the development of C
chemistry. This includes the study of direct synthesis of acetic acid and the
synthesis of 1-4 butanedial, the main material of polybutylene terapthalate
(PBT) resin. The main focus is to find catalysts other than rhodium.

The three Functional Development Sections are concentrating their
ac-ivities on development of functional products through the application of
composite techniques.

- Section 1: development of an artificial kidney, and application of
special films and acetic cellulose,

- Section 2: development of cellulose intermediates related to
semisynthetic paste and carboxymethylcellulose (CMC),

- Section 3: the development of electronic materials such as
electroconductive films.

The Analytical Physics Laboratory has received many requests for
analyses and analytical data from other companies. The Engineering
Laboratory is developing process improvements of acetic cellulose.

6



LABORATORY ISHIHARA SANGYO COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Ishihara Sangyo Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 3-1, Nishi-shibukawa 2-chome, Kusatsu, Shiga 525
Telephone 07756-2-3574

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 152

Expenditure 860
(Million Yen)

Activities

Metals Laboratory
Minerals, dressing, metallurgy, and testing

Inorganic Chemicals Laboratory
Pigments, fertilizers, industrial chemicals, arid chemical
engineering

Organic Chemicals Laboratory
Agricultural chemicals, synthetic chemicals, and field
testing

Biology Laboratory
Microbiology for industrial use

Safety Laboratory
Safety testing and analysis

Formulation Laboratory
Application research

PARENT COMPANY ISHIHARA SANGYO COMPANN, LTf).
Location 3-22, Edobori 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Osaka 550
Telephone 06-444-1451

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1,571 1,537 1,522

Sales 37,299 44,164 42,625
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 246 1,033 1,078
(Million Yen)

Products lioxide pigments ................ 71%

iral chemicals ................... 16%
L : rutile ore ..................... 5%

Otherb ................................... 8%
(Export) ................................. (26% )

7



R & D ACTIVITIES

The company introduced the manufacturing process of herbicide "2.4-D"
in 1950 and the titanium oxid;. manufacturing process in 1953. The herbicide
"2.4-D" was improved by the company so that it can also be used in water.
Since the agriculture in this country is based principally on rice crops in
paddy fields this improved herbicide was noted by the Patent Office as a
significant development.

The Yokkaichi Research Institute was established in June 1958 and was
renamed "Central Research Laboratory" in June 1963. The laboratory moved
in March 1965 to its present address in Kusatsu City, Shiga Prefecture.

The budget of this laboratory is 5.6% of the company's gross sales.

The herbicide "X-G02" was developed for use in the initial stage of
paddy field cultivation. The laboratory has developed many other herbicides
which include:

- SL-49 (may be spread only once during the cultivation period),
- SL-236 (effective on grass),
- IKI-7899 (prevents the metamorphosis of insects).

The Biology Laboratory came into existence ten years ago as part of the
company's research efforts in pure chemistry. The Microorganism
Utilization Group of this laboratory is now investigating the development of
antibiotics with carcinostatic substances and antibacterial substances. The
developmental stage is now at the animal experimentation stage.

The company was awarded, in 1962, the 8th Ohkochi Memorial
Technical Prize for the industrial use (produccion of ammonium sulfate) of
waste acid generated from the titanium oxide manufacturing process. The
company was also awarded the Technical Prize of Japan Coloring Material
Association, in 1977, for a new yellow pigment (titanium yellow). The
company has successfully developed synthetic rutile which has a low content
of titanium.

8



LABORATORY KANEGAFUCHI CHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMPANY, LTD.,
BIOCHEM ICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo Seibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1-8, Miyamae-rnachi, Takasago-cho, Takasago, Hyogo 676
Telephone 07944-2-3181

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 100

Expenditure 1,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Yeast Research Group

Antibiotic Research Grou

Amino Acid Research Group

Biotechnology Group

Fermentation Technology Group

Food Research Group

Chemical Synthesis Group

PARENT COMPANY KANEGAFUCHI CHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMPANY, LTD.
Location 2-4, Nakanoshima 3-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka 530
Telephone 06-208-6161

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,071 3,156 3,232

Sales 128,857 165,287 165,150
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,655 4,005 2,823
(Million Yen)

Products Synthetic resin .......................... 52%
Chemical products ........................ 10%
Foodstuffs ............................... 22%
Electric wires ........................... 7%
Synthetic fibers ........................ 9%
(Export) ................................. (13%)

9



R & D ACTIVITIES

The Biochemical Research Laboratory focuses its research on
pharmaceutical products, foods and livestock teeds based on fermentation
technology, zymology, synthesis, and on a combination of zymology and
synthesis processes.

The company started the development of pharmaceutical products
around 1972 and in 1973, Glutachion, the base material of liver medicine,
was developed by fermentation in yeast culture; in 1978, Ubidecalenon
(Coenzeime QIO) the base material of Koikinon destined for Eisai and
Erogosterol and the base material of Vitamin D were developed. In addition
to these products, the company developed D-para-hydroxy-phenylglycine
(HPG), the intermediate product of the synthetic penicillin, amoxyline. The
company has established a new zymological process permitting the
separation by microbiotic enzyme of D-bodies from synthesized HPG
hydantoin. This process can reduce production costs by about 40% compared
with the conventional process. In this process D-bodies are optically divided
from D- and L-bodies of amino acid. This case is an example of the results
occuring from the laboratory's microbiotic and high polymeric techniques
that have accumulated over a period of time. This development was
followed by the development of D-3-Acetylmelcapto-2-methylpropione
(Ammpa), the intermediate product of an antihypotensive medicine,
Captoplyl.

The laboratory is developing a new medicine that is an anticancer drug,
Macromomycyne. It is, at present, at the Phase I clinical examination
development stage in four domestic laboratories.

In the food industry it has produced, since 1951, bread yeast culture for
domestic use in the largest plant of its kind in Japan. Its excellent
zymological techniques are producing a ribonucleic acid protein (RNA-C).

The biochemical research and development activities are progressing
in this laboratory. A 600.0 million yen investment has just been made to
upgrade the laboratory which includes P Ill-class gene engineering
facilities, a synthesis room, a clinical test room, and radioisotope
facilities. A 10-member study team has been engaged in basic research of
gene recombination for the past three years.
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LABORATORY KYOWA HAKKO KOGYO COMPANY, LTD., TOKYO RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Kyowa Hakko Tokyo Kenkyu-sho)
Location 6-6, Asahi-cho 3-chome, Machida, Tokyo 194
Telephone 0427-25-255

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 200

Expenditure 2,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Microbiology Group
Fermentation Processing Group
Molecular Level Breeding Group
Usable Materials Search Group
Animals and Plants Tissue Culture Group
Biomass Group
Chemical Laboratory
Food Science Laboratory
Information and Retrieval Group

PARENT COMPANY YOWA HAKKO KOGYO COMPANY, LTD.
Location 6-1, Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone03-201-7211

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 4,713 4,776 4,859

Sales 173,526 201,156 206,471
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 3,026 3,165 4,191
(Million Yen)

Products Chemicals and fertilizers ................ 30%
Alcohol and alcoholic beverages .......... 14%
Pharmaceuticals .......................... 34%
Foods and seasonings ..................... 22%
(Export) ................................. (9%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

This company developed the technology for the production of
L-glutamnic acid by zymotechnics in 1956. In 1958, it also invented a process
for the manufacture of L-lysine (for condiments and pharmaceuticals) using
the same method. The Tokyo Research Laboratory has greatly contributed to
the development of the company whose goals are to use the "organic
combination of fermentation and synthesis" for research development.

To attain this goal, the laboratory is involved in studies in

- separation, preservation and breeding of useful microorganisms,
- production of amino acid and nucleic acid-related substances,
- development of antibiotics, anticancer medicines and enzymes,
- research on fermentation and synthesis of physiological activators,
- plant and animal tissue culture.

It is also striving to acquire biotechnology knowledge by assigning top
researchers to this field. By December 1980, it was equipped with a P -level
laboratory for molecular breeding research.

R&D achievements include: the development and manufacture of
mitomycin, and anticancer medicine, (1956); the development in 1969 of
Sagamicin, an antibiotic, and Fortemicin, which is effective against
resistant bacteria and various diseases: Asparaginase, which is effective in
detecting infantile cancers or leukemia; and Oxidase, useful in measuring
cholesterol.

This laboratory is also conducting contractual research. It has been
commissioned by a government-led association for the research and
development of new fuel oils and to develop a process for the manufacture of
ethyl alcohol from biomass. Kyowa Hakko is a member of the Research
Association for C Chemical Technologies. The laboratory has received a
grant from the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology to conduct
research on the use of thermophilic bacteria. The laboratory has established
a technology for making malic acid from fumaric acid by using a
thermostable enzyme. In addition to the Tokyo laboratory, Kyowa Hakko has
a pharmaceutical laboratory, a technical institute, a fisheries experimental
station, and a food development center, Yokkaichi Synthesis Laboratory.
Currently, the company invests 2-3% of its total sales in research and
development activities.
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LABORATORY MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD., RESEARCH CENTER
(Mitsubishi Kasei Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1000, Kamoshida-cho, Midori-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 227
Telephone 045-962-1211

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1,000

Expenditure 16,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Systems Engineering and Analytical Laboratory

Chemical Laboratory

Biosciences Laboratory

Agricultural Products Laboratory

Carbon and Inorganic Products Laboratory

Functional and Organic Products Laboratory

Specialty Products Laboratory

Plastics Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Location 5-2, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-283-6111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 8,314 8,000 7,918

Sales 514,422 658,666 793,511
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,289 6,385 8,478
(Million Yen)

Products Petrochemicals ........................... 46%Carbon products .......................... 29%
Agricultural chemicals and fertilizers... 12%

Chemicals ................................ 12%
Others ................................... 1%
(Export) ................................. (13%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

This Research Center of Mitsubishi Chemical Industries is not only
vast, but also indicative of the direction that the Japanese chemical industry
is now pursuing, undertaking a wide range of research projects--including
catalysts, medicines, agricultural chemicals, dyestuffs, and plastics.

The research staff members concentrates its efforts on the development
of new materials and biochemistry focusing on natural resources, energy, and
electronics. In the fields of resources and energy, C chemistry, coal
liquefaction, separation of uranium from sea water, and isotope separation of
lithium are being investigated; in the development of new materials,
inorganic chemistry using rare-earth elements, silicon, and other electronic
materials, conductive high polymers, jig materials for LSI are being pursued;
in biochemistry research, the breeding of molecules, fusion of cells, new
kinds of fertilizers, agricultural chemicals are being considered. This
center, as a chemical research institute, prides itself on its quality and
diversity of research interests.

The development of closed-type equipment for experiment water is also
noteworthy. This equipment is capable of recycling 1,000 tons of such water
per day. The center is also equipped with facilities for ion exchange resins,
catalysts, basic experiments, fermentation experiments, and gas
chromatography. The center can conduct two types of research--theoretical
and applied. Research results are introduced at the monthly research
meetings which any one in the Research Center can attend.

Recent achievements are:

- the production from coal of needle coke for electric furnaces,
- the development of technology for separating fructose and glucose,
- the establishment of a new steroid fermentation method, the

development of a new kind of aggregate with a specific gravity of
only 0.1,

- the development of a photosensitive nitrogenous fertilizer.
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LABORATORY MITSUBISHI PLTROCHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Mitsubishi Yuka Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1315, Wakaguri, Ami-machi, Inashiki-gun, Ibaraki 300-03
Telephone 02988-7-1010

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 260

Expenditure 2,200
(Million Yen)

Activities Synthesis Laboratory

High Polymer Laboratory

Biochemical Laboratory

Biochemical Application Laboratory

Technological Development Laboratory

Chemical and Physical Analysis Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY MITSUBISHI PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 5-2, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-283-5511

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 4,240 3,873 3,778

Sales 341,395 404,183 370,846
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 4,112 3,445 -1,391
(Million Yen)

Products Ethylene products ........................ 46%

Propylene products ....................... 24%

Chemical fertilizers ..................... 4%

Others ................................... 26%

(Export) ................................. (5%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Since the oil shock, the petrochemical industry has altered its course
from one of mass production to the production of more diversified products
of collateral value. Currently, the Central Research Laboratory of the
Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company is involved in research in three main
areas, the basic study of petrochemistry, research in fine chemicals, and the
study of the application of chemistry in commercial endeavors.

The laboratory started research in biotechnology about ten years ago
when it tried to produce SCP (single cell protein) from ethanol. At about the
same time, the laboratory also began basic research in fine chemicals for
which the effort has begun to pay off.

The laboratory was awarded the Production Technology Prize by the
Japan Chemical Industry Association for its study on tetrahydrofuran which
is used as a solvent for vinyl chloride. The laboratory is located in a
favorable environment because it is located near the "Science City" of
Tsukuba.

The Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company is the largest styrene monomer
producer having an annual output capacity of 420,000 tons. The company
employs selected personnel for its basic petrochemical research. The
primary objective of this research is to develop new catalysts for use in the
petrochemical industry. The primary target for research is the study of C
chemistry under a large-scale nationally-promoted research and development
project. Under this project, the company will study the production of
ethylene glycol. The success of the research hinges on the development of a
new catalyst that will be suitable for ethylene glycol manufacture.
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LABORATORY MITSUI TOATSU CHEMICALS, INC., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Mitsui Tohatsu Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1190, Kasama-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 247
Telephone 045-891-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 280

Expenditure 4,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Basic Research Department

Applied Research Department

New Products Development Department

Analytical and Physical Research Department

PARENT COMPANY MITSUI TOATSU CHEMICALS, INC.
Location 2-5, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-581-6111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 7,91 1 7,589 7,546

Sales 304,642 405,874 418,153
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,128 9,065 -6,977
(Million Yen)

Products Chemical fertilizers ..................... 11%
Industrial chemicals ..................... 41%
Synthetic resin .......................... 25%
Fine chemicals ........................... 13%
Others ................................... 10%
(Export) ................................. (10%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Fundamental Research Division of the laboratory has about 30
research workers and is conducting research on organic chemistry, inorganic
chemistry, and biotechnology. Particularly in the area of inorganic
chemistry, this division is stressing research in electronic materials
including amorphous silicon. In biotechnological research, the recombined
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) laboratory of P,, level was completed early in
1981 and research on DNA is continuing.

This division is also studying the technique for the production of amino
acid with enzymes.

The Applied Technique Research Division studies the synthesis and
fermentation of chemicals for medical supplies and agricultural chemicals.
They also deal with the development of high molecular compounds,
catalyzers, and their production process. This division has developed, in the
area of high molecular compounds, engineering plastics, heat resisting resins
special epoxy resins used as IC seals, and phenol resins. In the medical
research areas, studies are being carried out on anticancer drugs (and have
already been developed: Mifurol, a chemotherapy drug), nucleic acid-based
medicines, and immunotherapy drugs.

The Company's R&D expenditure is 2.4% (about 10.0 billion yen) of its
gross sales, 40% of which has been allotted to the laboratory.
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LABORATORY SEKISUI CHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Sekisui Kagaku Kogyo Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2-1, Hyakuyama, Shimamoto-cho, Mishima-gun, Osaka 618
Telephone 075-962-8811

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 160

Expenditure 1,500
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administration Section - research planning and administration

General Affairs Section - general service, accounting, business
coordination, machine shop, safety,
security

Tokyo Research Section - planning, research, and survey

Development Planning Section - supporting plans, information service

Basic Research Section - basic science, mathematical analysis

Development Research Section - new products, new technology

Functional Materials - new materials
Development Project

Medical Development Project - new products

PARENT COMPANY SEKISUI CHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 4-4, Nishitemma 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka 530
Telephone 06-365-2111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 5,814 5,870 5,999

Sales 236,073 298,674 302,191
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,544 4,317 3,618
(Million Yen)

Products Pipes .................................... 17%
Housing equipment ........................ 10%
Packaging products ............... 13%
Resin products ...... ........... 12%
Unit house "Heilm" ...................... 37%
Others ..................... 11%
(Export) ......................... (2%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The research investmtent of the Sekisui Chemlcdl Company is around
5.0 million yen, which was 3% of the total sales in fiscal year 1981; its
Central Research Laboratory's budget is about 1.5 billion yen. Research in
medical areas, such as in the biochemical field, using highly sophisticated
polymerization techniques for chelmical products such as plasticizers,
intermediates, and bonding Maiterial is a significant part of the company's
research plan.

The Sekisui Clinical Laboratory is mainly engaged in clinical
investigations such as blood analysis processes. In J981, the laboratory
completed a diabetes examination process. T e laboratory is working on the
development of a latex reagent, i.e., a n plastic solidified reagent
grain. This new type of product will be -:d in the diagnosis of serum
hepatitis; it also has many other applications.

Research is being carried out in plastics to develop a plastic container
which will prevent blood from coagulating. The study of disposable medical
products is planned for the future.

The other ilwin research project of the laboratory is an energy-related
one. The company is no%% pdrticipating in the Ministry of International
Trade ani Industry's new housing project using natural energy. The
company's role in the project is to conduct tests by removing the stored solar
energy using a calcium chloride (CaCI 6H 0) process. Reliability tests are
continuing.

The laboratory has been engagked in the development of air conditioning
systems with metal hydrides in cooperation with the Research and
Development Corporation. The important technical point is to obtain high
energy from low solar heat. Rare-earth materials are to be used for this
study. Also under investigation is to find which combination of metal
hydrides will be best suited for heat exchange technology. This
technological development will affect future thermal research especially in
products for the home.

Plastics-related developiment activities are centered on plastics
engineering and composite materials. The recent development of a plane
heat generating element in which carbon fabric is "sandwiched" between FRP
plates will be commercialized in 1382.

Future investigation activities will include studies on solar light
power generation and biomass research.
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LABORATORY SHOWA DLNKO COMPANY, LID., HLNLRAL TLCHNIL-AL

RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Showa Denko Sohgoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 24-60, Tamagawd 2-chorne, Ohta-ku, Tokyo 144
Telephone 03-733-0151

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 360

Expenditure 3,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administration Department

Analysis Center
Physical properties, chemical analysis

Engineering Research Center
Process development, materials of construction, water

treatment technology

Technical Information Center
On-line system, survey, search, analysis, and library

PARENT COMPANY SHOWA DENKO COMPANY, LTD.
Location 13-9, Shiba Daimon 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105
Telephone 03-432-5111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 4,935 5,428 5,372

Sales 373,941 443,228 384,490
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 6,827 7,587 572
(Million Yen)

Products Chemicals ................................ 67%
Products made by electric furnaces ....... 25%
Engineering .............................. 1%

Others ................................... 7%
(Export) ................................. (10%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The General Technical Research Laboratory is the R&D Center for the
Showa Denko Company. The Analysis Center, one of the research centers of
the laboratory, analyzes and evaluates the properties of materials that are
required for new products. Research emphasis is being placed on
microanalysis of ultrafine molecular combinations. A study on the
crystallization of artificial graphite and alumina has recently been
completed.

The Engineering Research Center developes new procedures related to
process engineering, material engineering, and environmental engineering.
This center has focused on energy saving technological research. Some
developments have been: new industrialization procedures in process
engineering; development of the prevention of metal damage and corrosion in
material engineering; and the development of an oxygen biological
treatment system and waste water treatment for system environmental use.

The laboratory is currently studying a new method of producing
hydrogen for future energy needs through high-temperature and high-pressure
water electrolysis. This study is under the consignment of the New Energy
Development Organization. The company's hydrogen producing plant has
upgraded its capacity from 4 Nm 3/h to 20 Nm 3/h.

The Technical Information Center is the repository for all technical
information relevant to the company's technical and research developments.
The center maintains a library of technical books, domestic and overseas
reviews, magazines, patents, and in-company publications. The library holds
6,000 copies, and has a bookstack area of 450 m.

The Center is in contact with domestic and overseas information
services and data banks.
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LABORATORY SUMITOMO CH!3MICAL COMPANY, LTD., INSTITUTE FOR
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

(Sumitomo Kagaku Kogyo Seibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu-sho)
Locat ion 4-2-1, Takatsukasa, Takarazuka, Hyogo 665
Telephone 0797-73-0221

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 700

Expenditure -10,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Pharmaceutical Chemicals Department
Basic research, application research, materials research, development of
quality control technology, analytical methodology, and chemical equipment

Agricultural Chemicals Department
Basic research, application research, materials research, development of
quality control technology, analytical methodology, and chemical equipment

Biotechnology Department
Synthetic medication for hereditary disease

PARENT COMPANY SUMITOMO CHEMICAL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 15, Kitahama 5-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-220-3891

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 10,255 9,826 9,639

Sales 550,611 673,867 640,760
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 11,240 9,582 2,342
(Million Yen)

Products Industrial chemicals and chemical fertilizers .......... 56%
Plastics and synthetic rubber ............ 21%
Dye stuffs and other chemicals ........... 11%
Pesticides ............................... 7%
Pharmaceuticals ......................... 5%
(Export) ................................. (9%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Institute for Biological Science was established in 1971 absorbing
the agricultural chemicals and pharmaceuticals research divisions of the
Osaka plant of the Sumitomo Chemical Company. Hence, its contributions
made in the area of agricultural chemicals especially organophosphoric
compounds.

In the field of pharmaceuticals, the Sumitomo Chemical Company
exported "Inteban" (an analgesic, and antipyretic) which is a "first" in the
Japanese pharmaceutical industry. Other achievements include drugs such as
"Indometacin," an indole as efficacious for inflammation treatment as the
steroid agents; a pain killing ointment effective in treatment of rheumatism
(estimated annual sales: 4 billion yen as compared to 5 billion yen for
"Inbeban SP," an oral agent); "Gephanyl," a remedy for gastric ulcers;
"Haridol," an agent for the improvement of cerebral blood flow to prevent
thrombosis. Also on the list of new products are "Lipoclean," a cholesterol
lowering agent, a semisynthetic penicillin, cephalosporins, and interferon.

The strong push and interest in future research efforts lie in
biotechnology. The biotechnology staff will be increased from the current
30 to 50 in 1982. In regard to interferon, the institute intends to apply the
interferon manufacturing technique to other products as well.

The research facilities for pharmaceuticals, agricultural chemicals,
and biotechnology is expected to expand and be moved to the Osaka plant of
Sumitomo Chemical in an attempt to link research and production. The
president of Sumitomo Chemical is well-aware that people, money, and time
should be concentrated on selected "promising future undertakings" because
research and development is so costly.
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LABORATORY UBE INDUSTRIES, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Ube Kohsan Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1978-5, Kogushi, Ube, Yamaguchi 755
Telephone 0836-31-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 332

Expenditure 4,100
(Million Yen)

Activities Chemical and Physical Analysis Laboratory

Environmental Protection Laboratory

Organic Synthesis Laboratory

Agricultural Chemical Laboratory

Cement Laboratory

Metallic Materials Laboratory

Atomic Energy Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY UBE INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Location 7-2, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-581-3311

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 9,921 9,916 10,027

Sales 154,432 226,337 240,167
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,743 4,123 2,651
(Million Yen)

Products Raw materials for nylon .................. 11%

Synthetic resin .......................... 13%
Cement ................................... 26%
Ready-mix concrete ..................... 6%
Machinery and plants ..................... 23%
Chemical products and others ............. 21%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Ube's Central Research Laboratory has a broad spectrum of research
including engineering processes, chemistry, biochemistry, building
materials, metallurgy, machinery, and ceramics. For a chemical company,
Ube Industries is the only one in Japan that includes metallurgical and
machinery departments in its research laboratory.

Although Ube Industries started production of caprolactain and
polyethylene based on technical know-how introduced from abroad, it has
since developed new products of high performance based on the strength of
its own technology and the process control systems developed by the Central
Research Laboratory.

The high-pressure polyethylene produced by Ube Industries is noted as
significantly improving the insulation performance of submarine coaxial
cables. Ube Industries has succeeded in developing a diester oxalate process
using the reactions of carbon dioxide, alcohol, and oxygen.

The development of Tecroffsaram for control of rice blight and the
research in pharmacodynamics by Ube Industries is significant also as the
laboratories are expected to contribute to the advancement of agricultural
chemistry.

Ube Pol VCR is a synthetic rubber for radial tire use which has been
developed by Ube's research laboratories by making use of a polymerization
process. As the development of a new catalyst for polyethylene
polymerization is well on its way toward production, it is possible that the
marketing of linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) will not be far
behind. As seen above, Ube research laboratories is intensifying its research
and development efforts in the chemical sciences.

In the area of cement research, Ube's Central Research Laboratory has
developed an oil well cememt production process and a sulfate-resistant
cement production process. So far as oil well cement is concerned, Ube
Industries is the largest supplier in Japan.

In the area of machinery research, Ube Industries has developed a waste
water treatment process using activated charcoal, charcoal rejuvenator,
energy-saving activated sludge and a drying process which are already in use.

in regard to chemical analysis technology, Ube Industries has
developed the Chemics-Ube system which can automatically determine the
molecular formula of any given organic compound. In addition, its software
technology has been provided to Hitachi, Ltd., in order to help develop a new
system for chemical analysis.
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COMMUNICATIONS

LABORATORY KOKUSAI DENSHIN DENWA (KDD) COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

(Kokusai Denshin Denwa Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1-23, Nakameguro 2-chome, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153
Telephone 03-713-0111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 179

Expenditure 6,000
(M i I I ion Yen)

Activities

Electronic Circuit Laboratory
Materials and Componentb Laboratory
W ire Communication System Laboratory

Radio Communication System Laboratory
Radio Transmission Laboratory
Satellite Communication Laboratory
Information Processing Laboratory

Switching System Laboratory
Terminal Equipment Laboratory
Instrumentation and Measurement Laboratory
Station Equipment Laboratory
Special Laboratory I
Technical Development Division
Patent Division
Coordination Division

General Affairs Division

PARENT COMPANY KOKUSAI DENSHIN DENWA COMPANY, LTD.
Location 3-2, Nishi Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160
Telephone 03-347-7111

1979 1980 11931

Manpower 5,859 6,462 6,686

Sales 123,455 141,209 148,046
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 9,770" 16,788 15,583
(Million Yen)

Products Telegraph ................................ 47%
Telephone ................................ 53%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The KDD research and development program is established so as to
pursue its three key objects: optical communication research by using
optical submarine cable, further development of satellite communication
via Intelsats and Intelsats systems, and development of new communication
services such as the international data communications network which makes
international communication possible through computers.

As for optical communication research, the main projects are in
optical devices such as light sources for optical relay and optical detectors,
remote infrared ultralow-loss fibers, optical magnetic memory, optical
relay and the composition of optical communications systems. A
development target for the future is a long-distance international submarine
cable system using optical fibers.

In the field of communication via satellite, the staff members are
engaged in the total research and development of satellite communication
including satellite communication for Intelsats V and others, submillimeter
wave transmitters, antennas for microwave and milliwave-bands, the
characteristics of propagation, and maritime satellites.

The development of new communication services are being directed
toward a computerized communication network, its switchover system,
facsimile communication and other techniques covering a variety of
consumers' needs. One of the important items, for example, is
communication interface which enables allowances to be made for
differences in language, time, and techniques inherent in international
communication.

Group No. 4, of which their main project is instrumentation, is dealing
with the development and measurement of instruments essential to
innovation. A good example of this development is a submarine
self-propelling cable search system which can detect a cable needing repair.
Another study underway is on picture communication and digital
transmission.

A great many achievements in development from this laboratory are:
lasers made of indium, gallium arsenide semiconductors which oscillate
within 1.3 microns-long waveband, software permitting efficient positioning
of geostationary satellites, ternary element (gadolinium, terbium, iron)
alloys, and an amorphous optical magnetic recording substance which is
excellent for recording and reproduction use.

The technical level of the laboratory is ranked high among the
communication industries in the world.
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CuN5TRUCTION

LABORATORY KAJIMA CORPORATION, KAJIMA INSTITUTE OF CONSTRUCTION
TECHNOLOGY

(Kajima Kensetsu Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 19-1, Tobitakyu 2-chome, Chofu, Tokyo 182
Telephone 0424-85-111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 302

Expenditure 2,300
(Million Yen)

Activities
Planning and Information Department

General planning and coordination for research and development,
collection and analysis of infor,,oation, diffusion and publicity of
research results, collection of data and electronic computer services

General Affairs Department
General affairs, accounting, equipment, and materials

Civil Engineering Department
Investigation, research and development of materials, concrete con-
struction techniques, structures, geology, rock, hydrography and
chemistry, all related to civil engineering

Building Engineering Department
Structural systems, construction techniques, structures, earthquake
ground motion and vibration of buildings, all related to building
construction

Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering Department
Soil mechanics and foundation

Environmental Engineering Department
Environmental engineering and building equipment

Construction Equipment Research Department
Mechanical and electrical equipment, measurement and control

PARENT COMPANY KAJIMA CORPORATION
Location 2-7, Moto-akasaka 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107
Telephone 03-404-3311

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1 2,326 1 2,380 1 2,303

Sales 630,79 705,542 813,934
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 13,503 14,340 lb,048
(Million Yen)

Products Building construct ion(off ices, factories, warehouses, housing,
hospitals, educational facilities, others) ...... 57%

Civil engineering(engineering work, railroad, water supply,
sewerage system) ..... 39%

Development .............................. 4%
(Export) ................................. (4% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The foresight of Kajima Corporation, especially in the field of
ultrahigh building construction, atomic energy, and soil engineering has been
noteworthy. This has been attributable to the efforts of the Research
Institute of the Kajima Corporation.

In the future, the main theme of research will be in energy-relat d
work of which the research investment totals un the average of 2.3 billion
yen a year. The scope of the research effort includes nuclear power plants,
oil storage bases, liquefied natural gas tanks, coal storage installations and
underground power plants. The most important aspect of the design of these
structures is proper earthquake-proof features.

Aseismatic design is being studied using an earthquake simulator. The
advanced aseismatic system research is supported by a network of monitoring
stations. Information processed at monitoring stations are immediately sent
to an institute at Chofu, Tokyo for integrated analysis.

The institute intends to establish sufficient expertise for the
construction of 100% earthquake safe nuclear power plants.

The soil test laboratory research efforts include development of
methods that will ensure the safe construction of dams, long and large
tunnels, underground power plants, and underground energy storage
installations. The laboratory maintains, in special facilities, extremely
cold internal temperatures in order to carry out many cold temperature
tests. A test is being conducted in which -163°C is maintained in an
underground tank so as to check the changes of the surrounding strata. The
technology of soft ground improvement is another project of the institute.
Some advances made in this research has permitted construction of buildings
on various soft ground locations.

Another laboratory is being used on a large-scale for oceanologic and
hydrologic tests, including tests of hydrologic cycles in the sea, in ports, on
coasts, in rivers, dams, etc.
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LABORATORY MISAWA HOMES COMPANY, LTD., INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH ANI)
DEVELOPMENT

(Misawa Hohmu Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 4-5, Takaido-Higashi 2-chome, Suginami, Tokyo 168
Telephone 03-332-5111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 79

Expenditure 1,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Technical Development Division

Construction method laboratory
New panels laboratory
New products laboratory
Housing facilities laboratory
Industrial design laboratory
Multipurpose materials laboratory
Energy conservation laboratory

Public Relations Division

Administrative Division

PARENT COMPANY MISAWA HOMES COMPANY, LTD.
Location 4-5, Takaido Higashi 2-chome, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168
Telephone 03-331-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 672 698 787

Sales 62,156 90,322 106,277
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 756 929 1,004
(Million Yen)

Products Construction materials ................... 93%
Houses ................................... 6%
Others ................................... 1%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Misawa Homes established a research and development department in
1967, which was reorganized in 1969 and renamed the Misawa Homes
Institute of Research and Development.

The Institute has three departments: the Technological Development
Department, the Social Development Department and the Secretariat. Of
them, the Social Development Department is quite unique, and philosophizes
the relation between man and his home and cells it the search for a life of
quality in the 21st Century under a project called, "Quality 21."

Recent developments by the Technological Development Department
include a multifunctional ceramic-base incombustible material called
"PALC."

The Institute is well-equipped and staffed. It is the only one in the
world that has an all weather environmental testing system capable of
simulating arctic cold of -30 C in desert heat.
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LABORATORY MITSUI CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LTD., TECHNICAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Mitsui Kensetsu Gujutsu Kenskyu-sho)
Location 18-1, Komaki 5-chome, Nagareyama, Chiba 270-01
Telephone 0471-55-0141

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 60

Expenditure 450
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Office
Administration, patents, and library

Civil Engineering Division
Engineering geology, soil mechanics, structure and
construction methods, chemical research, equipment
and systems development

Construction Engineering Division
Structural engineering, aseismatic engineering,
environmental conditioning system, systems development

PARENT COMPANY MITSUI CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LTD.
Location 10-I, Iwamotocho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101
Telephone 03-863-3111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 4,454 4,372 4,962

Sales 224,643 257,774 288,854
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,272 1,235 1,827
(Million Yen)

Products Building construction (housing, offices, factories, and
warehouses, others) .......... 51 %

Civil engineering (land development, water supply, and
sewerage system, railroads, roads, others) ........... 48%

Real estate .............................. 1%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Technical Research Laboratory is mainly involved in the
development of earthquake technology for the construction industry. One
such development has been the installation of flexible walls and a floor that
has been constructed in a large building used for earthquake simulation
studies. These flexible walls and floors can support a maximum weight of
500 tons per meter and a total weight of 4000 tons. The building can
withstand on earthquake twc. or three times the intensity of the Tokyo
earthquake of 1923. A microcomputer is used in the monitoring and testing
of the structure.

Research directed toward the development of new materials will
include development of concrete that will be used in energy storage
facilities. Concrete is a fundamental and essential material used in the
construction industry. The laboratory has developed concrete that, when
tested using rooms with various temperatures, maintained temperatures from
50 C (thermostatic room) to -30 C (low temperature room). This technology
is significant for LNG and LPG tank construction, in construction of
embedded precast concrete tunnels, and in precast barge construction.

The MCS (Mitsui Checkered System) has become known for the concept
of construction of ultrahigh buildings. The laboratory is now hoping to
improve on the MCS concept. The laboratory's development activities
include the use of microcomputers in practically all aspects of research and
development.
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LABORATORY OHBAYASHI-GUMl, LTD., TECHNICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Ohbayashi-gumi Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 4-640, Shimokiyoto, Kiyose, Tokyo 180-04
Telephone 0424-91-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 235

Expenditure 2,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Office
Civil Engineerinig Laboratory
Construction Engineering Laboratory
Founding Soil Laboratory
Structural Materials Laboratory
Finish Materials Laboratory
Structural Laboratory
Vibration Laboratory
Air Conditioning and Industrial Hygiene Laboratory
Acoustics Laboratory
Nuclear Power Laboratory
Chemical Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY OHBAYASHI-GUMI, LTD.
Location 3, Kanda Tsukasacho 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 10 1
Telephone 03-292-1 111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 9,913 9,813 9,814

Sales 482,280 543,438 649,404
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 4,294 4,805 7,861
(Million Yen)

Products Building construction (factories and warehouses, housing,
offices, shops and department stores, schools and
educational facilities and others) ......... 65%

Civil engineering (land development, railroads, water supply
and sewerage system, and others) .................... 33%

Real estate .............................. 2%
(Export) ................................. (2%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The predecessor of the Technical Research Institute which was founded
in June 1948, was transferred to its present premises in December 1967, and
was the start of the present organization. The institute has developed many
testing facilities for use in various specialized field testing needs. The
most significant of these is the prestressed concrete reactor vessel (PCCV)
which the Kansai Electric Power Company used for special aseismic tests.
This one-eighth scale reactor model is repeatedly used for aseismic
experiments; it simulates an atomic power generation reactor in
earthquake-prone areas. In the same location is a one-thirtieth scale reactor
model of the Japan Atomic Power Company. Both of the models are
promising prototypes for the Ohbayashi-gumi Technical Research Institute as
greater emphasis is being placed on atomic power generation for future
power needs.

In energy research, an important concern of the company, the coal silo
has been one of the significant achievements in the process of revitalization
of coal energy. The silo has a characteristic discharge port which
contributes much to the conformity of coal storage and transport.

At the same time, the institute is actively pursuing the study of safe
underground storage of liquefied natural gas (LNG), as well as efficient
underground heat storage. In the field of earthquake-related research, a
unique study is being performed on the purification of sewage and rainwater
to be used as potable water in an emergency such as an earthquake. The
water is recycled and purified through the use of bacteria and is now being
used on a trial basis by employees' families.

Another project of the institute is an earthquake-free floor which can
be used to protect computers from earthquake efiects. The actual
performance of this system was already been tested during the lzu
earthquake; however, the institute is hoping to find applications other than
"floor" use.

The institute's main office, completed in May 1982, was built using an
ultrahigh energy-saving building design; energy consumption per square
meter will be 98 megacalories a year compared with the average of 450
megacalories a year in conventional buildings. The solar collector which
totally covers the roof and with complete glazing on! the south side of the
building are features of the building that will make the most use of solar
energy.
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LABORATORY SHIMIZU CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

(Shimizu Kensetsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 4-17, Ecchujima 3-chome, Kohtoh-ku, Tokyo 135
Telephone 03-643-4311

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1,800
(Million Yen)

Activities

Materials Laboratory
Geological Laboratory
Structural Strength Laboratory
Construction Laboratory
Planning Laboratory
Environmental Assessment Laboratory
Oceanographical Laboratory
Material Technology Laboratory
Administrative Office
Library

PARENT COMPANY SHIMIZU CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LTD.
Location 16-1, Kyobashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104
Telephone 03-535-4111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 9,593 9,537 9,645

Sales 557,852 602,193 650,276
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 7,423 9,223 10,828
(Million Yen)

Products Building construct ion (offices, factories, and warehouses,
housing, shops, and department stores, others) ........ 81%

Civil engineering (land development, roads, water supply, and
sewerage systems) ............................... 18%

Real estate .............................. 1%
(Export) ................................ (1%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The main part of this research institute was completed in 1972. The
research facilities encompasses the central laboratory, the large-scale
experiments laboratory, the fire-resistance test laboratory, the sound
laboratory, the wind tunnel laboratory, the frozen soil laboratory, and the
environmental experiments room.

Of the institute's research activities, those of aseismatic planning
deserves particular attention. They have developed a unique earthquake
input system. When a seismic wave encounters underground structures, it is
screened (or deflected) and only a part of it enters the structures. Such input
loss can be analysed and measured by this system; a technological
advancement which may help solve the mystery of earthquakes. Also the
institute has been instrumental in the design of nuclear power plants, energy
tanks, and skyscrapers.

By making use of its experience in the design of the No.1 reactor for
the Tokai Power Plant of the Japan Atomic Power Company, the institute is
developing aseismatic designs for multipurpose reactors and
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors. The shielding work for the
controversial atomic powered ship, "Mutsu," is also being done by the
Shimizu Construction Company. The Shimizu Company was the first to
introduce the Rockwell tank technology in Japan. Shimizu's aseismic
technical experience and knowledge have contributed a great deal towards
successful adaptation of imported technology to Japanese requirements.
Research effort is also being expanded in regard to cryogenic characteristics
in connection with the construction of LNG tanks. The Shimizu Company
also possesses technology for cleaning diesel exhaust gases. This technology
has been developed to ensure safety in tunneling construction projects. In
regard to the desulfurization technology of heavy oil boilers, the Shimizu
Company plays a significant role.
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LABORATORY TAISEI CORPORATION, TECHNICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(Taisei Kensetsu Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 344-1, Nase-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 245
Telephone 045-812-121 1

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 220

Expenditure 2,000
(Million Yen)

Activities Construction Technology Laboratory
Finished Materials Laboratory
Construction Materials Laboratory
Environmental Research Laboratory
Acoustic Laboratory
Steel Structure Laboratory
Special Structure Laboratory
Soil Foundation Laboratory
Earthquake Prediction Laboratory
Hydrological Laboratory
Basic Foundation Laboratory
Materials and Construction Method Laboratory
Civil Engineering Laboratory

Supporting group
- Planning Office

- Library
- Experimental Work Shop
- Machine Shop

PARENT COMPANY TAISEI CORPORATION
Location 25-1, Nishi-Shinjuku 1-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160
Telephone 03-348-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 12,304 12,194 12,332

Sales 654,035 652,747 787,747
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 7,635 8,644 10,362
(Million Yen)

Products Building construction (offices, factories, and warehouses,
housing, shops and department stores, hotels,
others) ........ 68%

Civil engineering (engineering work, railroads, water supply,
sewerage system, land development, others) ..... 30%

Real estate ................................... 2%
(Export) ...................................... (4%)
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R & D A(:TIVITIES

It is a well-known fact among Japanese people that the former
Imperial Hotel, which was designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, the world-famous
architect, provided evidence of its earthqudie-proof design because it
survived the Great Earthquake of 1923. The construction of the hotel was
carried out by the Taisei Corporation (then called Nippon Doboku). The
proven high aseismatic construction design is one of the main areas of
interest of the Technical Institute (A the Taisei Corporation.

Earthquake patterns are continually being studied through an
observation network of 15 monitoring terminals locateo in various high
buildings, tunnels, ano underground tanks. One example is the monitoring
point in the Shinjuku Center building of the Shinjuku metropolitan zone
which was installed 100 rmeters below the ground prior to the construction of
the building. based on the data arid information collected from the
observation network, the institute is able to study the relationship between
geological conditions and structures during earthquakes, and as a result of
this study hopes to develop aseisinatic construction technology.

It is coimnon knowledge that aseisiiatic construction cannot be
achieved without high-qudlity materials. Concrete is one oi the superior
building materials in which the institute is applying strong research efforts.
Another important area of research for the institute is the soundproof design
of future multiple family buildings as well as single family dwellings.
Soundproof designing for houses is an approach to environmental protection.
This technology can also be applied to the acoustic design of concert halls.

Other items of research at the institute include the study of the
possibility of introducing robots into the building process itself in order to

allow for the lack of skilled manpower. The area under study for robot
implementation is in the prefabrication of construction material. However,
as the standardization of building materials is not common, many problems
remain before robot technology can be used in the construction industry.
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LABORATORY TOBISHIMA CORPORATION, TECHNICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(Tobishima Kensetsu Gujutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 2514, Toda, Atsugi, Kanagawa 243
Telephone 0462-28-5389

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 40

Expenditure 200

(Million Yen)

Activities

Geological Engineering Laboratory

Construction Laboratory

Sound and Vibration Laboratory

Concrete Research Laboratory

Pavement Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY TOBISHIMA CORPORATION
Location 3-28, Kudan Minami 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102
Telephone 03-263-3151

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,600 3,821 3,793

Sales 201,806 255,314 313,328
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,706 1,641 1,749
(Million Yen)

Products Civil engineering (land development, railroads, water supply,
and sewerage systems, roads, others) ................ 58%

Building construction (housing, factories, and warehouses,
offices, others). 41%

Real estate .............................. 1%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Tobishima Corporation, which is going to celebrate its centennial
in 1983, regards the Technical Research Institute as a section of its
Technological Division. This institute stresses basic research.

Tobishima Corporation which excels in tunneling technology has the
edge in technology expertise in water supply and drainage, road, railway, and
dain construction work. It is the first Japanese construction company that
utilized the Austrian tunneling method. This method prevents the earth from
loosening or sinking in the tunneling area making the most use of the
pressure of the surrounding earth instead of using the conventional methods
such as steel, timber, or thick concrete supports.

The technical staff has continued research and development efforts to
best adapt this Austrian technology to the various land conditions in Japan.
Today, the Tobishirna Corporation has made significant progress toward
increased efficiency, greater energy savings and better safety in the
construction of tunnels for railways and motorways, flood ways, sewerages,
and underground power stations.

The company is also developing new technology such as the "shield"
method and the "caisson" method that are applied in difficult urban civil
engineering projects.

Now a general contractor, Tobishima Corporation is active in a wide
range of technological developments. Among its many technologies, the slip
form method deserves special mention. It is useful for the construction of
tall, towering concrete structures with ferroconcrete--such as chimneys,
silos, towers, caissons, pressure vessels for nuclear power stations, and
buildings. Tobishima itself has many patents for its own technological
developments, however, the slip form technology originally came from West
Germany and was further developed by Tobishima Corporation.
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LABORATORY TOKYU CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LTD., TECHNOLOGICAL
RESEARCH CENTER

(Tokyu Kensetsu Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 13-9, Miyazaki 2-chome, Takatsu-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 213
Telephone 044-854-2111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 46

Expenditure 300
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Office

Architectural Building Structures Division
Computer analysis, seismological observation, structural
exper i ment s

Soil and Foundations Division

Land developing systems, chemical treatment of soi I

Environmental Protection Division
Noise control, vibration control

PARENT COMPANY TOKYU CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LTD.
Location 16-14, Shibuya 1-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150
Telephone 03-406-5111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,619 3,674 3,734

Sales 203,229 222,622 245,960
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,662 2,143 2,668
(Million Yen)

Products Building construction .................... 60%
Civil engineering ........................ 38%
Real estate .............................. 1%
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R & D) ACTIVITIES

The Technological Research Center of this firmh has acquired
substantial technical ability in the field of environmental engineering. In1
Japan there was a time when public opinion was against the construction of
high rise apartments because of the associated wind and noise problems. The
Center has made such significant contributions in solving these urban
environmental problems that the Ministry of Construction and the Japan
Highway Public Corporation rely on the Center for information concerning
wind and noise pollution.

The Acoustic Laboratory specializes in the study of traffic noise. One
of its main objectives is to protect city dwellers against traffic noise
pollution. The company has acquired a substantial degree of expertise.

The company is investigating construction and structural methods
relative to tunneling processes. For example, the Nek Austrian Tunneling
Method (NATM) has greatly reduced construction time. At Hachinantai, on
the Tohoku Superhighway construction project, a method utilizing a
microcomputer at the site was used. In this method, the microcomputer
system is linked to an automatic neasuring system to read the topographic
changes of the mountain so that supports of the tunnel may be reinforced
according to topographcal changes. Complicated data are recorded on a
magnetic disk which is taken to the main ofl ice tor further study.

In the area of railway construction, the firm has developed a neA trace
construction method. Quite different from conventional methods in %0hich
sleepers and gravel are utilized, a reinlorced concrete bed (serving as
vertical sleepers) is constructed at the site and ra. Is are placed directl on
the bed. This method has significant advantages such as the reduction of
construction costs, of manpower costs, and the elimination of maintenance.

To meet the trend toward the expansion of existing railway lines by
constructing new lines directly above and below the existing ones, thle firm
has developed a new "exchange method" in which a special contrivance is
incorporated in the juncture of the new line. This new method is attracting
public interest because it does not require construction of a temporary line
and eliminates noise and vibration.

Future plans include the development of construction techniques of
large-sized underground hollow structures, marine structures, and power
generating facilities.
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COSM L I I CS

LABORATORY SHISEIDO COMPANY, LTD., SHISEIDO LABORATOR Y
(Shiseido Kenkyu-stio)

Location 1050, Nippa-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 223
Telephone 045-542-1 331

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 280

Expenditure 6,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Cosmetic Research Laboratory

Application Research Laboratory

Products Development Laboratory

Administrative Office

PARENT COMPANY SHISEIDO COMPANY, LTD.
Location 5-5, Ginza 7-chone, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104
Telephone 03-572-51 11

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1 2,949 13,100 12,969

Sales 279,633 294,560 302,301
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 10,271 10,671 10,201
(Million Yen)

Products Cosmetics ................................ 86%
Soap and ds .......deterge .............. .8%
Sundry goods................... 6%
(Export) ................................. (4% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

In the development of cosmetics, it is essential to select good oil.
Oil, which is the base material of cosmetics, must be smooth and easy to
spread. Tests made in the laboratory have concluded that oils appropriate
for cosmetics tend to stimulate the skin. Blanched ester oil is an important
substance in this cosmetic development. The laboratory has discovered,
through repeated experiments, the fact that healthy skin has a balanced
moisture, which is a naturally occurring phenomenon through
moisture-balancing material that is called the "natural moisturizing factor."

The development of high-safety cosmetic dye materials and perfumes is
also an important task of research. One example is the search for natural
perfume base materials that do not produce allergic reactions and
inflammation.

An example of discovery of safe natural materials is "Hohobayu," which
was originally used by Indians. As it is used in its original form by the
Indians, Hohobayu it is very impure and very inflammatory. Shiseido's
refinery techniques have transformed it into a safe form for cosmetic use.

"Squwaran,'.' refined deep-sea shark liver oil, was once used as a natural
cosmetic material. However, the natural form of Squwaran comes in too
small quantities for production purposes so it has been chemically
synthesized in the laboratory and with assistance from the Kurare
Corporation's research facilities.

The company has emphasized chemical synthesis technology in various
fields of chemical products other than cosmetics. The research and
development investment accounts for about 6.0 billion yen or 2% of the total
sales.
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

LABORATORY FUJI ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD., FUJI ELECTRIC CORPORATE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

(Fuji Denki Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2-2-1, Nagasaka, Yokosuka, Kanagawa 240-01
Telephone 0468-56-1191

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 470

Expenditure 4,400
(Million Yen)

Activities

R&D Technical Staff

Administration Department

Research Groups - research laboratory
- semiconductor laboratory

Development Groups - development laboratory
- high voltage power laboratory

Manufacturing Groups - manufacturing engineering laboratory

Fuel Cell Development Division

PARENT COMPANY FUJI ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
Location 12-1, Yurakucho 1-chorne, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-211-7111

1971; 1980 1981

Manpower 14,075 13,854 13,307

Sales 240,738 259,428 295,278
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,767 3,796 4,126
(Million Yen)

Products Electrical machinery ..................... 44%
Standard electrical equipment ............ 28%
Measuring instruments .................... 16%
Vending machines and appliances .......... 12%
(Export) ................................. (25%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Fuji Electric Company is a heavy electric machinery maker. This
Research and Development lnstitute is an organization formally independent
of the Fuji Electric Company. The predecessor of the institute began its
activities in 1933asa research section of Fuji Electric. In 1980, the present
organization was established. The budget allotted to the institute anounts
to about 4% of the total annual sales. The research items are classified
largely into three areas: energy, electronics, and basic technology.

In energy research, amorphous siliconi solar cells are under
development. A vacuum glass tube-type solar collector has been developed
in solar heat collection. In addition, wind power generation and wave
activated power generation are being studied.

The fuel cell developF-ient now under way includes alkali-type cells
and phosphoric acid-type cells.

In the superconducting field the conipany produced on trial in 1982, a
superconducting synchronous phase modifier in a project for the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry for use in the Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation. Also, a superconducting generator was completed in a
combined research project with Kyoto University.

Development in electronics are focused on semiconductors, sensors, and
instrumentation with emphasis on systems engineering. The pocket-size
microcomputer powered by amorphous silicon solar cells can work by using
artificial home light. Other achievements are: the contact combustion city
gas (LNG) sensor authorized by the Japan Gas Appliances Inspection
Association; the oximeter, "ZIRCOMAT MINI," using zirconia ceramics for
measurement of oxygen contct in boilers and industrial furnaces; and the
filter-condenser system of a waste water treating installation in a purifying
station, and other developments which include medical electronic equipment.

The basic technology interests are in materials, production, analysis,
evaluation, etc. Some areas under study include the study on fast breeder
reactor (FBR) structural materials in a joint effort with the Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation as well as a study being carried
out on high-temperature nuclear reactors materials in cooperation with the
High-temperature Structure Safety Engineering Research Association.
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LABORAIORY FUJITSU LIMIFLi), Ft'JlIS LAtSoIA wl I-L) LIiD.
(Ful itsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1015, Kamiodanaka, Nakahara-Ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 211
Telephone 044-777-1111

1-79 081

Manpower -800

Expenditure - luU0
(M i I Iion Yen)

Activities

Research Division
Integrated Communications Division

Telc :ommunications systems, lightwave communications, microwave s ,
digital transmission on coaxial cable, codinig ano digital signal pro(;emsi ig,
digital switching and networks

Computer Systems Division
Computer technology, computer design and software, patlern recug-rntik.,ti
printers, magnetic recording, bubble memories, plasmia dis-plays

Semiconductor Division
LSI's and semiconductors, LSI devices, fine pattern technology, futu
technology, semiconductor materials, microwave devices, optical devices

Components Technology Division
Materials Division
Medical Engineering Division
Kansai R&D Center
Technical Support

Technical information, materials analysis, machine shop

PARENI COMPANY FUJITSU LIMITED
Location 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-216-3211

Manpower 32,257 32,982 34,019

Sales 440,921 501,000 )8,'o/
(M i I I ion Yen)
Net Profit 10,732 15,645 18,453
(Million Yen)

Products Electronic computers and data communications equipmeit... 66%
Telephone exchange equipment And telephone sets ....... ,
Radio and carrier transmission equipment ................ 13,
Electronic parts ani other apparatus ..................... J 3%
(Export) ................................................. (14% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Fujitsu Laboratories is by legal establishment independent of Fujitsu
Limited. In actual fact, however, the laboratory has close ties with the
latter. Fujitsu Laboratories is wholly subsidized by Fujitsu Limited through
research and development commissions, and its technological achievements
are almost exclusively transferred to Fujitsu Limited. Personnel exchange
between the two companies is active as technological transfer always
accompanies the transfer of research.

Fujitsu Laboratories is promoting, among other things, the research and
development of LISP machines and other highly intelligent computer systems
along with relational data bases, software for natural language processing,
pattern recognition processing systems, mass storage files, and plasma
displays. One third of the research staff is carrying out research and
development activities in this new technology. The development of LSIs and
semiconductors is also actively undertaken to bolster the communication and
computer divisions of Fujitsu Limited.

In the fields of system components, that is, parts and materials,
research and development is steadily progressing toward the merchandising
of bubble memories which are expected to take the place of floppy disks.

Fujitsu Laboratories, in close cooperation with Fujitsu Limited, has
been a strong force in the advancement of technology. While the number of
projects Fujitsu Laboratories has been pursuing independent of Fujitsu
Limited is as small as 10% to 20% of the total, Fujitsu Laboratories
maintains that its future hinges on its capabilities of research and
development.
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LABORATORY HITACHI, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Hitachi Seisakusho Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1-280, Higashi-koigakubo, Kokubunji, Tokyo 185
Telephone 423-23-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 1,150

Expenditure 1,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Department I Chemica! and new semiconductor materials, and solid state physics
Department 2 Metallurgical, magnetic, and ceramic materials
Department 3 Materials and production processes for LS[, VLSI center
Department 4 Scientific instruments and illumination products, materials analysis

center, branch laboratory at Naka Works
Department 5 Telecommunications systems and devices, broadcastingdevices,

branch laboratory at Totsuka Works
Department 6 Information processing equipment and computer peripherals
Department 7 LS1 device design
Department 8 Computer architecture and applications, computing centerbranch

laboratory at Kanagaw, A. ,ks
Department 9 Medical engineering aclc i le sciences, branch laboratory at Hitachi

Research Laboratory

Prototype Development Department - Precise machining, machine shop
Technical Administration and Information Services Department
Business Administration Department

PARENT COMPANY HITACHI, LTD.
Location 5-J, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-212-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 71,309 1,785 72,277

Sales 1,509,445 ,698,130 1,947,029
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 37,538 53,088 61,846
(Million Yen)

Products Power systems and equipment .............. [8%
Consumer products ........................ 21%
Information and communication systems,

and electronic devices ................ 20%
Industrial machinery and plants .......... 19%
Wire and cable, metals, chemicals and others ............ 22%
(Export) ................................. (27% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Nearly 50% of the budget of the Central Research Laboratory of
Hitachi, Ltd., is directed toward independent research and development, and
the remainder toward efforts in the company's various divisions, factories,
and affiliated companies as well as for government subsidized research
tasks. Thirty percent of the "self-motivated" research is directed toward
commercial production that will extend over a five-year period; while
another 30% is directed toward opening up new areas of production; 24% goes
to "seeding" efforts which could be the basis for future science, and 16%
toward basic research.

The Fine Technology, Energy, Electronics, and Life Engineering (FEEL)
program of the Central Research Laboratory program places its greatest
emphasis on electronics. About 70% of the researchers are assigned to
undertake programs relating to VLSIs, Josephson junction elements, gallium
arsenide semiconductors, and other new elements, optoelectronics including
photochemistry, optics-applied systems, etc. The second priority of this
program is research related to solar cells, fuel cells, life engineering,
specifically medically-related technology, culture and growth control of
plants.

The research set up is well-designed to very effectively and in a timely
way link "research units" consisting of researchers in specialized fields with
projects or tasks. This laboratory annually applies for 900-1000 patents and
utility models, plus more than 140 overseas applications that now total to
about 500 cases.
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LABORATORY MATSUSHITA ELLCRItl INI)uTIRIAL COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL
RESEARCH LABORATORt

(Matsushita Denki Sangyo Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 3-15, Yagumo-nakamnchi, Moriguchi, Osaka, 570
Telephone 06-909-1121

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1,000

Expenditure 20,000
(Million Yen)

Activities Materials Research Laboratory

Energy Conversion Researcli Laboratory

Semiconductor Research Laboratory

Electronics Research Laboratory

Microcomputer Research Laboratory

Lighting Research Laboratory

Planning and Coordination Department

PARENT COMPANY MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1006, Kadoma, Kadoma-shi, Osaka 571
Telephone 06-908-1121

979 1980 1981

Manpower 33,535 31,684 34,495

Sales !,734,463 Z,015,298 2,346, 29
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 65,516 73,147 8J,612
(Million Yen)

Products Consumer electronic equipment and components ...... 48%
Hor e applianw ces ...................................... 24%
Communication, ocasuring, and special equipment ...... 6%
O thers .............................................. 22%
(Export) .......................................... (40%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Research Laboratory is composed of the Materials
Laboratory, the Energy Conversion Laboratory, the Semiconductor
Laboratory, the Electronic Appliances Laboratory, and the Lumine Science
Laboratory.

The following is a brief description of the research and development
activities of each of these laboratories:

- The Materials Laboratory concerns itself with the research and
development of solid electrolytes, optical communication, organic
functional elements, sensors, and other basic materials; thin film processes,
materials engineering technology, and testing and analyzing technology.

- The Energy Conversion Laboratory is pursuing research and
development of primary cells, secondary cells, enzyme batteries,
electrochemical technology, applied combustion technology, and new energy
sources such as hydrogen.

- The Semiconductor Laboratory is promoting the research and
development of VLSI technology, high-speed engineering technology using
new structural elements, and common basic technology such as ion
implantation.

- The Electronic Appliances Laboratory is expanding the development
of equipment designed for VTR and microcomputer application and voice
processing equipment.

- The Lumine Science Laboratory is promoting the research and
development of technology concerning photometry and colorimetry, artistic
lighting engineering, luminaire control, etc. The research and development
concept focuses on basic technology and also on that technology which will
take a long time to develop as well as technology which has comparative risk
involved.

The Central Research Laboratory has produced substantial results. Last
year, deposition-coated thin film magnetic heads, high-sensitivity humidity
sensors, and deposition-coated microcassette tapes were developed. It is
noteworthy that the deposition-coated microcassette tape has a magnetic
flux density more than ten times as much as the conventional tape, and is
presently being used to develop a compact VTR into which a camera can be
integrated.

In early 1981, the Central Research Laboratory developed a still
picture disc file with a single semiconductor laser capable of recording and
reproducing 15,000 still picture frames.
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LABORATORY MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION, CENTRAL RESLARCH
LABORATORY

(Mitsubishi Denki Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 80, Nakano, Minami-shimizu, Amagasaki, Hyogo 661
Telephone 06-491-8021

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 448

Expenditure 19,700
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Department

Projects Management Office

Energy Science and Technology Department

Advanced Device Technology Department

Electromechanical Technology Department

Systems Control and Information Sciences Department

Microcomputer Education Center

PARENT COMPANY MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Location 2-3, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-218-2111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 49,282 48,288 47,875

Sales 934,712 1,075,446 1,221,397
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 14,502 25,106 23,191
(Million Yen)

Products Electric home appliances ................. 26%
Electronic and industrial equipment ...... 32%
Heavy electrical nachinery ............... 25%
Standard electric cquipment .............. 17%
(Export) ................................. (19%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

During the 1980s, the Mitsubishi Electric Corporation aims to meet
social and market needs with new products by making the most of modern
technology in energy, electronics, and materials. The company will give
attention to closer and more effective relationships between the plants, the
sales division, and the laboratories linking the newly developed technologies
with commercial enterprises. The premises of the central laboratories are,
(I) to establish and improve basic and long-term technological foundations
for development of new products as well as for qualitative betterment of
existing products and, (2) to prepare for technology needed for the future.

The main R&D emphasis is on the development of optoelectronics,
sensors, systems engineering, artificial intellignce, biotechnology, and
superconductive technology.

Young researchers are given difficult assignments and responsibilities
in order to develop their ability and creativity and, in due course, project
team leaders will be selected from them.

The laboratories puts high value on team work rather than individual
endeavors because the sophisticated technology mentioned above can not be
developed without group effort. Another undertaking of the laboratories is
to train engineers in the development of overall skills so that they can
easily be rotated from one plant to another in order to work on various
projects. This system greatly helps bring research and development and
production closer and er..ures the smooth transfer of technology. In fact,
those engineers who have learned computer operations have been contributing
a great deal to the improvement of production techniques and the
development of new products.
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LABORATORY NIPPON ELECfRIC COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH AN)
DEVELOPMENT GROUP

(Nippon Denki Kenkyu Kaihatsu Guriupu)
Location 1-1, Miyazaki 4-chome, Takatsu-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 213
Telephone 044-855-I 111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 800

Expenditure 8,100
(Million Yen)

Activities R&D Administration Division

R&D Planning and Technical Service Division

Basic Technology Research Laboratories

Optoelectronics Research Laboratories

Computer and Communication Systems Research Laboratories

Software Product Engineering Laboratory

Resources and Environmental Protection Laboratory

Scientific Computer Center

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
Location 33-I, Shiba 5-chorne, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108
Telephone 03-454-JI1

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 31,106 31,625 32,800

Sales 615,440 719,7?3 892,810
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 7,612 13,131 18,045
(Million Yen)

Products Communication systems and equipment ...... 39%
Industrial electronic systems and

computers .............................. 27%
Electronic devices ....................... 25%
Home electronics and others .......... 9%
(Export) ................................. (30%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

In meeting the challenges of the computer and communication age
(C&C), tne Nippon Electric Company (NEC) has regrouped its central
laboratory into two parts: One part, the Research and Development Group,
strives for further development of basic technology. The second, the
Production Technology Development Group, pushes for the improvement of
production technology.

The Research and Development Group's focus is to further the
development of basic technology or "the day after tomorrow's techniques."
The Production Technology Group continually strives toward improvement of
today's production technology. Twice each year, these two groups hold
technological strategy exchange conferences attended by representatives
from each group to discuss technology and research in an effort to solve some
of the problems encountered by each group.

The future research projects of the Research and Development Group in
basic technology includes the development of VLSIs, compound
semiconductors, superlattice devices, and other new functional devices.
Research in communication will include image, data, and voice
communication as well as the fundamental study on fifth generation
computers with intelligence and information processing functions and a
VLSI-incorporated computer system. The distributed data processing systel
configuration is also included in this research. Seemingly, from the age of
microelectronic technology emerges the age of optoelectronics technology.
The Optoelectronics Laboratory is now heavily involved in the
optoelectronic device development.
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LABORATORY OKI ELECTRIC INDUSTRY COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH

LABOR ATOR Y
(Oki Denki Kogyo Kiban Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 550-5, Higashi-Asagawa-machi, Hachioji, Tokyo 193

Telephone 0426-63-H111

1979 1980 19S1

Manpower 

200

Expenditure 

2,000

(Million Yen)

Activities

Materials Laboratory

Electronic Parts Development Laboratory

Telecommunication Laboratory

Functional lCevice Laboratory

Information Processing Equipment Laboratory

Special Projects Laboratory

PARENT WOMPANY OKI ELECTRIC INDUSTRY COMPANY, LTD.

Location 7-12, Toranornon I-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105

Telephone 03-501-31[1

1979 1980 19si

Manpower 
12,317 11,868 12,000

Sales 
136,685 165,501 186,07 5

(Million Yen) 3,061 3,909

Net Profit 
1,380

(M iIiLon Yen)

Products Electronic office equipment .............. 37%

Telephone and telephone exchange system.. 22%

Electric and electronic parts ............ 14%

Radio and transmission systems ......... %
Others ................................. 

19%
(Export) ................................ 

(12% )
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R & D ACTIVITILS

l'ne laboratory is conducting studies ot the development of metal oxide
semiconductors (\OS), integratei circuits (C) using compound
semiconductors such as galliumi arsenide.

The respective research divisions are:

- The Material Research Division develops and evaluates rniterial in
hemical, electronic, and metallurgical researclh. This also includes

proto-resistunt materials for very large-scale integrated circuits (VLSI).

- I-he Parts Research Division is involved in the developnent of gallium
arsenide semiconductors, laser oscillation of long wavelength bands for
optical communicdtion, and of short wavelength bands for data processing
systems, and amorphous silicon studies.

- Tne Conrnunication Device Research Division is developing various
devices for electronic exchange systems in mobile telephones (car
telephones, etc.) optical circuits, and optical exchange systems.

- The Functional Device ,Zcseirch Division deals with the devices used
for terminals for computer-based communication. The printing head for the
printer is one of the company's developments. This division is also engaged
in the development of the current-driven-type magnetic bubble memory.

- Tho Information Processing Equipment Research Division is carrying
out studies on tile basic technology of device manufacturing. More
specifically, this division is investigating techniques relative to voice
synthesis, voice recognition, voice analysis, image recognition, graphic
recognition, and graphic processing (facsimile) and the manufacture of the
devices for testing purposes.

The most productive result of the laooratory's research efforts have
been the heat sensitive recorin g system (thermal printer) and the light
emitting diode (LlE) printer using LED arrq,. The latter development was
in conjunction w itn the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation
(\TT). These printers have nigh accuracy graduation and two-color print.
Also, the nmicrowave Ikl (.MIC) for the mobi I telephone is being
wel -receivec as a compact and niighly efficient power a npl if ier.
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LABORATORY OMRON TATEISHI ELECTRONICS COMPANY, CENTRAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

(Tateishi Denki Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 20, Igadera, Shimokainji, Nagaokakyo, Kyoto 617
Telephone 075-921-51 11

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 700

Expenditure - 8,000

(Million Yen)

Activities

Electronic Parts Group

Electron Device Group

Electron Equipment Group

Technical Center for System Development

Control equipment
Traffic station system
Banking system
Distribution system
Traffic control system

PARENT COMPANY OMRON TATEISHI ELECTRONICS COMPANY
Location 10, Hanazono Tsuchido-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto 616
Telephone 075-463-1161

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 4,618 4,569 4,575

Sales 101,139 125,160 149,022
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,747 5,055 8,312
(Million Yen)

Products Electronic control components systems.... 65%
Information control systems (automatic traffic control

systems and automated banking devices, etc.) ........ 20%
Retail systems ........................... 12%
Medical and consumer products ............ 3%
(Export) ................................. (16%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Research and Development Laboratory of the Omron
TateishL Electronics Company is involved in new projects which it is hoped
will meet the company's sales goal of 500.0 billion yen by the end of the
1980s. Its R&D efforts display a history of labor-saving technology which
centers on cybernation developments, such as the automatic meal ticket
vending machines and money exchangers (1963), the automatic ticket
clipping machines (1965), the cash dispensers (1969), and the automatic
deposit withdrawal machines (1978). Along with the progress made in
producing these machines, significant work has been done on contactless
switches, noncontactor relays, and coinage discrimination technology that
the company developed during the period of 1955-1964.

Tateishi has extended dutomation to the field of medical electronics.
Achievements such as the development of the automatic Oriental medicine
physical therapy diagnostic machines (1965), the automatic cancer cell
diagnostic machines (1967), the automatic blood cell analyzers (1977), the
odoption of video systems for large-scale data processing in 1980 are notable.

Tateishi is applying integrated circuits (IC) systems widely to control
equipment. Photoelectric switches, contactless switches, timers, and
counters are the main R&D efforts of imparting artificial intelligence to
control equipment. Efforts are also being applied toward the sophistication
of sequence controllers by adding arithmetic functions. This laboratory is
well-aware of the growing importance of full control systems (input -
control - output); therefore, it is stressing the development of sensors. In
addition to voice composition which is already feasible, voice recognition
studies are being conducted.
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INSTITUTION PIONEER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, ELECTRIC ENGINEERING
RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Pioneer Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2610, Hanazono 4-chome, Tokorozawa, Saitama 359
Telephone 0429-42-1 151

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 180

Expenditure 2,000
(Million Yen

Activities

Research Planning Office

Administrative Office

Research Division I - Acoustic materials and acoustic transducer

Research Division 2 - Electronic and mechanical complex technology

PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) Division

Patent Division

PARENT COMPANY PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION
Location 4-I, Meguro l-chomne, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153
Telephone 03-494-1111

1979 1980 1081

Manpower 5,722 6,184 6,683

Sales 181,394 224,633 268,699
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 12,138 15,081 lb,242
(Million Yen)

Products Home audio products ...................... 57%
General audio products ................... 39%
Others ................................... 4%
(Export) ................................. (53%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Pioneer Electronic Corporation, a leading audio equipment maker
and audio specialist, is becoming a general electronics maker launching into
fields such as the manufacturing of video disks, CATVs, etc.

The R&D tasks which the company is presently focusing on are:
research on PCM (pulse code modulation), digital audio equipment,
electroacoustic transducers, PCM compact disks, speaker diaphragms,
magnetic head materials, and optical materials.

For future projects, the company is studying various systems for CATV
as well as systems for optical disk players and the peripheral technology.

The Electronic Engineering Research Laboratory of the Pioneer
Electronic Corporation is not merely the crux of the company's R&D
activities, but also is requested to play an important role in developing new
technology. Noteworthy technological developments from this laboratory
are many. To mention a few, the hipolymer piezoelectric device which uses
polyvinylidene fluoride, a film which can reproduce sound from a sound
source for headphone use; I mm-thick carbon graphite used as diaphragm
material; ribbon line dust for head material which is superior to amorphous
substances and is ready to be mass produced; vertical-type cassette decks
operable from the front and not subject to the impact of gravity effects on
bearings and motor. Pioneer has also successfully completed commercial
tests of a two-way CATV system in the United States in collaboration with
the Warner Cable Company.
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LABORATORY SANYO ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH CENTER
(Sanyo Denki Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1-18-13, Hashiridani, Hirakata, Osaka 573
Telephone 0720-41-1161

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 300

Expenditure 6,750
(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Center
Solar-related technology
Batteries
Video equipment
Information processing systems
Computers
Semiconductors
Electronic materials and components
Lasers
Precision engineering

PARENT COMPANY SANYO ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
Location 2-18, Keihan Hondori, Moriguchi-shi, Osaka 570
Telephone 06-991-1181

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1 5,477 15,409 16,548

Sales 584,056 680,5.40 752,403
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 15,126 21,l5z 23,947
(Million Yen)

Products Electronic equipment ..................... 55%
Electric home appliinces ................. 31 "o
Commercial electric equipment ......... 9%
Gas appliances and heating equipment ..... 2,b
Others ................................... 3%
(Export) .............................. (55%)



R & D ACTIVITIES

Since its inauguration in 1959, the Research Center of Sanyo Electric
Company has placed emphasis on "originality" on whicth it bases its
research. The Research Center includes a research and development division
for mass production which is now used on an experimental basis. This
division came into existence in order to link research results with mass
production of marketable items.

The Kuwano Laboratory at the Research Center has captured worldwide
attention with its successful development of an amorphous silicon solar
battery (10 cm square with a conversion efficiency of 5%).

High hopes are being placed in the future use of fuel cells because of
their high efficiency and nonpollution aspects. The Sanyo Electrics
Company started research on such cells in 1959 using hydrazine, but
presently concentrates its efforts on phosphoric acid type cells.

The technology of lithium/manganese dioxide batteries, which this
Research Center developed in 1975, is well-known internationally. In the
field of semiconductors, the technology for nonvolatile memory using
molybdenum gates was perfected by the Sanyo Electric Company.

The application of molybdenum is now becoming the key element for
VLSI technology, and the Sanyo Electric Company plans to develop even more
sophisticated technology in this particular field. The light emitting diode
(LED), which gives forth different colors, (from green to red) was produced in
1980. In the LED field, the Sanyo Electric Company is well ahead in
technological development. In regard to color facsimile which was
developed in May 1981, the company has developed its own on-demand type
color ink jet recording system.

The Sanyo Electric Company is now interested in the development of
optical communication and medical equipment. It is presently engaged i(I
developing nuclear magnetic resonance computer tomography. Tne
company's technology headquarters also includes patent centers.
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LABORATORY SHARP CORPORATION, ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT AND
PLANNING CENTER

(Sharp Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2613-I, Ichinornoto-cho, Tenri, Nara 632
Telephone 07436-5-1321

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 370

Expenditure - 13,800
(Million Yen)

Activities

Materials Research Group Development application of new ndterials,
crystalization, and amorphous filming

Devices Research Group Semiconductor lasers, new display devices, thin
film magnetic elements, sensors, sensitive
materials

Systems Development Group Technology for new devices and studies of their
application

Semiconductor Research LSI materials and devices
Laboratory

Production Technology New production methods, automation ani
Laboratory ul traprecise processing, mechatronics, and

system production

PARENT COMPANY SHARP CORPORATION
Location 22-22, Nagaika-cho, Abeno-ku, Osaka 545
Telephone 06-621-1221

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 11,403 12,092 13,327

Sales 339,635 395,246 501,402
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 8,648 12,526 lb,289
(Million Yen)

Products Industrial equipment ..................... 34%
Household electrical appliances .......... 21%
Electronic equipment ..................... 27%
Audio equipment .......................... 18%
(Export) ................................. (56%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Advanced Development and Planning Center (ADPC) is the unit
responsible for developing products from "seed" with special emphasis on
R&D efforts to develop new materials. Taking part in the MITI-sponsored
"Sunshine Project," the Sharp Corporation displays its diversity in fields
such as optoelectronics applied to the solar cell; the liquid semiconductor
laser; optical fibers; liquid crystals; LED (light emitting diodes); and EL
(electroluminescence).

The Sharp Corporation is also reputed for its technological base in
microcomputers and CMOS for LSI and recently has succeeded in developing
a 256 kB, high- ee AM with an N-well which forms the N field on
substrates.

The most significant development in the Center's history, of about 20
years, is the development of the desk-top calculator. In 1963, the Sharp
Corporation succeeded in mass producing solar cells, and in 1975, placed
them in Japan's first satellite.

In the 1980s, development themes have rapidly proliferated. Hence,
the Sharp Corporation has adopted the "urgent" project systems. When
ADPC's new technology committee and the new life (business) committee
reach mutual agreement on development of products to meet new needs then
the "urgent" projects (now numbering 30) come into being. Usually one
project is supposed to be completed within one year's time.

The ADPC is increasing its technology base and at the same time being
cautious in selecting development themes. The Sharp Corporation is
directing attention to energy and information processing technology with
ADPC being fully prepared for new developments in the fields of
semiconductors, computers, telecommunications, household and business data
processing (specifically software).
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LABORATORY SONY CORPORATION, RESEARCH CENTER
(Sony Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 174, Fujitsuka-cho, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 240
Telephone 045-351-1271

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 200

Expenditure 27,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Materials Laboratory

Semiconductor Laboratory

Information Processing Laboratory

Material Analysis Laboratory

Special Project Laboratory

Machine Shop

Library

Administrative Office

PARENT COMPANY SONY CORPORATION

Location 7-35, Kita Shinagawa 6-chorne, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141
Telephone 03-448-2111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 9,806 10,696 1 2,496

Sales 469,018 605,053 777,918
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 26,360 32,025 47,162
(Million Yen)

Products Video tape recorders ..................... 33%
Television sets .......................... 23%
Tape recorders and radios ................ 19%
Audio equipment .......................... 9%
O thers ................................... 16%
(Export) ................................. (69% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Sony Corporation, the world pioneer in transistor radios, has been
leading the field in "consumer electronics." The success of the Sony
Corporation is due in some aspects to its Research Center. The Research
Center was setup in 1969 absorbing the former research division. The
purpose was to solidity the company's research foundation--both in name and
in reality. Currently it is stressing research and development of gallium
arsenide and other compound semiconductors. Magnetic recording and
reproducing devices are Sony's developments. The company is also
conducting intensive research in optical memory materials which are
considered "postmagnetic" materials--such as optical disc, holography, etc.
In the field of VTR, it is conducting research into various systems as well as
its own, the Betainax. In the new materials area, R&D efforts are focused on
optical materials and also on magnetic, inductive, organic, and amorphous
metals.

Some of the recent achievements are: the CCD (charge coupled
device), the color video camera, the bimorph cell piezoelectric material,
the Trinicon (image pickup tube), the surface acoustic wave device for
tuning, the technology for ferrite monocrystai development through the
floating zone high-frequency heating method, development of a triple roll
quenching process for amorphous metals, and a new annealing process used
for gallium arsenide to avoid surface defects caused by ion implantation.

The company maintains a measure of flexibility in R&D expenditures
(4-5% of sales) and laboratory setup. The Research Center chief is convinceo
that good R&D results are born of a good, delicate balance between the
vitality and creativity of researchers and strict quality control of the
product.
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LABORATORY TOSHIBA CORPORATION, TOSHIBA RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

(Tokyo Shibaura Denki Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location Toshiba-cho I-chome, Komukai, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 210
Telephone 044-511-211 I

1979 1980 181A

Manpower - 1,350

Expenditure -l),000

(Million Yen)
Activities Planning. Research Administration. Patent Operation.

Coordinating Department. Engineering Service Department.

Metals and Ceramics Laboratory - structural materials, functional materials
Chemicals Laboratory - electric and electronic materials, organic

functional polymers
Materials Application Department - material construction, material evaluation
Electron Devices Laboratory - semiconductor materials, semiconductor

devices

Integrated Circuits Laboratory - LSI devices, IC process technology
Hybrid Functional Circuits - electroceramics, thin and thick f ilm-

Development Department devices
VLSI Application Department
Electronics Equipment Laboratory - communication systems, medicdl

electronics
Information Systems Laboratory - computer hardware/software, Japanese

language processing
Recording Media and System

Development Department
Energy Science and Technology - superconductor application and cryo-
Laboratory genics, nuclear fusion

Mechanical Engineering Laboratory - uranium gas centrifuge, mechdnical
engineering

Special Studies Laboratory
Sawazaki Research Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY TOSHIBA CORPORATION
Location 1-6, Uchisaiwai-cho 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-501-541 1

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 62,784 63,882 63,823

Sales 1,240,023 1,427,670 1,547,61 1
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 19,403 41,039 44,238

(Million Yen)

Products Electric home appliances ................. 35%
Heavy electrical machinery ............... 37%
Communications and electronic equipment.. 28%
(Export) ................................. (23% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Energy anid electronics (E ',E ), the esse~nce of tchn folgcd
development for the 1 980s, in which the Tokyo hi banra Elec!tric- (!IOrpany,
(Toshiba) is placing its teclmolog rcseiren priorities. The lushibu Reseairch
and Development Center is inicreasin g its rescar( fi am:( Cevelopiiont projects
to meet this new imipetus.

The push of the enierg;y-re I ~t e .w pruj t_-t o! the 'lost'ibux
Research and Developmenit ,ntcr nii h rew,u.t i on, the ,dft, of fiuclenir
power system s and the de~ cliii )Iu icrtSas5i as viI ear
fusion, solar cells, gcoterrali pokr nci i t' hra paor
generation. The electronics rt-,tr( ii p'n jet t,, iuIJ (( Hit t're, opn of
new technology as representvcu~ L) \V1 1 th I [ I ei lin IionIal101 cI cien 1S,
superlatt ice devices, and other neA I Lim. I iorl d(_- I ics. 1 lie optoe lectronl Ic'
research projec ts ire fur( tsen, oi t!e wc' e JLopv cwit o t olit I( vies

The Cen ter Is also supporting '.o ouatler, rJsnr Iadd I pen
projects in) the tfields of home e lectronic aI(,,i c fIce ,jtoiiniat (i.

Of the ac ross-thle -board research and de(2 0 opinevit ac t i it ics, proa. 01c

by the Toshiba Research and Developmnent Loiter, 4- )',,, 1,, uce1ii,

on-going programns and the remaining 55% bI those cominuissine1 1;t
various departments of the company.

The Center , s special attention so th'3t the preolo lol, o! LA\ L
research and development projects be prod iC, eU uponinc pmhC ~
materials science such as in ceramics, maicteriAs coi i .: elnr'
technology i n order to develop ia t 'r ii I s o1 thet perloa:'n
characteristics best suited to spec_ if I, app I I &a I <'I i. Tch' i

applIica t ionIs icIudAe fabricaLt ion 1 11,1 1 09, sm I I
uiltrarnicroiiaturization arid ultrahigh livet i'nor .in ta \I II
provide substance and torrm to the i(.d1rteItetit 011 etc" ItOricS, Linl( tic(
product iv itv of systemrs sot tw are.



LABORATORY VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN, LTD., AUDIO LNGlNLLkiN\ ,
RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Nippon Victor Onkyo Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1766-1, Otsu I-go, Tsururna, Yamato, Kanagawa 242
Telephone 0462-74-2121

1979 1980 1981

Mlanpower - 90

Expenditure-1,)
(Million Yell)

Activities

Recording Group

Playback Group

Deck Group

Materials Group

PARENT COMPANY VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN, LTD.
Location 4-1, Nihonbashi Honcho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103
Telephone 03-241-7811

1979 1980

Manpower 7,546 7,797 S,73(,

Sales 187,383 254,047 1d, 795
('M0llon1 'Yenl)
Net Protfit 3,838 7,893 14, 5/7
(Mkillion Ven)

Products .'udin products (stereos, tape decks, rdc io cAsbette
recordjers, etc)....... 30%

1 Vs..............................1I3)b
V V'Ks 1(1nu CH s...................... 50'k
LI ectron ic i nst rurnents (sound equ i prnen t, rrius i c ist i it

utc.) ............ 4%
PhIonograph records and music tapes....... 3'A
(lixport) ........................ (It
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Research Laboratory was founded on the concept of "selling music"
by establishing both hardware and software technology that meet changing
musical tastes of the public which run the gamut of the audio processes of
recording to audio reproduction. In fiscal year 1981, the company earmarked
14.5 billion yen for research and development activities (excluding
equipment investment), 10% of which is allocated to this laboratory.

The CD-4 and related technology was developea for peripheral
equipment and measuring instruments; for example, the "Shibata" stylus,
developed for stable 4-channel sound reproduction. This technology has led
to better disk-cutting styli. The adaption of a cutting stylus with a diamond
(conventionally sapphire) can improve the range upward by 10 kHz. The CD-4
development has also given impetus to the development of various measuring
instruments. Among them is the two-beam interference system developed to
accurately determine how the 30 KHz carrier signal for the CD-4 differential
signal is cut; the pulse train system which measures the phase and delay
characteristics of demodulation signals of sound reproduction; the phase
moire system for measuring the propagaticn of sound waves from speakers.

The technological development of this laboratory of peripheral
equipment has led to the development of the automatic noise reduction
system for tape recorders which adopts the Dolby-C system for various
speaker systems, the zoom microphone, the turbo stabilizer turntable, the
world's first PCM (pulse code modulation) compact cassette deck. Research
in "biophonic" technology is being carried out by this laboratory.
Technology for stereophonic reproduction of binaural programs has already
oeen developed.
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L A1 0 P VO PY YASKAAVA ELCRI ANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD.,
RE)lAR9-l ANDI- DEVELOPMENT LABORA^TORY

(Yasukdwa Denki Sewisaku-sho Ka ihatsu Kenkyu-sho)
L-,) atim' 2346, Fujita, Yalhatd-nsist-ku, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 806
TelIephone 093-641-3111

i979 I'980 9s1

Maipo\ e r -140

Expend iture -2,000

(Million Yen)

A\ctivities

Mechanical Technology Group
Rotary Machine Control Group
Automation Technology Group
S%~ itch Control Group
lectronics Group
Prototype Deve loprment Group
5-upporting Group
Analytical Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY YA5'KA%,,/ ELECTRIC MIANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD.
Location 2340, Fuj Pta, Yahatanishi-ku, K itakyushu-sh i 806
Telephone 093-641-3111

1979 1980 1981I

Manpower 4,592 4,441 4,403

Sales 58,770 67,495 75,839
Million Yen)
Net Profit -301 1,523 2,754
(Million Yen)

Products Heavy electric machines.............. 41%
G enera I-purpose electric equipment..20 96
lectronic and labor-saving machines..24%

Others ........................... I1 6')Xs
(Export) ......................... (19%)
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R. & D ACTIVI ILS

This laboratory specializes in five mainstay products:

- vdriable-speed motors,
- servonotors,
- numerical control (NC) products,
- programmable controllers, and
- industrial robots.

The 60-year history of this company is studded with many
,chievements, but what is worthy of special mention is the MORTMAN, an
industrial welding robot. The development of simple robots started around
1968, and the development of intelligent robots was completed in 1974.
Since then the company has held the top position in the development of arc
welding robots. In fiscal year 1981, it planned to manufacture 600 units, or
double the 1980 figure. Development efforts are now also expanding beyond
the welding field.

The Yasukawa Electric Company enjoys a 60% share of of the variable
speed motors (VS Series) market, supplying over 20,000 units last year alone.
More and more the tendency is for hydraulic servomotors to be used in
machine tools and peripheral equipment for computers. The company is now
making special efforts toward the development of brushless and linear
servomotors

It has been more than a decade ago that industrial robots and
servomotors were put to practical industrial use. The fact that these
products are in the spotlight today means that researchers ought to be at
least ten years ahead of the times--without fearing the "trial arid error"
process. A technical committee may be inaugurateci to invite frank
discussions and opinions from among researchers and engineers on future
development plans. Yaskawa Electric Industries is also making preliminary
advances to universities in order to establish an industry-4&niversity
cooperation system.



LABORATORY YOKOGA\, A ELE CT R IC %ORKS, LIiD., RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT DEP/\RTMLNT

(Yokogawa Denki Seisaku-sho Kenkyu Kaihatsu-bu)
Location 9-32, Nakaindchi 2-chome, Musashino, Tokyo 180
Telephone 0422-54-I I1

Manpower )  - ?

Expenditure
(Mill oiu Yen)

Activities

Fundamental Technology Depirtnent
Component technology
Analytical chemistry
Semiconductor technology
Electronic technology
Materials handling technolog
DAta processing technology

Measurement and Control Department
Process control equipment
Analytical instruments
Digital and aqalog technology
Measuring instruments
Design automation
Medical electronic equipment

PARENT COMPANY YOKOGAA ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.
Location 9-32, Nakamachi 2-chome, Musashino-shi, Tokyo 180
Telephone 0422-54-1111

19" S0 1951

Manpower 3,463 3,469 3.574

Sales 60,288 69,392 76,358
(M1illion Yen)
Net Profit 1,811 Z,527 3,)3S
(Million Yell)

Products Industrial process instruments ........... 63'

Meosnr ing instrumneits .................. 19%
Medical equipment ........................ 17%
Designi system s ........................... I%
(Export) .............................. (18 %)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Research and Development Department is, in a sense, a central
laboratory. However, the company does not call it a laboratory because the
objective of the department is to carry out research activities in close
association with production departments.

The department has made many contributions. The SQUID
(superconducting quantum interference device) fluxmeter, which utilizes the
Josephson junction developed in 1979, can sense extremely weak magnetic
fields such as the pulsation of the human heart.

In 1977, the company produced the NQR (nuclear quadrupole resonance)
standard thermometer as a result of applied computer technology. The NQR
standard thermometer has undergone examinations by the Weight and
Measurement Institute of the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology
and the National Bureau of Standards of the U.S.A. with an error rate of 1.3
mK in the range of 90 to 396 K (absolute temperature).

For improving recording errors in measurements, the company has
developed an ultrasonic position transducer. The position oi a servocoder
pen is detected and information is fed back by ultrasonic waves. The
ultrasonic position transducer obtains an electric signal which represents the
pen position by measuring and computing the time required for the ultrasonic
wave pulse (generated by the pen position) to be propagated along the
magnetostrictive line. The linearity error is as low as within 0.07% to a
span of 150 mm.

The company has completed the development of a highly sensitive
robe and dynamic filter for ultrasound diagnostic equipment. The probe has
igh reception capability to penetrate sound waves when placing the

piezoelectric device near the acoustic impedance of the human body. The
dynamic filter compensates for the fall of the echo frequency due to the
propagation loss of sound waves.
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LABORATORY YUASA BATTERY COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL LAhOIATOR Y
(Yuasa Denchi Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 6-6, Johsai-cho, Takatsuki, Osaka 569
Telephone 0726-75-5501

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 85

Expenditure 928
(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Department 1
Research on secondary batteries (excluding alkaline
batteries)

Research Department 2
Research on primary batteries and alkaline batteries
Instrumental measurement and chemical analysis
Technology management and information contro

Research Department 3
Research on chargers and power supply systems

Patent Department
Patent rights control

PARENT COMPANY YUASA BATTERY COMPANY, LTD.
Location 6-6, 3osai-machi, Takatsuki-shi, Osaka 569
Telephone 0726-7-5501

1979 1980 19 1

Manpower 3,049 2,969 2,90 1

Sales 53,324 62,534 62,225
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 792 1,130 1,231
(Million Yen)

Products Lead batteries ........................... 73%

Rectifiers .............................. 9%
Alkaline batteries ...................... 7%
Dry batteries and others ................ I I',
(Export) ................................. (18% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

In 1920, the company started production of batteries for automobiles.
Later, the laboratory developed an earthquake-proof battery where a glass
fiber mat prevented lead powder from being removed from the grid
framework. In 1930 and 1933 respectively, the company received
commendations from the Empire Invention Society for this development.
The battery was later developed into a clad-type battery that is protected by
a glass fiber cylinder.

The laboratory was successful in its operation and display of an
electric automobile equipped with its batteries at the Japan World
Exposition in 1970. Currently, the laboratory is developing technology that
is hoped will drive an electric bus using beta cell batteries. The laboratory
has developed the microporous plastic separator, "Yumicron" that is used for
batteries and extremely fine filters. Studies are also being carried out on
silver batteries that are activated by sea water and on deep-sea
oil-immersed batteries.

The laboratory has carried out research on the fuel cell that was
developed from the caustic potash electrolyte and which later resulted in
development of the beta cell battery. Future research will be centered
around a second generation fused carbonate battery. Recently, under a large
research project, the laboratory succeeded in developing a beta cell battery
using sodium and sulfur. Attempts are being made at reducing the cost of the
beta cell battery to that lower than the lead battery. The laboratory is also
carrying out studies on electric automobiles and their commercialization.

Investigation is also underway on the accumulation and storage of solar
and wind energy. The laboratory is now developing cells that will store
excess electricity.
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ELECTRIC POWER AND GAS

LABORATORY CHUBU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC., CENTER OF
TECHNICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Chubu Denryoku Sohgoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 20-1, Kitasekiyama, Ohtaka-cho, Midori-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 459
Telephone 052-621-6101

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 130

Expenditure 850
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Office

Electric Power Laboratory

Electric Equipment Laboratory

Mechanical Laboratory

Chemical Laboratory

Nuclear Power Laboratory

Ci.il Engineering Laboratory

Electric Application Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY CHUBU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC.
Location 1, Toshin-cho, Higashi-ku, Nagoya-shi, 461-91
Telephone 052-951-8211

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 18,556 18,718 18,783

Sales 886,453 996,540 1,495,001
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 42,893 -24,053 89,934
(Million Yen)

Products Industrial power ......................... 73%
Lighting ................................. 23%
Others ................................... 4%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Realizing the need for fuels that will replace oil and for technology
that will reduce the cost of power generation, the Chubu Electric Power
Company has targeted its development of technology relative to atomic
power and coal-firing thermal power generation.

The Center of Technical Research Laboratory is placing emphasis on:

- the development of automation equipment and measuring instruments
for operation of atomic power generating equipment and for the
reduction of radiation doses,

- development of new flue-gas equipment at coal-burning power
stations, and

- the production of lightweight artificial aggregate using a large
amount of coal ash coming from coal-firing power stations.

As a member of the Central Electric Power Council, the company is
involved in basic investigations into districts suitable for development of
geothermal energy, technicdl studies on combined uses of ditferent energy
sources in households and factories in the future, and the conceptual drafting
of practical-use MW transinission by fuel cells. The development of
effective uses for other industries of hot waste water from power stations in
cooperation with the MAFF (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and
Fisheries) specialists; the solution of pollution problems such as exhaust gas,
drain water, vibration, and noise are also items of interest to the company.

With a view toward be- er economics of investment and operations, the
Center is investigating the use of large-capacity transmission lines and
methods to determine optimum sizes for hydraulic power stations. For a
stable power supply, this is being considered in order to raise the reliability
of power systems by controlling steam valves in turbines by EVA (early valve
actuation) at thermal power stations. The development of lightning bolt
warning systems to minimize damage to power distributing equipment or
power outages; the development of a technology for reuse of drain water fron
thermal power stations are also under study.

Among recent successful development projects are: the system for
measuring floor surface contamination (jointly with Fuji Electric Company);
the light.ing bolt warning system; the practical uses of EVA (jointly with
Toshiba and IHI); and the trial manufacture of the 100 kW phosphate
electrolytic fuel cell system as a TV power source (jointly with Hitachi,
Ltd.) using LPG.

All R&D results are put to practical use, and energy-saving data on
electric machinery and equipment are made available to users in the Chubu
district.

M I



INSTITUTION CHUGOKU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC., TECHNICAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Chugoku Denryoku Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 4-32, Ohsu 4-chome, Minami-ku, Hiroshima 730
Telephone 0822-81-9491

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 69

Expenditure 621
(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Administration Office

Electric Research Group

Construction Research Group

Chemical Research Group

Civil Engineering Group

PARENT COMPANY CHUGOKU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC.
Location 33, Komachi 4-chome, Hiroshima-shi, Hiroshima 732
Telephone 0822-241-0211

1979 1980 15981

Manpower 10,805 10,823 11,332

Sales 432,537 478,298 785,799
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 25,624 -15,963 40,817
(Million Yen)

Products Industrial power ......................... 69%
Lighting ................................. 25%
Others ................................... 6%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The laboratory, in order to carry out its research programs, has
organized its research investigators into "teams" which in turn can be usecl
for various research "themes" the laboratory is involved in. The proven
flexibility of this method contributes highly to the laboratory's overall
research and development program.

The laboratory has testing facilities for civil engineering, soil
research, hydraulics, and testing for salt damage at Shiinonoseki City. The
test facilities are equipped with a 3000 kV impact voltdge generdting unit
and other advanced equipment. Not a ffw machines have been developed by
the laboratory, for laboratory use, after improvements were made through
technical innovation.

The main areas of research are; the environmental assessmrent that has
been allotted to this company from among the nine electric power companies
in Japan, monitoring, hydraulic tests, the application of coal ash to asphdlt
pavement, the effective use of resources, and new energy saving studies such
as solar power generation. Studies are also being conducted in the area of
safety improvement of distribution line disconnection detection systems and
the electric field under the distribution lines; as well as studies on a remote
monitoring control system. In the area of fidelity upgrading, an analysis of
ruptures in 500,000 V power lines is being conducte, and for improvement of
customer services, studies on a submarine cable failure detection line is
being conducted.

The research projects for fiscal year 1981 totaled 51 subjects among
which special emphasis was placed on the utilization of coal ash anc on
energy savings. The submarine cable failure detecting line is to be made
available for commercial use in 1982. The future research plans include the
utilization of hot effluents, studies on industrial wastes, fuel cells,
improvement in earthquake-proof measures, and studies on general
automation of distribution lines. Some contributions that this laboratory has
made to the public include an FM carrier current relay system, a
dispersion-type flashover indicator system, a remote control system for
urban distribution lines, and a system of dispersion reactor grounding of
distribution lines.

The laboratory allows many of its staff members to visit locdl colleges
and universities in order to facilitate scientific exchange with facuIty
members.

The commpany plans to, in the future, increase their coMnMno) IsAdg C Of
facilities with the three other electric power companies ill Japan.



LABORATORY KANSAI ELEC'RItc OPM E. ti \PANY, IN C., r -VHN1. .
RESEARCH C'Et Z

(Kansai Denryoku Sohgoh Gi jutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1, Ichinotsubo, Nakohji, Amagasaki, tivogo 661
Telephone 06-491-0221

19/9 i980 19m

Manpower 14 5

Expenditure 8,600
(MiilIion Yen)

Activities

Research Administration Section

Equipment Efficiency Research Sect ion

Technical Development Research Sect ion

Energy Conservation Research Section

Environmental Research Section

Civil Engineering and Architectural Research Section

Technical Analysis and Testing Section

PARENT COMPANY KANSAI ELECTRIC- POWER COMPV\NY. IN.
Location 3-22, Nakanoshima 3-chorne, Kita-ku, Osaka 530
Telephone 06-441-8821

1)79 1980 i9 l

Manpower 23,641/ 23,705 2 3,

Sales 1,116,769 1,222,41 I 1,71, ' 8
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 4 5, 8, - I X,',
(Million Yen)

Products industrial power ......................... /4 ',
Lighting ........................... ,



R & D ACTIVITIES

Some recent achievements of the General Technicul Reearcn

Laboratory are: the exhaust gas denitrification unit used for therriwlectric
power plants; a pump-starting stationary thyristor startor for large capacity
power generation; package power generation plants for smaller ailj
lower-cost distribution substations; electric wires that can carry electric
current double the capacity as conventional ones.

To be used is one of its research facilities, the copdrly recently addud
the hydraulic test building which was completed in July 1980. The test
building has slope-variable water conduits for hydraulic test.ng of dan
floods, power plant intake and discharge ports; an irregular-wave genierating
unit for testing of coastal power plant protection breakwaters; an hut
water feed measuring unit. All the units are controlled by miiconputers so
as to permit rapid treatuent of measurement data.

The laboratory is promoting the development of local ene rg)
resources. In July 1981, a wind-power plant named ShioKaze No. I was

constructed at Shionounisaki at the southernmost point of Japan. It is
equipped with the two-vane Darius-type windmill which turns 100 times per
minute to generate 6 kW of energy at the wind speed of 10 m per second. II
solar light power generation research, the company is carrying out stuaies oft
the development of silicon semiconductors with Nippon Electric Company
and gallium arsenide semiconductors with Sumitomo DenKo. A pflospl1oric
acid fuel cell power generating installation has been manufacturect by 1-u-
Electric for tests at the Sakai Power Plant. The maxiMnumll output is 30 k"
and is scheduled to be increased to 45% efficiency. The power sturage
system testing facilities are scheduled to start proof tests in 1954 ,,,nicL
will be completed in three years. The facilities of maximum C:apacity 0)
1000 kW will enable the development of power storage systems \which
complement pumping power plants.

The company has also developed a lightning monitoriing sstem tk i th I
use of optical fiber aerial wires.
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LABORATORY KYUSHU ELECTRIC POWER COIPANY, INC., GENERAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Kyushu Denryoku Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 497-1, Aizo, Shiobara, Minami-ku, Fukuok4i 815
Telephone 092-541-0431

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 91

Expenditure 91b

(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Office
Research planning, patents, and administration

Electric Power Laboratory
Research in power equipment

Electronics Application Laboratory
Research on electronics application and power control
systems

Thermal Power Laboratory
Research in power generation by steam, internal
combustion, geothermal, and nuclear energy

Civil Engineering Laboratory
Research in civil and architectural engineering

PARENT COMPANY KYUSHU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC.
Location 1-82, Watanabe-dori 2-chome, Chuo-Ku, Fukuoka 810-91
Telephone 092-761-3031

1979 1980 19s1

Manpower 14,174 13,919 14,238

Sales 548,659 612,025 911,787
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 20,188 -6,38' ab,041

(M i I Iion Yen)

Products Industrial power ........................ 66%
Lighting ................................. 32%
O thers ...................................... 2%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

One of the notable achievements of the long-term research activities
of this laboratory is the control system for thermoelectric power generation
plants. The new control system the laboratory has developed is a
combination of analog and digital controls which provides for the
stabilization of boiler steam temperatures. This system was first put into
practical use in the Buzen Power Station No. I plant (500,000 kW output)
which began operations in 1978.

This system, that combines the power plant control unit with digital
computer operation, is able to read data every 30 to 40 minutes such as
boiler change commands, the output steam temperature, and internal fluid
temperatures. The system can modify boiler control signals by estimating
future values of steam temperature and calculating the optimum operating
temperature. As a result, load adjustment is improved and the load control
of the power system can be achieved more easily with smaller operating
losses and reduced steam temperature variation which corresponds to major
changes in plant output.

The system is viewed from both industrial and academic groups as a
typical application of modern control theory to real plant designing.

In the area of geothermal power generation, the company has made
substantial contributions such as the hot water treatment process which has
been in use for thirty years. The two geothermal power plants which total
about 66,000 kW output are now in operation at the cities of Ohdake and
Hatchobara of Ohita Prefecture. Studies are now being conducted in silica
scale adherence. In cooperation with Mitsui Metal and Mining Company, a
floating separation unit treating 50 tons of water per hour was installed in
the Ohdake Power Station in 1981. In the present phase of study, treated hot
water is returned to a reducing well in order to check the effects of the
treatment.

Research projects for fiscal year 1981 include items such as the
modernization of distribution systems, COM fuels, and effective utilization
of coal ash. The laboratory is engaged in the effective utilization of coal
ash in close cooperation with the other in-plant organizations.
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LABORATORY OSAKA GAS COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH CENTER
(Osaka Gasu Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 19-9, Torishima 6-chome, Konohana-ku, Osaka 554
Telephone 06-462-1451

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 210

Expenditure 2,500
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administration Team

Research Planning Team

Production Technology Team

Vaporization Heat Technology Team

Supply Technology Team

Environment and Safety Team

Materials Team

Chemical Analysis Center

PARENT COMPANY OSAKA GAS COMPANY, LTD.
Location 5-1, Hirano-cho, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-202-2221

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 11,181 11,200 11,167

Sales 378,956 423,523 572,595
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 9,481 2,022 23,630
(Million Yen)

Products Gas ...................................... 73%
Gas appliances ........................... 11%
Gas piping .............................. 5%
Coke, tar, tar products ................. 1%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The company earmarked a total of 9.0 billion yen (fiscal 1981) for
research and development. The sum is 1.5% of gross sales with the Research
Center taking 2.5 billion yen.

Substitute natural gas (SNG) is the main development target of the
Research Center. The development aim is to use light oil and heavy crude,
and produce gas from coal, the biomass, and waste material. The gas
produced from petroleum presently accounts for only 4% of total gas
produced. Natural gas has become significant while coal is being considered
as an alternative fuel. In this connection, the development of catalysts is
important. Osaka Gas has developed superior catalysts such as RCC and CFC
catalysts for gas production from light and heavy oils, SN-108 catalysts for
methane gas, SN-208 catalysts for gasification, and hydrodesulfurization
catalysts. The technology developed for processing of the heavy crude is the
comprehensive heavy ends reforming refinery (CHERRY) and the SN Series.
The CHERRY-P process produces methane gas from asphalt slurry. The pilot
plant is scheduled to try this process in the autumn of 1983.

In the area of energy savings, air-conditioning systems using engine
waste heat are being developed. R&D efforts are being concentrated on the
development of lithium bromide refrigerants.

The Research Center has also been engaged for some time in the
development of fuel cells that obtain electric power by using hydrogen gas
(obtained through cracking natural gas) and oxygen reactants.

R&D activities are being conducted in water treatment technology.
One development is the separation and extraction of oxygen from LNG latent
evaporative heat and using it to aerate sewage. This technology reduces the
amount of sewer mud by two-thirds. The use of LNG latent evaporative heat
offers many interesting possibilities in food processing using freezing and
refrigerating technology.

Recently this Center developed a new method of lyophilization which
is combined with a microwave heat radiation method. This method can
reduce freezing time by nearly 50% and subsequently the cost by 30-40%.
The Center is also engaged in lyophilization of soybeans for bean curd
production.
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LABORATORY SHIKOKU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC., CENERAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Shikoku Denryoku Sohgoh Gijutsu Kaihatsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 2109, Yashima-nishi-machi, Takamatsu, Kagawa 761-01
Telephone 0878-43-8111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 80

Expenditure 1,485
(M iIIion Yern)

Activities

Research Planning Office

Regional Development Laboratory

Alternative Energy Laboratory

Sunshine Project Laboratory

Electric Power Laboratory

Civil Engineering Laboratory

Physical and Chemical Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY SHIKOKU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC.

Location 2-5, Marunouchi, Takamatsu-shi, Kagawa 760-91
Telephone 0878-21-5061 I

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 6,317 6,494 6,568

Sales 222,882 247,545 371,680
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 11,536 857 19,164
(Million Yen)

Products Industrial power ......................... 74%
Lighting ................................. 22%
Others .................................. 4%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The three main areas of interest to the Center and the Shikoku Electric
Power Company are:

- the development of technology that will reduce oil dependency,
- the development of electric and civil engineering, physicochemical

technology that will improve the efficiency and maintenance of
power source units,

- the study of local power demands that is necessary for long-range
management planning.

The Civil Engineering Laboratory of this company is unique. It does
hydrologic testing which studies the effects of hot waste water from nuclear
power plants on sea water, the effects of wave forces on coasts and seashores,
and the effects of water on dams. The Center is also studying geological
features that will help determine the design of better earthquake proof
structures. The hydrologic test equipment has a tidal flow generator, a wave
generator, and water passages that have variable grades to make
investigations on the effects of various factors in the environment.

The Physical Chemistry Laboratory has an x-ray microanalyzer, an
atomic absorption spectrometer, an autoanalyzer, and is engaged in studies
on chemical technology, metal materials, electric materials and
environmental preservation techniques. The Electric Power Laboratory has
other equipment such as the 3,000 kV impulse voltage generator and a
simplified anechoic chamber. Studies being carried out on lightning have
measured, with photo fibers, precipitous waves of I per ms. The anechoic
chamber is used to measure noise levels in order to develop controls on noise
pollution from power plants and substations.
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LABORATORY TOHO GAS COMPANY, LTD., TECHNI>.L RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(Toho Gasu Sohgoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 19-18, Sakurada-cho, Atsuta-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 456
Telephone 052-871-3511

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 97

Expenditure 620
(Million Yen)

Activities

Komei Research Laboratory
New technology team
Production technology team
Analytical and service team

Sakurada Research Laboratory
Equipment operation team
Equipment development team
Improvement and quality control team

PARENT COMPANY TOHO GAS COMPANY, LTD.
Location 19-18, Sakuradacho, Atsuta-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 456
Telephone 052-871-3511

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,461 3,558 3,636

Sales 87,401 94,836 126,200
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,555 737 4,836
(Million Yen)

Products Gas ...................................... 75%
Coke ..................................... 10%
Gas appliances and others ................ 15%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Technical Research Institute is involved in a variety of projects.

In order to utilize the low temperature technology brought about by
LNG production, the institute is setting up a fine grinding plant where
obsolete gas devices will be cracked at low temperatures to recover costly
metals such as copper. There are plans also for a plastics pulverizing plant
that utilizes low temperature technology. A test plant has also been
constructed to test coke dry quenching (CDQ) processes and gather necessary
data to study how to effectively utilize the waste heat from coke furnaces.

With a view to establishing techniques of producing city gas using
material other than LNG, the institute is conducting studies on a
"substitutional" natural gas production plant which will use naphtha, coke,
coal, and heavy crude oil for gas manufacturing. Plans are also being made
for the combined use of solar energy and city gas as power sources for air
conditioners and hot water heaters.

In order to save energy, and improve the comfort of homes, a highly
efficient heating and hot water supply system is being developed. The
institute has joined i'n a project with other city gas producers and gas device
manufacturers to develop a household gas cooling and heating system using a
gas engine.

In order to utilize city gas as industrial energy, the institute is
developing a new energy-saving type of industrial furnace to be used for
melting, heat treatment, forging, drying and cutting. It is also developing
safety devices that include cocks, connectors, and gas leakage sensors.
Studies are also being conducted on an extensive energy supply plan in which
generators and refrigerators will be driven by gas engines and waste heat
from such gas engines will be efficiency utilized for various purposes.

The institute has developed the city gas air conditioner for small- and
medium-sized buildings which has energy savings of about 35% as compared
with the conventional ones; city gas leakage sensors, energy-saving slim hot
water supply devices which can occupy small spaces, and a city gas forging
furnace utilizing a high speed burner.
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LABORATORY TOHOKU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC., GENERAL

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Tohoku Denryoku Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 2-1, Nakayama 7-chome, Sendai, Miyagi 980
Telephone 0222-78-0356 19

1979 1980 198 1

Manpower - 75

Expenditure 600

(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Administration Section

Operation Research Section

Electric Power Research Section

Application Research Section

PARENT COMPANY TOHOKU ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC.

Location 7-1, Ichiban-cho 3-chome, Sendai, Miyagi 980

Telephone 0222-25-2111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 12,883 12,544 12,396

Sales 538,039 600,468 943,558

(Million Yen)
Net Profit 25,956 -8,069 49,450

(Million Yen)

Products Industrial power ......................... 60%
Lighting ................................. 35%
Others ................................... 5%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Research Center is focusing on research and development which
can be put to practical use. One of its developments is the system that
estimates noise emanating from power generating plants. This system
(implemented in 1975) is designed to estimate the volume of noise at
thermal power or atomic power stations and work out effective
countermeasures for environmental control. Due to its high reliability,
other power companies have shown significant interest in adopting the
system for their plants.

The development of a system that locates trouble spots in transmission
lines won the coveted Ohm Technical Award for 1980, and the system has now
been adopted by other power companies. In 1979, the company won the
Shibusawa award for its cable insulation degradation measuring equipment
which can significantly prevent power cable accidents. The laboratory has,
since its inception, won eight awards for R&D efforts related to power
facilities.

The "Net Rainer" also deserves special mention. It is the dripping
net-type equipment designed for heating and cooling greenhouses that require
low temperatures for garden plants and mushrooms. This system can reduce
reenhouse maintenance costs to one-fifth of that of the oil-burning hothouse
eating and cooling system.

One unique R&D development result has been the farming of young
abalones living in hot waste water from thermal power stations. The Sendai
thermal power station ships out about 1.8 million young abalones per year.
Exhaust gas desulfurization gypsum is also an interesting development, and
it is now being used in tiles for interior decoration. This Center is
well-equipped with various analyzers for R&D activities and also has
facilities for river and seashore hydrologic experiments necessary for basic
research.
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LABORATORY TOKYO GAS COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
INSTITUTE

(Tokyo Gasu Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 16-25, Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105
Telephone 03-452-2211

1979 1980 198)

Manpower 162

Expenditure 3,100
(Million Yen)

Activities R&D Planning Office

Administration Office

Production and Analysis Laboratory

Gasification Laboratory

Piping Research Laboratory

Combustion Research Laboratory

Materials Research Laboratory

Metrological Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY TOKYO GAS COMPANY, LTD.
Location 2-16, Yaesu 1-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103
Telephone 03-273-0111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 13,034 13,093 13,047

Sales 428,478 464,271 638,449
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 13,296 1,749 26,643
(Million Yen)

Products Gas ...................................... 79%

Gas appliances ........................... 11%

Gas piping ............................... 6%

Coke ..................................... 4%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The use of liquefied natural gas is one of the major factors in Japan's
energy supply mix. Now liquified natural gas is utilized not only for
cooking and heating but for industrial purposes as well. Therefore, much is
expected from technical developments in this field. To meet these newly
developed requirements, the Research and Development Institute is
promoting activities which includes basic research and domestic and foreign
joint studies.

New research requirements are discussed at management level to
determine short-, medium- and long-term plans. The areas of research
assigned to the institute are classified according to categories. Currently,
fundamental research is classified into three categories.

First, is the study about the relative degree of safety of gas to that of
electricity. Second, the value of gas energy is to be reviewed. This research
is related to the techniques of conversion of latent energy and current
developments in the industrial field. Third, investigations are being carried
out on how to diversity gas resources to meet the worldwide shortage of
resources. In this connection, the decomposition of heavy crude oil and the
gasification of coal are being studied. This research is sustained through
basic studies on measurement, analysis, and the study of conduits containing
gas lines.

The institutes' studies on gas lines, which accounts for 60 percent of
the firm's fixed assets, have achieved successful results. Once buried
underground gas lines must remain in good condition for about one hundred
years. Data on the deterioration characteristics of gas lines such as
corrosion and corrosion resistance, and studies on subsidence are being
analyzed. The study of the properties of gas lines and how they respond to
the impact of earthquakes is a topic of worldwide interest which is also of
strong interest to the institute.

The institute received the Ota Prize from the Japan Gas Association
for three research areas in 1979 and for two research areas in 1980.
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FILM

LABORATORY FUJI PHOTO FILM COMPANY, LTD., MIYANODAI RESEARCH
L.LuORATORY

(Fuji Shashin Fuirumu Miyanodai Gijutsu Kaihatsu Sentah)
Location 798, Miyanodai, Kaisei-machi, Ashigara-kami-gun, Kanagawa 258
Telephone 0465-83-7111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 345

Expenditure 9,U00
(Million Yen)

Activities

Materials Development Group

Systems Development Group

PARENT COMPANY FUJI PHOTO FILM COMPANY, LTD.
Location 26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106
Telephone 03-406-2111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 10,518 10,377 10,620

Sales 312,226 404,579 446,807
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 12,848 15,730 36,151
(Million Yen)

Products Film ..................................... 49%
Photographic paper and photochemicals.... 20%
Noncarbon duplicating paper .............. 6%
Presensitized plates ..................... 7%
Cameras and optical products ............ 12%
Magnetic tapes ........................... 6%
(Export) ................................. (32%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The company earmarks about 6% of its total sales for R&D activities, a
little over one-third of which goes to this laboratory.

This recently established laboratory emphasizes ntw development
projects. In the field of materials, it is involved in research activities on
semiconductors and their uses as image sensors. The development of systems
will center on image electronic equipment, photography equipment, and
measuring instruments. To cope with the need for larger storage space and
memory banks, and more efficient retrieval of information, the laboratory
has developed the "Fuji Film Laser COM System," which is based on laser
diode film and laser scanning technology and is directly related to
computerization.

In printing research, the laboratory is now developing a new scanner
system for the direct photoengraving process.

The newly developed x-ray photography system has been highly
evaluated for its clear pictures and low exposure doses. This system records
and x-ray photographs; the picture is resolved into minute dots then shaded
through the digital signal method, and reproduced through the aid of a
computer. This system lowers the exposure rate and enables doctors to easily
detect a nidus.

This laboratory will also continue to place emphasis on the
development and manufacture of more sophisticated equipment for color
film processing, x-ray processors, graphic processors, and microfilm
equipment.
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FOODSTUFFS

LABORATORY AJINOMOTO COMPANY, INC., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Aj inomoto Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1, Suzuki-cho 1-chome, Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 210
Telephone 044-222-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 583

Expenditure - 5,250
(Million Yen)

Activities Microbiological research
Chemical research
Analytic-chemicaJ research
Process engineering
System analysis
Information service
Sensory test
Food development
Fat and oil research
Life sciences laboratories

PARENT COMPANY AJINOMOTO COMPANY, LTD.
Location 5-8, Kyobashi 1-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104
Telephone 03-272-1 ll1

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 5,510 5,393 5,422

Sales 339,637 352,658 374,294
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 6,714 8,627 9,746
(Million Yen)

Products "Ajinomoto" and other seasonings ......... 26%
Oil products ............................. 23%
Amino acids ............................. 9%
Foodstuffs ............................... 35%
Animal feed and others .................. 7%
(Export) ................................. (7%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Research Laboratory of the Ajinomoto Company has been
conducting studies in biotechnology including genetic engineering for some
time.

For example, the Microbiological and Chemical Study Section is
involved in research in bacteria and yeasts and in gene recombination. The
Analytical Study Section is involved in chemical studies that includes the
development of new production processes and the collecting of effective
ingredients from natural substances. The Analytical Study Section is also
involved in developing safety factors in technology necessary to protect the
inhabited environment.

Since its inception, the Ajinomoto Company has been a large glutamic
acid producer. In Decembet 1956, based on perceived competition from other
firms in the commercial production of glutamic acid, Ajinomoto designed
its own laboratory for conducting studies in the production of synthetically
fermented glutamic acid. About one hundred researchers worked on the
project and in three years time put glutamic acid production into operation.

The laboratories have taken a different approach in its technical
development of a food seasoning powder. The laboratories did not resort to
the introduction of foreign technology, but developed their own techniques.
Now the Central Research Laboratory has reached the stage where they will
be able to develop new research based on techniques already acquired.
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LABORATORY KIKKOMAN CORPORATION, CENTRAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Kikkoman Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 399, Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba 278
Telephone 0471-24-5151

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 250

Expenditure - 4,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Office

Research and Planning Office

Patent Office

Research Group

- soy sauce group
- mycological group
- pathological group
- food container and storage group
- fermented food analysis group
- fermented products basic research group
- animals experimental laboratory
- food development laboratory

PARENT COMPANY KIKKOMAN CORPORATION
Location 339, Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba 278
Telephone 0471-24-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,987 3,936 3,929

Sales 122,842 123,887 128,881
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 3,000 2,127 1,603
(Million Yen)

Products Soy sauce ................................ 62%
Other sauces ............................. 5%
Foodstuff (tomato ketchup and juices).... 2U*
Alcoholic beverages ...................... 12%
Others ................................... 1%
(Export) ................................. (I %)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

It is generally said that "shoyu" (soy sauce) has a history of 1,000 years,
or its history is Japan's history. The Central Research Laboratory of the
Kikkoman Corporation began its research activities in soy sauce in 1904, and
the present laboratory was set up in 1962. R&D efforts have centered on the
development of quality products for mass production at low costs. One of
their achievements is the NK-type protein treatment technique. It is a
technology for turning soy beans into soy sauce, boosting the extraction rate
from the conventional 60% to 80% without losing the flavor of soy beans.

It is the development of "Molsin," a mold pepsin, antienzyme amylase
and other digestive enzymes and oral contraceptives made from cholesterol
through the use of a microorganism which significantly brought about the
Kikkoman Corporation interest in life sciences. The laboratory has also
developed reagents which make diagnosis from blood or serums
possible--such as "Maltapentaose" (phonetic) for pancreatitis, and a
creatinine and sarcosine oxidase for kidney disease. "Uricase," a hydrolytic
enzyme, has been found effective in the treatment of gout.

The Central Research Laboratory is placing increasing emphasis on
research in the field of pharmaceuticals. It has already established
technology for making, by zymotechnics, cyclic adenosine monophosphate
from starch. (Cyclic adenosine monophosphate increases the flow of blood.)
It also markets "S-9," a homogenate which is indispensable in checking
carcinogenic chemicals. Making the most of fermentation and brewage
technology, Kikkoman is also striving to develop antibiotics and anticancer
medicines.

A fair amount of the small percentage of gross sales designated for the
research and development budget is being earmarked for future research
needs. The laboratory is equipped with P -level (possibly will be raised to
P.) experimental facilities for DNA recombination research.
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LABORATORY NISSIN FLOUR MILLING COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Nisshin Seifun Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 177-3, Soto, Tsurugaoka, Ohi-cho, Iruma-gun, Saitama 354
Telephone 0492-61-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpowe 210

Expenditure 1,700
(Million Yen)

Activities

Grain Science Laboratory

Foods Processing Laboratory

Animal Husbandry and Fishery Laboratory

Animal Pathological Analysis Laboratory

Chemical Laboratory

Biological Laboratory

Special Projects Laboratory

Research Coordination Office

Administrative Office

PARENT COMPANY NISSHIN FLOUR MILLING COMPANY, LTD.
Location 19-12, Nihombashi Koamicho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103
Telephone 03-660-31 1I

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 91

Sales 216,678 239,807 270,251
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 4,592 4,272 4,479
(Million Yen)

Products Flour .................................... 61%
Formula feeds ............................ 28%
Cake, doughnut mixes, and others ......... 11%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Research Laboratory, in medical research studies, is
attempting to produce vitamins E and K by utilizing chlorophyl. Chlorophyl
is reported to be effective in treatment of ulcers, and a new drug called
"Midoriamin" is being developed for ulcer retardant purposes. The
laboratory has also succeeded in the synthesis of a new anti-inflammatory
anodyne which they are now preparing for commercial production. The
laboratory has also achieved the synthesis of a coenzyme called "Coenzyme
Q40" which is effective for treatment of cardiac insufficiency. Formerly,
the coenzyme itself could only be extracted from human internal organs.

The laboratory, in food research studies, is stressing research on raw
materials used for processed food, e.g., the development of raw materials for
soy sauce and soy paste production. This material is a mixture of
fermentable malted rice (Koji) with soybeans that permits an easily
producible soy sauce or soy paste. This is a departure from conventional food
manufacturing. The laboratory is also studying the effective use of wheat.
The research on "germ oil" which is valuable as a filler in animal feed is
being done in order to determine its usefulness as a food. The laboratory has
found that germ oil prevents arteriosclerosis and has put it in a food called
"Livron" which, if used, can help in prolonging the aging process.

The laboratory concentrates its research on pharmaceuticals and food
research studies. The Company's R&D expenditure is 0.5% of its total sales.
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LABORATORY YAKULT HONSHA COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR
MICRO BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

(Yakuruto Honsha Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1796, Hoya, Kunitachi, Tokyo 186
Telephone 0425-73-1131

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 210

Expenditure 10,000
(Million Yen)

Activities
Basic Research Group - bacteria ecology, mycology, pharmacology,

physiology, immunology, pathology, genetics,
algology, enzymology, microbiology

Application Research Group - nutrition, toxicology, biochemistry, test animal
culture strain storage

Administration Group - research coordination, library, administration

Scientific Analysis Center - physical, chemical, and biological analysis

Products Development Group - new products, new equipment, pilot plants

PARENT COMPANY YAKULT HONSHA COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-19, Higashi Shimbashi 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105
Telephone 03-574-8960

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,165 3,039 3,280

Sales 88,475 91,904 96,474
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 3,422 4,742 4,982
(Million Yen)

Products Yakult material solution ................. 16%
Yakult products (soft drinks, etc.) ...... 50%
Cosmetics ............................... 8%
Others ................................... 26%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Since its foundation in 1935, Yakult has lead the production of lactic
products and is unequaled in the field of research and development
concerning "aging and lactobacilli" and "cancer and intestinal bacteria."
The vanguard of Yakult, the Central Institute, has many research and
development projects including:

- the study of hunian intestinal bacteria,
- study of lactobacilli,
- the development of dairy products,
- the mass culture of pure chlorella,
- the applications of bacterial enzymes, and
- the retrieval of physiological activation materials.

The institute has revealed the pathological significance of intestinal
bacteria, the effects of bacillus bifidus and lactobacillus on the digestion,
and the synthesis of vitamins. It has developed an industrial engineering
technology for mass production of useful bacteria developing new products
for Yakult such as bifidus milk.

The institute has announced in a report that bifidus bacillus has the
possibility of controlling cancer and staving off the aging process because of
its high immunogenetic effects. The institute is expanding its activities to
micrcbiotechnology research to provide a third dimension to its already
-trong bacteriology research.

The institute is staffed with 210 of which 160 are researchers. In 1975,
the number of patents registered was 691, and in 1980 it rose to 1,771.
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GLASS

LABORATORY ASAHI GLASS COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION

(Asahi Garasu Kenkyu Kaihatsu-bu)
Location 1150, Matsubara, Hazawa-cho,Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 221
Telephone 045-381-1441

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 500

Expenditure 6,600
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administration Acministration service group
Coordination and information group
Maintenance and service group

Planning Planning group

Research and development Halogen chemicals group
Urethane chemistry group
Water treatment group
Long-exchange membranes
FRP group
Glasses with various functions group
Electronic materials and components group
Engineering ceramics group
Ceramic building materials

PARENT COMPANY ASAHI GLASS COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-2, Marunouchi 2-chomr, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-218-5555

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 9,477 9,168 9,037

Sales 392,972 471,875 473,976
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 17,224 23,254 23,680
(Million Yen)

Products Glass (flat glass, TV glassware, others). 58%
Soda and chemicals ....................... 37%
Ref ractories ............................ 4%
Others .................................. 1%
(Export) ................................. (7%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

In 1915, the Asahi Glass Company was the first in Japan to succeed in
producing plate glass and started, at the same time, research in soda which is
an essential ingredient to glass manufacture. Since then, the company has
been a pioneer in development of glass products; for example, glass fiber and
color TV cathode ray tubes.

Some products that have been developed are: "Cerasorizer," a solder
adhering directly to glass and ceramics; "Acron" a new fluoric acid, glass
blur sensor; "ads," "Asahi Guard," a water and oil repellent liquid crystal
display element; glass fiber reinforced plaster slag construction materials;
and intermediates of 5-fluoro-uracil anticancer medicines. The main line of
production developments, thermal ray reflecting glass, pressure-and
earthquake-proof glass for the New Tohoku Railroad Trunk Line, aircraft
dustproof glass, automobile composite glass, and electroconductive glass, are
a few of the company's products.

The research specialists in this laboratory are in the fields of
chemistry, metal engineering, electronics, and vitrics and have worked in
composite and interdisciplinarian fields and have placed strong emphasis on
functional materials, electronics, data processing, and energy-related
research.

As for functional materials, the development of engineering ceramics,
an important substitute for metals, is one of the main areas in a series of
research and development plans aimed at research breakthroughs in brittle
fracture problems, and improved processing and functional evaluation
techniques. Other items under study include conductive resins, high-strength
precision molded composite materials, and surface treatment of plastics.

In the electronic and data processing fields, the study of liquid crystal
which has been developed mainly for industrial equipment and computers,
will be further promoted in search of new electronic display elements and
large-sized displays. In addition, development efforts will be exerted
equally on integrated circuit-related materials through the application of
electronic measuring techniques, optoelectronic elements.

As for energy-related development, the company is now studying a solar
energy conversion system, and a solar energy application system based on the
technology so far established for solar water heaters and heat-insulating
glass plates.

The activities of this division is supported by an investment of
two-thirds of the company's total research and development costs amounting
to 10.0 billion yen, 2.1% of the overall sales.
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LABORATORY NIPPON SHEET GLASS COMPANY, LTD., ITAMI RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Nippon Itagarasu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1, Gaidoshita, Kohnoike, Itami, Hyogo 664
Telephone 0727-81-0081

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 130

Expenditure 2,000
(M i I Iion Yen)

Activities

Research Group

Optical Fiber Group

High Polymer Group

Supporting Group
- testing section

- machine shop
- administration office

Product Engineering Group

Fiberglass Reinforced Cement (GRC) Group

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON SHEET GLASS COMPANY, LTD.
Location 8, Doshomachi 4-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-202-1161

1971 1980 1981

Manpower 3,533 3,681 3,740

Sales 95,509 133,335 157,815
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,562 4,809 4,603
(Million Yen)

Products Sheet glass and figured glass ............ 17%
Float glass and other glass .............. 58%
Building materials and others ............ 25%
(Export) ................................. (4% )
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R & D ACfVITIES

This laboratory was set up back in November 1949, and moved to its
present site in July 19b8. Large-sized laboratory equipment presently in use
at the laboratory include pressure anemiometers (for designing glass strength
for high rise buildings), sled impact testing equipment (for measuring the
force of impact in car crashes), and reverberation chanbers. The research
facilities are used for nuclear magnetic resonance research, atomic
absorption spectrochemical analysis, flame photometry, and surface analysis.

The laboratory was the first to develop the double-layer glass with air
in between which has been used on the Shinkansen "bullet" trains. In 1968,
together with the Nippon Electric Company, it developed focusing optical
fiber glass (CELFOC). This glass has the characteristics of a uniform focal
distance according to length despite the plane lens surface. At present,
company and university cooperation is involved in R&D efforts to make an
index o1 horizontal refraction for plane glass. Also, various devices for
optical communications, such as branch circuits and switches, are also being
developed emphasizing transmiiission. The laboratory is especially interested
in the development of optical semiconductors. The laboratory is noA
considering placing research emphasis on:

- application of CELFOC and other technologies of optoelectronics
and,

- the extension of coating technologies.

One of the laboratory's achievements in the field of coating is PELCOAT, a
demister.

In the energy field, the laboratory has contributed to the development
of an electroconductive membrane of tin oxide, called NESA glass. This
product is highly reputed for its nonreflection and high permeability as a
clear-surface electrode for the amorphous silicon solar cell. For solar
energy power generation, this laboratory uses the technique that plates the
back side of 0.75 uin thick blue sheet glass with silver and backs it with
float glass. The laboratory continues to exert effort toward the development
of composite materials as well.
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LABORATORY NGK INSULATORS, LTI)., NGK HIH-1H VOULIAE LABORATORY
(Nippon ,aishi (ho-Koh-atsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location Tagami, Futaebori, Korjiaki, Aichi 485
Telephone 0568-485-3121

1')79 1980 1981

Manpower - 30

Expenditure 350
(Million Yen)

Activities

High voltage insulator research using special facilities which are as follows:

ac high voltage test halI
ac 1650 kV high voltage source
corona noise instrument
dc 500 kV high voltage source
high frequency voltdge test taciJltie,
4200 kV impulse voltage test facilities
2500 kV switching impulse voltage test facilities
steel towers
UHV ac insulator contamination test facilities
500 kV ac insulator contarninatioln test facilities
200 kV ac insulator contamination test facilities
200 kV dc insulator contamination test facilities
30 rmV A short circuit test facilities
hot line insulator washing test facilities
fire fighting laboratory

PARENT COMPANY NGK INSULATORS, LTD.
Location 56, Sudacho 2-chomne, Nlizuho-ku, Nagoya-shi 467
Telephone 052-882-718,

1979 19s0 1981

Manpower n,792 4,740 4,676

Sales 94,656 109,295 121,226
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 3,463 3,754 4,014
(Million Yen)

Products Insulators .............................. 61%
LDnvironr Ientdi equipment .................. 13
(Clewnical equipment ....................... 10%
( thers ................................... 16 "
(Export) ................................. (25% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

N6K Insulators, the largest insulator manufacturer in the world,
regards its high voltage laboratory as the nucleus of its technological
studies. To meet the future electrical power need for the one-million volt
electric power transmission syster, the laboratory has succeeded, after 13
years of R&D efforts, in developing UHV insulators, and concurrently
equipment for insulator maintenance and prevention of power outages.

This laboratory has many unique facilities--including UHV alternating
current insulator testers consisting of a cloud chamber (30 rn long, 25 in

wide, 30 m high) that can produce the least favorable fog and contamination
conditions: a one-million volt transformer, i boiler capable of emitting 3.6
tons of fog per hour, and a 30 MV A short circuit generator as its electricity
source.

The laboratory activities are divided into different groups, that is,
high voltage and mechanics. This includes research and deve[opment related
to electrical and mechanical characteristics of high voltage insulators, and
the development of maintenance equipment. The laboratory also carries out
research jointly with electric power companies, and provides technical
services including the dispatch of engineers to foreign countries.

The laboratory has developed suspension insulators which are free from
corona noise and can withstand 84 tons of tensile strength and 12 meter-long
insulator tubes clear of other factors. These developments are indispensable
for the one-million volt electric power transmission system.

The laboratory is now busy preparing itself for development of
peripheral technology such as contaminants removal and disaster prevention
equipment. In April 1982, it will be equipped with a 750,000 volt ac
insulator tester and its staff will be increased to 35 members.

The NGK Laboratory is expected to continue to make contributions to
technological advancements in the electric power utilities field.
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IKON AND STEEL

LABORATORY DAIDO STEEL COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Daido Tokushu-koh Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2-30, Daido-cho, Minami-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 457
Telephone 052-61 1-251 1

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 260

Expenditure 1,500
(Million Yen)

Activities

Division I - research on materials such as alloy design, cut, welding, etc.

Division 2 - research on production technology such as nonsteel metals,
methods of analysis, dissolution, etc.

Shibukawa Laboratory - related research at Shibukawa plan

Kawasaki Laboratory - related research at Kawasaki plant

Ohji Laboratory - related research at Ohji plant

PARENT COMPANY DAIDO STEEL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 11-18, Nishiki 1-chome, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi 460
Telephone 052-201-51 11

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 9,430 8,81 3 8,662

Sales 235,301 268,059 289,612
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,799 5,619 7,388
Million Yen)

Products Special steel bars and wire rods ......... 58%
Steel forgings amd castings ............. 19%
Industrial furnace ....................... 6%
Steel bands and others ................... 3%
(Export) ................................. (4%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Daido Steel Company of Japan, is a leading manufacturer of
special steels. Its Central Research Laboratory has been promoting research
and development in order to meet the needs of the industrial market. The
new products developed by the Central Research Laboratory are produced and
marketed on a trial basis by the Production Department of the Daido Steel
Company. The sales of trial products amount to about 400 million yen a
year. In 1976, the Nippon Special Steel and Tokushu Seiko merged and
formed the Daido Steel Company, and since that time, Daido's research
activities have become more fully developed.

Unlike other manufacturers, Daido Steel Company has divided the
research and development functions; for example, the Production Control
Department performs the melting, rolling, forging, and heat treatment
processes in order to produce the samples that the Central Research
Laboratory analyzes and studies.

The research and development tasks undertaken by the laboratory
include those concerning energy savings, improvement in production
technology, research and development at the request of Daido's member
factories, as well as research and engineering services commissioned by
other users, and the development of future steel requirements.

The Central Research Laboratory has some 150 projects on hand ranging
from priority projects such as the development of lightweight, handy steels
for the automotive industry through innovative projects for the research and
development of new materials for shipbuilding, oil exploration, aviation,
and other major industries.

In conformity with its mid- and long-term plans for the development ol
new materials for the energy industry, which is expected to prosper in the
21st century, the laboratory has been pushing the development of high quality
special steels, such as heat-resistant materials for nuclear power reactors,
nuclear fusion reactors, and high-efficiency turbines.

In regard to superalloys, the laboratory has already achieved
substantial resu!ts in the development of corrosion-proot materials made
from titanium, molybdenum, niobium, and tantalum.

Recently, the Central Research Laboratory developed and installed a
Daido ladle furnace (DLF) and a plasma arc induction melting furnace at
Shibukawa Works.

The new products inti-oduced last year include the "star cut SSS steel,"
a free machining steel used fo. gears and the "ultrafree machining stainless
steel, DSR6F" which is by far superior in machinability and corrosion
resistance than the conventional free machining steels.
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LABORATORY KAWASAKI STEEL CORPORATION, RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Kawasaki Seitetsu Cijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location Kawasaki-cho 1-chome, Chiba, Chiba 260
Telephone 0472-64-2070

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 900

Expenditure 11,500
(Million Yen)

Activities

Planning Department Planning and administration section, general
affairs section, experiment services
section

Research Department I Ironmaking laboratory, steelmaking
laboratory, refractory materials
laboratory, resources and energy laboratory

Research Department I1 Plate laboratory, alloy steel laboratory,
welding laboratory, corrosion laboratory,
Chita laboratory

Research Department Ill Sheet laboratory, silicon steel laboratory,
coating laboratory, Kobe laboratory

Research Department IV Metalworking laboratory, instrumentation
laboratory, powder metallurgy laboratory

Research Department V Physical metallurgy laboratory, analysis
laboratory, environmental science
laboratory

Mizushima Research Department

PARENT COMPANY KAWASAKI STEEL CORPORATION
Location 1-28, Kitahonmachi-dori 1-chome, Chuo.-ku, Kobe 651
Telephone 078-221-4141

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 35,899 35,068 29,563

Sales 960,915 l,147,88' 1,203,437
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 17,428 50,089 57,140
(Million Yen)

Products Steel plants, sheets and surface-treated sheets ....... 64%
Bars, rods and structural shapes ......... 10%
Pipes and tubes .......................... 15%
Others .................................. I 1%
(Export) ................................. (34%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The annual budget of this Laboratory is about 1% of the company's gross
sales. This figure is rather reasonable when compared with the average of
1.1% of gross sales used throughout the steelmaking industry.

It is often said among foreign critics that the Japanese are imitative.
Mr. Sasaki, Chief of the Institute flatly denies such views, saying "We have
been too busy digesting technological developments to have enough time to
develop our own abundant originality."

One example is the "Go-Stop System," the technological development
of casting light on the so-called "black box" or the inside of a blast furnace.
This system is designed to monitor, for information, all aspects of furnace
conditions and classify them into categories of information, and then
arrange, analyze, and publish information on the overall condition of the
blast furnace.

Interest in this system was expressed by leading industries throughout
the world giving credence to the creativity of the research staff and the
production department of the company. The continuous casting process of
steel manufacturing is a highly advanced technology. Kawasaki Steel has
developed a number of operating innovations such as the completely oil-free
blast furnace and the oxygen bottom-blasting converter.

Another development is a new type of steel that meets resource and
energy shortages requirements; the development of a lightweight
high-tension steel for lighter automobiles. Other types of new steel
development that meets resource needs for energy conscious installations
are: steel development for improvement of oil rigs exploration of submarine
oil, and nonmagnetic steel for nuclear fusion reactors and cost reduction of
storage tanks of "clean" fuels like LNG.
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LABORATORY KOBE STEEL, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Kobe Seikoh-sho Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 3-18, Wakiharna-cho 1-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe, Hyogo 651
Telephone 078-251 -.1551

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 350

Expenditure - 8,400
(Million Yen)

Activities

Resources and Minerals Group
Iron Production Group
Steel Production Group
Casting Group
Iron and Steel Products Group
Special Steel Products Group
Nonferrous Materials Group
Nuclear Reactor Materials Group
Metal Processing Group
Welding and Metallurgy Group
Corrosion Preventive Materials Group
Surface Processing Group
Supporting Group

PARENT COMPANY KOBE STEEL, LTD.
Location 3-18, Wakinohama-cho 1-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe 651
Telephone 078-251-155 1

1979 1980 19s1

Manpower 32,367 31,132 30,44 3

Sales 884,057 1,024,726 1,1 4U,(S 3
(Million Yen)
Net Prof it 13,686 25,652 3
(Million Yen)

Products Iron and steel .......................... 58'A)
Machinery ................................ 26%
Aluminum and copper ..................... 161t
(Export) ................................. (23*)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

One of the noteworthy technological achievements in recent years is
the electromagnetic mixing process. In the continuous casting process this
technology is used for mixing molten metal with electromagnetic forces at
three different levels; that is, die casting, secondary cooling, and
solidification during the last stage. By using this process, impurities can be
gathered in billets guaranteeing smooth surfaces and uniform elementary
composition. This is particularly suitable for alloy steel, and it is now
possible to make bearing steel with the same continuous cating process.

The Central Training Center of Kobe Steel's steelmaking group
developed an out-of-furnace refining process for dephosphorization with a
lime flux at the ladle stage which is instrumental in raising the operational
efficiency of the converter. The same group also developed a control cooling
technology which can nearly dispense with heat treatment for low
temperature steel plates. A great deal of research is also being carried out
on hydrogen which affects and leads to brittleness. The supersonic defect
prevention heat treatment systems, the distribution calculation prograns for
the concentration of hydrogen in stainless steel, and the successful control of
"restive" hydrogen in steel by removing stress from welded portions are
worthy of special mention as important contributions made by the Kobe Steel
Company's Central Training Center. In the area of metal fatigue, they have
analyzed the mechanism of crack-widening in iron making rolls by giving
directionality to enlarged carbide grains. By using the technology of
atomized iron powder, this Center succeeded in developing powdered
high-speed steel. This is an outstanding development in which two things
can be achieved at once--quality improvement and simplification of the
production process. Zircalloy used in the cladding tube for nuclear fuel is al
example of top quality technology development.

Research on metal materials should be timely in order to keep abreast
of new technology directions. For the development of new materials and
compound materials, metallurgical studies are not sufficient. According to
the head of the Central Training Center, the technology for covering the
whole process of making metals from raw materials, to smelting, to the
rolling process, needs to be developed.
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LABORATORY NIPPON KOKAN COMPANY, LI)., TELHNIWAL RLSLARk-lt
CENTER

(Nippon Kohkan Gi jutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location I-i, Mimnami-wataruda-cho, Kawdsaki-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 210
Telephone 044-355-1 III

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 1,520

Expenditure - 12,481
(Million Yen)

Activities
Administration Department - general, technical, facility

development, and engineering
administration

Research Department I Laboratory - coal and coke, iron and steeliraking,
ceramics

Research Department 2 Laboratory - shaping process, heat and fluid
engineering

Research Department 3 Laboratory - light flat rolled products,
structural steels, tubular products,
fracture engineering, welding

Research Department 4 Laboratory - metallic coating, organic coating,
rosion, microbeam analysis, chemical
analysis

Research Department 5 Laboratory - aerodynamics and structure, civi I
ineering, architecture, pipe line
transmission, pipe line and piping

Systems and Control Research Laboratory - instrumentation, control
engineering, mechanical
automation

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON KOKAN COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-2, Marunouchi 1-chorne, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-212-7111

1979 1980 1%S1

Manpower 36,555 33,600 33,305

Sales 1,156,129 1,311,447 1,423,271
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 10,325 25,178 36,296
(Million Yen)

Products Iron and steel (bars, tubes, pipes, plates, sheets,
semifinished steel products, slags ler roalloys, pig iron, fertilizer
and others) ................. 82%

Heavy industries and shipbui Iding ........ 18%
(Export) ................................. (33% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Technical Research Center is involved in several imiportant
research projects:

- Based on an analytical program developed by one division, a project
on protective measures against earthquakes was initiated. Experts on this
project serve as consultants to local governments in the Kanagawa and
Shizuoka Prefectures where predictions are that the Tokai earthquake will
occur.

- The Nippon Kokan Company is participating in the "Sunshine
Project," a national project to develop new energy sources.

- The Center is investigating the coal liquefaction process by direct
hydrogenation methods in cooperation with the New Energy Development
Organization (NEDO).

Other research activities of this Center include work in the
computerization of control systems for ships, steelmaking technique
development, welded pipe production techniques for line pipes, and design of
earthquake-proof structures.
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LABORATORY NIPPON STEEL CORPORATION, FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Shin Nippon Seitetsu Kiso Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1618, Ida, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa, 211
Telephone 044-777-4111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 262

Expenditure
(Million Yen)

Activities

Fundamental Research Laboratory I - Strength and toughness
Fundamental Research Laboratory 2 - Workability and plastici'y
Fundamental Research Laboratory 3 - Corrosion and heat resis. -nce
Fundamental Research Laboratory 4 - Raw materials and iron .. iking
Fundamental Research Laboratory 5 - Refining and soliditication
Fundamental Research Laboratory 6 - Coating
Fundamental Research

Laboratory - Special - Energy and new materials
Measurement Research Laboratory - Measurement and new research procedures
Analysis Research Center - Chemical and instrumental analysis
Chemical Research Center - Composite materials, ceramics, and organic

materials
General Affairs Section - Personnel, budget, and purchasing
Testing Service Section - Testing, maintenance of machines and

buildings
R&D Planning Section-Fundamental - Coordination of research activities,

planning, patents, and library

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON STEEL CORPORATION
Location 6-3, Ohtemachi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-242-4111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 74,149 71,669 69,533

Sales 2,412,462 2,844,826 3,112,603
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 45,221 105,767 71,062
(Million Yen)

Products Steel(steel bars and shapes, steel plates and sheets,
special steel, steel tubes, pipes and secondary
products) ....... 87%

Pig iron, steel ingot .................... 1%
Engineering and others ................... 12%
(Export) ................................. (34%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The purpose of the laboratory is to conduct basic studies on the
technological development associated with steelmaking. The laboratory is
endeavoring to establish the technological basis for its future research and
conducts fundamental studies that support the research and development
departments.

The basic studies of the laboratory include a wide range of subjects.
For example, the laboratory is participating in joint studies on heavy crude
oil in a project under contract with the Agency of Industrial Science and
Technology as well as in studies on nuclear power iron materials under a
project with the Nuclear Power Iron Makers Association. The laboratory is
also participating in the "House 55 Plan" which is under the direction of the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry and the Ministry of
Construction. However, the firm does not emphasize joint studies, but does
emphasize independent studies such as the development of high tensile
two-phase steel for automobiles which recently captured public interest.

In 1980, the research laboratory study on analysis of cracks in superhigh
tensile cast steel slabs received the Tahara's Prize of the Nippon Steel
Manufacturers Association.

A manager points out "There is little possibility of the appearance of
,ew products due to the restrictions imposed by materials." New high
tensile steels appeared about 1955-1960 brought about by steel developed by
the IJ.S. Steel Corporation. Since then most studies, and research, have been
concerned with achieving energy savings in steelmaking.

In conventional steelmaking techniques, heaving and cooling are
repeated in each process of melting, rolling, and annealing thus wasting
energy. For this reason, the continuous casting process now prevails in the
stee making industry. The Nippon Steel Corporation plans, in the near
future, to increase the percentage of utilization of the continuous casting
process from 60-70% to 80-90%.
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LABORArfoRY SUMIIOMO \L\IAL INDUtJTRIL, LT., i.NTi4AL RLSLAR.H
LABOR ATOR ILS

(Suimiitomo Kinzoku Kogyo Chuoh Ui jutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1-3, Nishinagdsu-hondori, Amagasaki, Hyogo 660
Telephone 06-401-6201

1979 J 180 l

Manpower 896

Expenditure I 3,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

SteelnakIing Laboratory

Metalworking Laborator\
Automation Laboratory
Mechanical Metal iurg Laboratory
Nonferrous Materials Laboratory
%elding Laborator\
Applied Mechanics Laboratory
Chemical Metallurgy Laboratory
Metal Finishing Laboratory
Physics Lubordtor

Fundamental Research Laboratory
Kokura Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY SULMrITOMO METAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Location 1), K itahama 5-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-220-51 I1

1979 19S0 1 s1

Manpower 9,200 29,947 29,675

'Sales 974,605 1,029,390 1,307,491
(Million Yen)
Net Piot it I 5,24+S 3S,95 4 6,)33
(Million Yen)

Products Steel tnbe5 and pipe ..................... 3
Steel sheets ,ami plates .................. 3 ,,'
" tee I bars and % ire rods ................. 9%
O thers ................................... 17",
(Lxport) ................................. (39,2)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Research Laboratories of Sumitomo Metal Industries,
founded in September 1959, has produced technology which supports the
company's metal pipe manufacturing. In April 1963, the Central Research
Laboratories began operations in nuclear research and succeeded in producing
nuclear fuel cladding tubes of zircalloy. In the same year, they began the
study of computerized process control systems. Sumitomo Metal Industries
built a new laboratory, the Hazaki Research Center in April 1974, and the
center is currently doing research in coal liquefaction and capsule tube
transportation. Also the Kokura Research Laboratory, founded in 3ue 1979
at the Kokura Iron Foundry, is putting considerable effort into research
which is necessary to assist the makers of stripped steel and wire rods. The
company stepped up its research into new metals, such as zircalloy and
titanium, by establishing another laboratory for nonferrous material research.

At the Central Research Laboratories, sophisticated equipment and
technology include a large sintering test system which has obtained
excellent results in the process of automatic production as well as in energy
savings; an experimental furnace to study an oil-less furnace and COM
(coal-oil mixture); an experiment system to check the resistance of large
structures against earthquakes; and a model testing system of 10,000 tons for
the study ot nil ductility of structural materials in the ocean. The
laboratories techniques include the utilization of the coal-oil mixture for
blast furnaces, the double blowing technique of a converter which produces a
substantial yield, and horizontal continuous casting which is suitable for
semisteel. The rolling control technique of stripped steel, which operates
under zero magnetic force, improves systems from load cell to controlling
software. The VC rolling technique, which increases accuracy in rolling
because oil pressure expands the center part of steel, is in demand from
abroad.

Looking ahead into the future, the continuous casting process will be
important in order to save energy. The laboratories are trying to establish
economical techniques in producing materials other than iron, such as
titanium, carbon, and amorphous magnetic material.

The Central Research Laboratories will be emphasizing more basic
research programs.
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LABORATORY CHIWODA CHEMICAL LN"INLLt I.Nt, AND CON 1,UC I kN
u-OMPANY, LTD., RE-LARCH ANI) )LVELO\ILNI uLNTE

(Chiyoda Kakoh Kensetsu Sohgoh Kenkyu-snio)

Location 3-13, Moriya-cho, Kanagawa-ku, Yokohda, Kanjgava 221
Telephone 045-441-1261

Manpower I )(

Expenditure
(Million Yen)

Activities

R&D (Production technology)

Process systems
Rotating machinery
Materials and welding
Civil and applied mechanics

Construction techniques

R&D (Process equipment, wnd chemicals)

Catalysts development
Pollution control
Others

PARENT COMPANY CHIYODA CHEMICAL ENk.INELR I\ ,,A CA\SIi L ION
COMPANY, LTD.

Location 12-1, TsururJ C huo 2-chome, ]sururi-ktu, "m &,_ :

Telephone 045-521-1231

Manpower 3,1 48 3,29 4

Sales 1,138 179,401 zVhg1

(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,329 5,(,62

(Million Yen)

Products O il plants ...............................
LN(, and LPG plants ....................... I 5"
Petrochemnical plants ..................... 4",

Chenical and other plants ..........
(Export) .............................. ,0 SA,)
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R . D ACTIVITIES

For an engineering company, Chiyoda Chemical covers a broad range of
activities which includes the planning and design of factories, procurement
of equipment and materials, construction work, and trial and testing
operations. Therefore, Chiyoda Chemical must provide a broad base of
progress in technology which encompasses chemical engineering, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, applied physics, and civi I engineering.

The research and development activities of the Research and
Development Center are largely classified into two areas; the first area is
research that is directly involved with Chiyoda Chemical projects while the
second area is the joint research efforts of Chiyoda Chemical with other
corporations.

In regard to the research and development of Chiyoda Chemical's
technological priorities, the primary focus is in the development of new
chemical processes which are of vital importance to the progress and
viability of the company.

In this connection, the chemical process related to the energy
utilization of heavy crude oil is being investigated. This project is being
supported in a large project sponsored by the Agency of Industrial Science
and Technology in which both private and public research institutions are
participating. Chiyoda Chemical's interest in this project lies in the
production of olefin from heavy crude oil. Chiyoda is also promoting
research and development of C chemistry which use is the underlying
technological application for olef in production.

Chiyoda Chemical also has research and development projects which
are promoted jointly with its clients. For example, it has cooperated with
the Ajinomoto Company in order to develop a glutamic acid production
process. It has also collaborated with the Kureha Petrochemical Company to
produce vinyl chloride using a mixed gas process. Recently, Chiyoda
Chemical, in a joint effort with Yurika Industries, developed an asphalt
thermal cracking process called the Yurika Process.

Chiyoda Chemical's various other projects include work being carried
out in fields such as microbiotechnology and civil engineering.
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LABORATORY JANOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY, LTD., JANOME
RESEARCH CENTER

(Janome Mishin Kogyo Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1463, Hazama-cho, Hachioji, Tokyo 193
Telephone 0426-61-3121

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 107

Expenditure 963

(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Laboratory 1
Design of sewing machine tables, and various attachments, sewing
techniques, fashion trends

Research Laboratory 2

Design of motors and controllers

Research Laboratory 3
Basic studies of metals, chemicals, and other raw materials for developing
electronics and mechanical technology

Administration Office

PARENT COMPANY JANOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104
Telephone 03-277-2071

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,483 3,381 3,269

Sales 64,230 70,774 72,875
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,842 2,736 2,594
(Million Yen)

Products Straight stitch sewing machines for home use .......... 3%

Zigzag sewing machines for home use ...... 84%
Sewing machines for industrial use ....... 2%
Others ................................... 11%
(Export) ................................. (16%)
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R & L) ACTIVITIES

To briefly trace the technical progress of sewing machines, the
following explanation is given; the sewing machine designed for straight and
lock stitching is known as first generation machines; the sewing rndchine
designed for stitching in zigzag patterns with the oscillating needle bar and
speed control with electronic application is called the second generation
machine; and the machine designed for computer control is called the third
generation machine. The Janorne Sewing Machine Company developed the
computer controlled sewing machine and put it on the market in April 1979.
The Center played an important role in the development of this sewing
machine.

In addition to research on the development of the sewing machine, the
Research Center is also involved in research on development of peripheral
technology. The Integrated Technical Research Center has a wide field of
interest covering studies on the automation of production processes,
chemical research on plating and corrosion prevention, and the development
of future products other than sewing machines.

The Janome Sewing Machine Company was awarded a prize from the
Science and Technology Agency in 1976 for its contribution of the full
rotating hook mechanism which has many technical applications. In the area
of materials research, the Center has made significant progress in die
casting of aluminum which has greatly reduced the weight of sewing machine
bodies. By using light alloys and resin, weight reduction of various
mechanical parts of the machine has been achieved.

The current push of research and development is automation of the
sewing machine assembly line. The Research Center is now developing
robots that will perform assembly line functions. It is hoped that the result
will be improvement of productivity and significant cost reductions.
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LABORATORY TOKYO JUKI INDUSTRIAL COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

(Tokyo Juki Kogyo Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2-1, Kokuryo-cho 8-chome, Chofu, Tokyo 182
Telephone 03-480-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 105

Expenditure 1,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Home Sewing Machine Group

Industrial Sewing Machine Group

Home Electric Appliance Group

Wool Knitting Machine Group

Sewing Machine Peripherals Group

Electronic Equipment Group

Product Testing Group

Basic and Materials Research Group

Designing Group

PARENT COMPANY TOKYO JUKI INDUSTRIAL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 2-1, Kokuryo-cho 8-chome, Chofu-shi, Tokyo 182
Telephone 03-480-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,653 3,449 3,394

Sales 51,323 54,014 57,545
(M i I I ion Yen)~(Million Yen)
Net Profit 648 714 532
(M illIion Yen)

Products Sewing machines (for industrial use, 46%, for household
use, 18%) ................ 64%

Home electrical appliances ............... 17%

Knitting machines ........................ 2%
Electronic equipment and others .......... 17%
(Export) ................................. (32%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Tokyo Juki Industrial Company is one of the first companies to
succeed in automation of the sewing process which had been very dependent
on skilled labor. The Research and Development Laboratory of this company
has developed a new product called the "Edge Control Seamer" which is a
sewing machine equipped with a sensor and manipulator. The seam sensor
can be set in relation to the edge of the material and can monitor the
margin. The manipulator feeds the top and bottom portion of the cloth as
well as controls the top and bottom edges of the material independently.
This development won a gold medal at the Leipzig International Exposition
in 1975 and the Automated Machinery Development Prize from the Japan
Machinery Development Society for the laboratory.

The automuation of the sewing machine is typical of Japan's
"rnechatronics," a combination of mechanics and electronics technology.
Another automated machine developed by this laboratory is the
self-detecting failure machine with an automatic thread cutting
mechanism. The use of microcomputers has been incorporated in the
automation development of the machine and can monitor more than 60
checkpoints and automatically displays machine failures.

The laboratory will continue to develop the automation of the sewing
process. Other developments of this laboratory include: a material handling
technique which feeds material automatically and the development of an
easily operated sewing machine for part-time workers.
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LABORATORY TOSHIBA MACHINE COMPANY, LTD., ENGINEERING
LABORATORY

(Toshiba Kikai Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2068-3, Ohoka, Numazu, Shizuoka 410
Telephone 0559-21-5240

1979 1980 1)81

Manpower 150

Expenditure -1,500

(Million Yen)

Activities

Chemical research on materials

Research on new machine tools

Research on metrological methods and equipment

Research on industrial equipment

Research on special machines and processing methods

Development of automatic machine tools and equipment

PARENT COMPANY TOSHIBA MACHINE COMPANY, LTD.
Location 2-I1, Ginza 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104
Telephone 03-567-0511

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,703 3,650 3,667

Sales 64,130 72,316 83,904
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 924 2,018 3,013
(Million Yen)

Products Machine tools ............................ 40%
Plastic machinery ........................ 22%
Industrial machines ...................... 24%
Hydraulic equipment and others ........... 14%
(Export) ................................. (27% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Laboratory has been the mainstay of the Toshiba Machine Company
for technical research and development for nearly forty years since its
foundation in 1944. The R&D investment including labor costs is 2.1% of
total sales.

Research is aimed at industrial application rather than theoretical
disciplines. Research activities have often been displayed at production
sites; the laboratory being used as a mobile laboratory.

Some examples of the variety of research are: the
superhigh-performance laser-applied complex production system (FMC,
flexible manufacturing complex); the electron beam drafting system (EBM,
electron beam masking), the metal mirror processing machine, and the
5000-ton injection molding machines.

The laser-applied FMC, larger than the Flexible Manufacturing System
(FMS) which attracted attention as an automatic processing system, is at
present the most important item for the laboratory. This system is designed
to permit on-line laser processing including material processing, automatic
assembly and automatic product check, which greatly reduces processing
steps through the combination of several processes. In multitype and small
amount production, this system contributes to reducing processing time
significantly compared with conventional machines. The laboratory, with
the help of 20 other companies organized for this purpose, is completing
(targeted for 1984) the development of the system.

Apart from the main target of FMC, future research efforts include
improvement of control techniques based on superhigh-precision technology.

The laboratory is open to other institutes and universities, such as the
Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, and the Electrotechnical
Laboratory. This open door policy helps deepen cooperation between
research organizations and also improves the capacity of the laboratory's
own research staff.
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II

LABORATORY TOYO UMPAN6KI COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

(Tohyoh Umpanki Gujutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 3, Ryugasaki, Ryugasaki, Ibaraki 301
Telephone 02976-4-3111

1979 1980 I SI

Manpower 50

Expenditure 90U
(Million Yen)

Activities

Laboratory I Control technology

Laboratory 2 Materials

Development Group

Administrative Group

Support Group

PARENT COMPANY TOYO UMP;-NKI COMPANY, LTD.
Location 15-10, Kyomachibori I-chorne, Nishi-ku, Osaka 550
Telephone 06-441-9151

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1,729 1,550 1,576

Sales 52,201 57,576 60,447
(Million Yen)
Net Profit -976 961 1,448
(Million Yen)

Products Industrial vehicles ...................... 57%
Construction vehicles .................... 30%
Machinery parts and others ............... 13%
(Export) ................................. (36% )
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R & D ACTIVITIES

This Division started with a staff of young researchers in 1969. The
R&D emphasis was on hydrostatic transmission, i.e., hydraulic operation and
electrical control. The R&D budget is now 1.5% of the company's gross sales.

Critical demands were made on this division in 1974 for fork lifts,
tractor shovels (earth-digging machines) and other industrial equipment that
is durable but of low cost.

However, in recent years, research and development efforts are being
directed toward transport systems that are pilotless and operated by
microcomputers. Also efforts are directed towards the development of
highly sophisticated systems such as guidance systems for pilotless vehicles,
pattern recognition by sensors, and adaptive controls. Considering manual
operation still indispensable from the standpoint of cost performance, this
division continues to improve man-machine operations.

Future R&D plans of this division call for studies on biomechanics.
For example, load hauling vehicles can not climb 150 angle slopes; studies
are being conducted on the climbing principles used by insects in the hope
that this principle can be applied to vehicles used for forested areas.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

LABORATORY NIPPON GAKKI COMPANY, LTD., RESEARCH AND DEVLLOPMENT
LABORATORY

(Nippon Gakki Seizo Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 203, Matsunoki-jima, Toyooka-mura, lwata-gun, Shizuoka 438-01
Telephone 0539-62-31 11

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - - 190

Expenditure - 2,400

(Million Yen)

Activities
Planning Division

Administration office
Patent office

Buildings and Acoustics Division
Basic Materials Division
Semiconductor Process Division
Software Division
Development Division

Development Project Group
Development Laboratory
IC Laboratory
Electronic Device Laboratory
Electronic Components Laboratory
Semiconductor Production Technology Laboratory in Kagoshima

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON GAKKI COMPANY, LTD.

Location 10-1, Nakazawa-cho, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka-ken 430
Telephone 0534-65-11 l1

1979 1980 981

Manpower 16,)89 15,592 15,834

Sales 281,940 303,823 329,569
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 6,041 6,720 6,)34
(Million Yen)

Products Pianos ................................... 30%
Electronic organs ....................... 22%
Other musical instruments ................ 18%
Home utensils and sporting goods ......... 12%
Stereo equipment ......................... 8%
O thers ................................... 12%
(Export) ................................. (l9 %)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Nippon Gakki Company, the largest musical instrument
manufacturer in the world is adapting modern technology, specifically
electronics centering around integrated circuits, to its production process.

The Research and Development Laboratory, which was established in
August 1980, has as its core the IC (integrated circuits) division which was
established II years ago. This division is conducting research oil the
application of integrated circuits, the production and design process of
VLSIs, and computer software. R&D activities also cover the physical
properties of acoustic materials, mainly wooden and chemical, the trial
development of materials using semiconductors ano analysis of their
acoustic characteristics, metallic materials for musical instruments, and
materials for audio equipment. The company is divided into several
production entities which include electronic musical instruments,
computers, video, piano, and audio equipment. The main research and
development targets, however, are integrated circuits, computers, electronic
instruments and "home computers." Worthy of special note is the static
induction transistor that the Nippon Gakki Company has developed. LSIs are
already being produced and the laboratory is confident that they will produce
random-logic type VLSIs in a few years. These LSIs have been developed
specially for the company's products and therefore they are not available il
the open market. LSIs for the company's general use are purchased from a
serniconductor manufacturer.

During the past ten years this laboratory has procured modern resedrch
equipment (worth 4-5 billion yen) to include the electron beam exposure
capable of direct exposure on a I micron rule pattern--which is indispensable
to LSIs--epitaxial growth equipment that can deal with 21 four-inch wafers
at a time, ion implantation cquipment capable of 200-kilo electron volts, a
CAD system, wafer stepper, and a high-speed LSI tester. This
technology-oriented company applies for 500 to 1,500 patents every year.
The annual number of patents possessed is 3,000 to 4,000 although they are
constantly being consolidated.
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NONFERROUS METALS

LABORATORY NIPPON LIGHT METAL COMPANY, LTD., NIPPON LIUHT METAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY

(Nippon Kei-Kinzoku Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 4540, Kambara, Kambara-cho, lhara-gun, Shizuoka 421-32
Telephone 05438-5-2121

1979 1980 191

Manpower - 210

Expenditure 1,200
(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Center of Processes and Materials
R&D of processes, materials and products from mining
of ore to aluminium end products

Research Center of Products
Development of special end products

Engineering Design Center
Structural analysis, systems design and trial
manufacture of products

Analytical Center
Development of chemical and physical analytical
methods, analytical services

Planning Division
Information, administration, planning

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON LIGHT METAL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 3-5, Ginza 7-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-91
Telephone 03-574-3211

1979 1980 19l

Manpower 7,024 6,648 6,666

Sales 221,122 265,285 297,426
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 31 9,067 6,002
(Million Yen)

Products Alumina .................................. 46%
Pressed products ......................... 19%
building materials ....................... 35%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The aluminum industry is, at present, in a depression mainly because of
ever-increasing electric power costs in Japan. Taking the present situation
into consideration, the company is strengthening its secondary and tertiary
products. The laboratory is allotting nearly 60% of its resouces to the
development of processing techniques and processed products--the remaining
research funds are used for testing and technical services.

Some significant developments are the nonporous die casting process
and printing board setting process which have attracted attention both
domestically and internationally. The first process is a cavity-free casting
technique for alumina characterized by thermal treatability, weldability,
and increased strength. Currently it is being applied to alumninum wheel
production; many other applications will be found in the automobile industry
which is actively seeking lighter automobile materials. The second process
is the aluminum surface treatment technique which was achieved in
collaboration with the Fuji Film Company. This process will contribute to
improved film durability and better printing definition.

In close cooperation with the Alcan laboratory, various heat exchangers
have been developed and partly commercialized with Alcan's application of
the Nocolok aluminum brazing method.

The laboratory has offered to take part in any national development
project of new aluminum refinery techniques; however, using blast furnace
power methods rather than using high-cost electric power. Technical
research will continue because aluminum can be combined with other
material to form carbon fabric, silicon carbide, and ceramics that can be
used in the electronics and biotechnology industries.
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PAINTS AND INKS

LABORATORY DAI NIPPON TORYO COMPANY, LTD., PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

(Dai Nippon Toryo Seihin Kaihatsu Sentah)
Location 1-124, Nishi-kujo 6-chome, Konohana-ku, Osaka 554
Telephone 06-461-5371

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 100

Expenditure 600
(Million Yen)

Activities

Planning Group
Analysis Group
Plastics Group
Pigments Group
Development Group I Construction
Development Group 2 Corrosion (ships)
Development Group 3 Autornobi les
Development Group 4 Paint-related technology and application
Painting Technology Group

PARENT k-OMPANY DAI NIPPON TORYO COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-124, Nishi-kujo 6-chome, Konohana-ku, Osaka 554
Telephone 06-461-5371

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 1,516 1,462 1,218

Sales 46,683 55,709 53,297
(M i I I ion Yen)
Net Profit -1,249 2,267 1,092
(Million Yen)

Products Paint .................................... 91%
Lead chemical products ................... 6%
Others ................................... 3%
(Export) ................................ (1% )
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LABORA FORY KANSAI PAINT LOMPANY, LTD., TECHNICAL DIVISION
(Kansai Peinto Gijutsu Honbu)

Location 17-1, Higashi-hachimar. 4-chome, Hiratsuka, Kanagawa 254
Telephone 0463-23-21 I1

1979 1980 196

Manpower 240

Expenditure 4,00
(Million Yen)

Activities

Patent Division

Powder Paint Development Division
R&D on powder paint

Technical Laboratory I
R&D on ordinary temperature dry-type paint for ships, builoings, constructlun,
automobiles, and home uses

Technical Laboratory 7
R&cD on heat dry -type paint for automobiles, home appliances, equipmeit dann
precoated meta Is

Synthetic Resin Laboratory
R&D on synthetic resin for paint

Basic Research Laboratory
Basic research on paint and dry paint film

PARENT COMPANY KANSAI PAINT COMPANY, LTD.
Location 27, Fushirnimachi 5-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-203-5531

19?79 1980 16

Manpower 2,819 2,812 2,796

Sdtles 86,342 96,701 110,598
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,158 1,205 1,061
(Million Yen)

Products Synthetic resin paints ................... 74%

Thinners ................................. 8%
Lcquers.....................3%
Oil paints and others .................... 16%
(Export) ................................ (1%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The research budget is 4.0-4.5% of the total sales ol this company. Of
that amount, basic research, studies in current technology, and engineering
dctivities receive 11%, 23%, and 62% respectively. The remaining funds go
toward support activities.

The Engineering Laboratory is mainly carrying out studies on synthetic
resins as binder imterial. The Automobile Painting Engineering Division is
involved in the development of chip-reistant undercodtmg paint. The
division is also conducting research on muintenance-free currosion-proof
paint for ships which will last ten years or more. Studies on mnorgunic paint
that wil l replace conventional organic paint is also being carried out.

The DIT (Development lnnovation Techniology) LdborAtory is conducting
studies which will provide the informatio, necessdr for future
developmental needs. It is now attempting to develop a resin that will act
as a fixing agent for yeast and enzymes.

Paints are the least likely product to be replaceu by entirely new
products. Therefore, studies are being carried out on improving present paint
products. Until now, the function of paint has oieen to be presentable in
texture, color, and to be corrosiomi-reistant. Studies are continuing to
expand paint characteristics to ddditional dimensions. In this regard,
studies in the field of electrochemistry, inorganic chemistry, and surface
chemistry will be continued in conjunction with organic chemistry research.
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LABORATORY NIPPON PAINT COMPANY, LTD., TECHNICAL CENTER
(Nippon Peinto Gijutsu Sentah)

Location 19-17, Ikeda Naka-machi, Neyagawa, Osaka 572
Telephone 0720-27-1111

1979 1980 1

Manpower 150

Expenditure 1,700
(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Group I Plastics

Research Group 2 Technical evaluation

Research Group 3 Stability of finished surfaces

Research Group 4 Process control

Research Group 5 New materials and their chemical nature

Research Group 6 Corrosion resistance (nonorganics)

Research Group 7 Corrosion resistance (organics)

Research Group 8 Corrosion (electrodeposition)

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON PAINT COMPANY, LTD.
Location 8-10, Fukushima 6-chome, Fukushima-ku, Osaka 553
Telephone 06-458-1111

1979 1980 1 ObI

Manpower 2,392 2,394 2,457

Sales 71,358 90,623 104,158
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 865 931 f,Z02
(Million Yen)

Products Synthetic resin paints ................... 76%
Lacquers ................................ 8%
Oil paints .............................. 3%
Others ................................... 13%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

lFis technical center strives to maintain continuity and consistency in
the quality control of paints. A significant development at the center is the
photosensitive resin called "NAP." Another development, the corrosion rate
meter, is designed to measure the amount of rust under a coat of paint. This
research center is particularly interested in furthering the development of:

- analytical rating technologies for measuring instruments for
viscoelasticity,

- hardness or cracking resistance methods of computer color matching
(CCM) paint coats under different temperatures,

- instruments for tracing the thickness of paint coats and to
investigate the changes in paint coats.

These developments will be instrumental in automating the painting process.

Some developments such as the optosetting paint and the ultraviolet
ray setting paint have been significant in that, for example, the ultraviolet
ray setting paint can permeate into pigmented paints; these paints can
harden in three to ten seconds and are used on paper and plastic products.

One of the products still under development is a new material which is
a copolymerization of acetylene and ethylene. The material is oxygen
reactant and therefore is quick to dry. Organic paints which can be used in
seawater are also being developed. The culture of plant cells is an
interesting research area for the company. Efforts are being made to extract
new ultraviolet absorbers from such cells. Culture techniques differ from
plant to plant and the Technical Center attaches importance to the
accumulation of such know-how. In the immediate future, R&D efforts will
be directed toward the functional adaption of technology in the changing
uses of plastics and other materials, the prevention of pollution, and energy
conservation.
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PETROLEUM

L:\BORATORIY NIPPON OIL COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL TECHNICAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Nippon Sekiyu Chuoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 8, Chidori-cho, Naka-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 231
Telephone 045-622-1361

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 336

Expenditure

(Million Yen)

Activities

General Affairs Section

Research Planning and Coordination Division

Research ano Development Division I research groups

Research and Development Division II research groups

Research and Development Division III - research groups

Testing and Anal, t,,.1 Section

Engine Testing Section

PARENT -OMPANY NIPPON OIL COMPANY, LTD.
Location 3-12, Nishi-shimbashi 1-chorne, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105
lelephone 03-502-1111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 2,948 2,960 2,955

Sales 1,611,856 2,713,385 3,427,866
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 5,988 11,162 45,674
(Million Yen)

Products Gasoline ................................. 21%

Kerosene and gas oil .................... 189/
Heavy oil ................................ 39%
Lubricdting oil .......................... 2%
Others ................................... 20%
(Export) ................................ (4% )
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1 ) ACTlVL tlL

rhe Nippon Oil Comipany established its chernical laborator at
Kashiwazaki, Niigata Pretet:ture, ir 19!6. In the past, polyethylene was
polymerized under 3,000 atmn and 300'C, Dut this laboratory, together with
the Nippon Petrochemicals Company, developed a new poli merization
technology with which it became possible to produce polyethylene-h'ail il
thickness and the same in strength-at 10 itni ard several tens of degrees
centigrade. Now (as of 18 June 1981) the Nippon Petrochemicals Company is
building a pilot plant with a planneni yearly output of 2,600 tons which is
scheduled for completion in the autumn ofl 981. It is hoped that energy
consumption can be reducto by as much as 7)%. "Nisseki Neo Polymer" is a
petrochemical resin that w' developed by the Nippon Oil Company arid
(:olmrercidlized in 1975. This chemical repldces pipe resin and is now very
valuable in such products as paints, printing ink, arid binding agents. Olefin
and diolef in are the 'materials base for this product.

The future research targets of this laboratory are the development of a
material to be extracted from heavy crude oil and the development of
alternate fuels. As a member of the heavy crude countermeasure study
association, Nippon Oil Company is engaged inl a heavy crude cracking
technology development project. This project aims to obtain kerosene and
light oil, which tends to run short while the "C" heavy oil remains
superfluous, from heavy crude by the use of the fluid catalytic cracking
method. In fiscal year 1979, the pilot cracking plant was completed and
since then has produced favorable test results. There are still some problenis
yet to be solved, such as the weakening activation and wear and tear of
catalysts, but trial operations of the pilot plant on direct desulfurization,
which is known to reduce the amount ot nickel and vanadium which weakens
the activation of catalysts, are continuing. A hydrogenation system will be
produced and tests will be continued till fiscal year 1982.

Regarding the developnent of fuel alternatives the Nippon Oil
Company, as a memmber of the abovte mentioned association, engages in the
study of;

- a method for alcohol production by fixing rnicroorgdnisrns onto
organic membranes and,

- synthesization of gasoline from carbon mionoxide and water.
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l'I-tAR M AuE:I ILItALS

LABORATORY GR FE N CR0S C PR AOR ATIION, CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Midori Juji Ghuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 5-44, Miyakojima-nakador 3-chome, \Aiyakojimna-ku, Osaka 534
Telephone 06-921-5477

1979 j 980 1961

Manpower 150

Expenditure 1,500
(Million Yen)

Activitie

Basic Research Laboratories

Laboratory I Synthetic chemistry, physicdl chemistry
production science

Laboratory 2 Biochemistry, immunological chemistry, protein
chemistry

Cell Engineering Center

Laboratory 3 Genetic recombination, cell blending
Laboratory 4 Mass cell cultures

Pathological Laboratory

Radio Isotope Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY GREEN CROSS CORPORATION
Location 15-1, Imabashi 1-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-228-0700

1979 1960 19S1

Manpower 1 ,b78 1,804 1,954

sales 45,544 59,962 71,16S

(Million Yen)
Net Profit
(Million Yen)

Products Antibacterials and 1immune antlbody agents ...... 29",
Hemostats and blood coagul ting agents ...... 21!
Blood transfusion drugs .................. I 3t
Plasma substitution ...................... 23%
)thers ................................... I 4't

(Export) ................................ ( 1 )



R & D ACTIVITIES

The company's R&D has centered on the effective use of plasma protein
demarcation agents as pharmaceuticals. One of its achievements is
Urokinase (1965), a thrombus resolvent. Urokinase, now known as a specific
medicine for use in the treatment of cerebral thrombosis and myocardial
infraction, is basically a protein enzyme contained in extremely small
quantities and derived from the urine of a healthy human body.

Another great success is Venoglobulin which was marketed in 1976.
Venoglobulin is the immunoglobulin (commonly called gamma globulin)
contained in the blood plasma of a healthy human processed with plasmnin
(tibrinolysin) which is removed prior to lyophilization. This medicine is
characterized by its high concentration in the blood for long periods ana the
possibility of using high dosages. Research efforts are being applied to
artificial blood (oxygen-conveying plasma extender) development and
interferon. Artificial blood "Fluosol DA" is a white-colored liquid which is
made from fluorocarbons by a process of emulsification with a surface active
agent ,tid a stabilization process. It freezes at -10 to -20'C, and can be
preserved for about two years. Artificial blood matches any type of blood
without serum hepatitis. The laboratory is now developing new types of
Fluosol DA which can be preserved at normal room temperatures and will not
sediment in the liver or the spleen. They have already come up with a fewcompounds. Regarding interferon (IF), they have estblished their ownproduction technology for white corpuscle IF and cultured lymph cell IF.

In the future, the laborato.y will exert greater research efforts in the
fields of cytoengineering and bioengineering. It has more than halfway
succeeded in developing alburmin and is a third of the way towards
developing interferon. It also intends to produce Type B hepatitis vaccine by
gene recombination.
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Location 760, Morooka-cno , Kohoi,t-ku, K II a 2 .
Telephone 045-541-2521

1970

Manpower 6 (j0

Expenditure 6,)bb
(M i I I ion Yen)

Activities

Group I Materials and utilization research
Antibiotics, enzymes and phiysiologically active
materials which emerge during research in m jcro-
organisms.

Group 2 Organic synthetic chemicals
Studies on the effect iverics d and o It ol e
pharmaceutical product,, tests and exp0r1ients on
animnal-plnt physiology and mechanicol ietabolismf,
while makin g pathological ang pha(f maceutlca l
assessment studies.

Group 3 Life Sciences
Agricultural chemicals, veterinary mcuC i nes, feed
additives, etc. The range of its 3ctijtics extemis to
the I ielu ot life science.,,.

PARLNT NOIPANY \IEI31 SEIKA CO\1PANY, LTD.
Location 4-16, Kyobasthi 2-chonme, Clmio-kt , Tlk\o 1 O
Telephone 03-272-651 1

)979 v1u VS

Manpower 6, 1 #9 ),975 5.7 )1j

Sales l7,21) in,7U7 i,/,SJ.
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 3,i79 67U
(Million Yen)

Product,- Foods ................................. 59' ,
M edicines ................................ 14
O thers ................................... 2 *
(Lxport) ................................ (t )



R ) ACTIVITIES

The Meiji Seika Coriipany, is greatly indebted to its Research

Laboratories for it having been ranked among the world's largest
manufacturers of antibiotics such as Kanamycin.

To prepare for an ever-aging societ\, the Meiji Seika Company has
placed at the top of its research interests the establishment of its "Life
Industry" which is involved in foods and pharmaceuticals research. The
development of medicine for adult diseases, and the establishnient of gene
recombination, and the applied technologies for mass production of
antibiotics are also included in the research projects. Undertaking all these
research and development projects are the Research Ldboratories where
research efforts on pharmaceutical development is being carried out.

The Meiji Seika Company's Research Laboratories have been sending
ten researchers a year to universities, both at home and abroad, for the
promotion of technological exchange and to study advanced technologies in
order to cultivate the necessary foresight that is the decisive factor in the
development of new drugs. In order to effectively carry out research for the
development of new drugs, pathological, physiological, and pharmacological
studies are indispensable. The Research Laboratories is increasing its
efforts toward the development of immunostimulators as well as toward
drugs of proven pharmacodynam ic effectiveness.
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Location 2-58, Hi rod-to I-choI e, Sti i ga < -iw, lokyo 140
1 elephorie 0 3-49'2-31 3

Manpower 800

[xpeiid iture - ,I(J I(\Villioil C ll)

.A\.7t 1v' tles

t e~earct Planning Departmrent - research plammi ig and ,'o,)rdm/nation, liaison
with other companies, 0ot unentat ioi

Research Administration Oepdrtmenm[t - general at tairs, personnel, and
budgetary manageient

Cheuical Research Laboratories -organiic chernistry, niedictrl chemistry
Biological Reserch Laboratories - biologital screening, pharmacology,

pathology, chemotherapy, biochenistr, inedical engineering, care of
laboratory animals

'ernentation Researchr Laboratories - microbiology, antibiotics and other
natural products, fermientation tec:hnology, biotechnology, redical
blochemistry

Analytical and Metabolic Researcr Laboratories - physicochemrical
analysis, drug metabolisim, adIrlnistrat ion of radioisotopes

Laboratory Anirrial Science and I-oxicology Laboratories - toxicology,
laboratory aniraI science, care of laboratory aruimals

Product Development Laboratories - synthetic chemistry, product
tormu lat ion, airalysis, poilution cortrol, packaging, process deveIopmrent

Agricultural CherriicaIs Research Laboratories - organic arrd eiviromient

chemistry, toriiulation, entom rology, [)t tOpathology, pWllt plhrySolog.',

PZ\RLINT \0IPiANY SANKO CO\IP, ,NY, Lf!.
Location 7--I 2, i.,i rnza 2 "hor1lie, k Imo-k, I okyo 104
felephone 03-542-35i1

1979 l19SO 19st

Manpower 5,1 39 5,17) 5,233

,ales I 31,458 1 9,')z 167,196
(Milltori yen)
Net Profit 3,131 5,432 t,,64 1
(MillionI 'rei)

Produ( t s Pharfm rrI cout tl( Is (t nr Iori drugs arid 07ie I I o ti peluett i c s 2 34,,

neurologtn al drugs I 3%, circl Ator anrd fespiratory drug'-

I l)%, others 30%) ...................... Sl t
Agri(;ulturd l cherlt s ................... 12 k,

O thers ................................... 7%
(Lxpor t) ................................ ( % )
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R & D ACTIVITILS

This laboratory has achieved much in the development of

pharmaceuticals. ',one of the more notable pharmaceuticals developed are:
'Celenar," a tranquilizer which is an organic compound of benzodiazepin and
o\Jzolidine; and "Cephanetazone," a cephamycin antibiotic which is a kind
of cephalosporin. This antibiotic is effective against resistant bacteria and
was the direct result of studies of bacteria discovered living in the soil at
the Jumoni Pass on the border of Nagano and Saitama prefectures. At
present it is being produced by synthetic methods only.

The laboratory also deals with cosmetics, foodstuils, plastic materials,
etc. Hence its research setup centers around biology and chemistry. The
Biology Department I is involved with pharmacology and pathology: the
Biology Department 11, biochemistry and chemotherapeutics, and the
Chemistry Department 1, antibiotics, basic synthesis, and studies of the

origins of plants. An inquiry section helps to furnish researchers with the
latest information and data, while the analysis and metabolic research
departments who specialize in chemical analysis or metabolic studies
support efforts for development of new pharmaceuticals. The coordination
section functions as a research coordinator. The immediate research targets
are to develop carcinogen preventive substances, immunizing agents for
adult and aging people, medicines for animals (poultry and pigs) and
agricultural chemicals. The development of medicines for animals is
regarded as necessary because the use of antibiotics for human beings tends
to produce new resistant bacteria in animals. The Sankyo Company is also
investigating, in depth, incurable diseases. In developing medicines, it is
needless to say, researchers give the closest attention to any effects of new
medicines on the human body.
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LABORATORY TAISHO PtIAIMACL-IDA ,IAL )'0\ PANt , LI )., R iL CL' I Lkv
(Taisho Seivuku Solgoh Kck) u-shol

Location 1-403, Yoshino-cho, Ohmniya, SaitdmAf 530
Telephone 0486-63-1111

1979 19s) Hi3

Manpow er - 330

Expenditure 3,1 J5
(Million Yen)

Activities

Organic Cheniistry Laboratory

Microbiological Laborator,

Pharmacological Laboratory

Pharmacomnetabolic Laboritorv

Analytical center

Production Process Laboratory

Biopharmnaceutical Laborator,

Special Projects Laboratory

Insecticides Laborator\

Administration Off ice

PARENT LiOMPANY TAISHO lktA l O\11tAN , LI I).
Location 24-1, Takado 3chomne, luS iimm-ko, IokVo I71
Telephone 3-)S5-I I

Manpower 3, i z, 3)

Sales 6(),289 77,0 34
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 10,37', 12, S
(Million "len)

Products Toic i i cires .......................... 55

\V'(Ji( im " tor thme icmvud'w >\SttItI......... i/

oIj(,wholi md11 n lnhII( hygiel li m dl( mmm'.,

Ski n ru?: ................................. 7 ,
C ti l rs ................................... . ,

(Lxport) ................................. ( 2 )
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Locat:uii 7-S5, Jjo i . f It '.. ! "l
.i ej ptoineI

Ex penc i Itnire- .bJ
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R 6: D ACTIVITILS

Takeua's CentralI Reseirci 1)1 sI ifl I anl 1iftegrd'jt; uf I

project -oriented laboratories, which, in spite of' being estoolisocini

reinforces the lateral ties betwkeeni fello~k rese~irchcrs in urder to promot-
research anid development activities. Tai~eda lndutries, :Dy virtue ofII
unique project teamn system in which the chen iicoA rt2 coiroctirs, whto prodi;,,o
things, cooperate with the biolugi-uil researchers, ,Oikh proce(-s In(, organ i Zt
inforiiat ion, has achieved the devet opmneiit of quai ,it pr irits.

Takeda Industries hads successiul ly cj~eolptn u o w e of spec
exper i finentai I animals that cont r ibut e I mic I: to o Lr (I t! te pru[OT Io k 1!0

geriatric research.

These animals include SHP (sponltaneously h, perten.i ye ir~its), KI' (u,)'j it
diabetes-prone rats), EXFHC (rats suscept i DIe to I'l, oi tar
hypercholesteroleiinia), and fatty rats suffering from I pIois Tu foojr

mentioned types of animals are inbred sariet ies of higfl aiOde i i>
and are used to obtain pathogenic data concerning hyperten:,iur 0 n Ill(
diseases peculiar to old age. AlIso, these r,:its ( LAIll1 JO (],e - fo
pharmnacodynarnic analysis. Takeda Industries his an experilue;otal L.r
Kyoto where about 3,000 species of medic inalI herbs are growkn.

Genet ic engineerinrg, wh ich i s ref erreci to i ") 'i otechIiologs,
special interest to the Takeda Industries' biolog ira I Loboratorv.

Taikeda Industries has signed an agreeri ot %k I th \I Ippor I
Company, for joint research and development of inoterferon, im1 ,i
clIiniical experiments with interferon withi a yeair or tv~ n.

While the development of new drugs is, a (ostl, I w aid t i 0 o If

undertaking because the cost of safety engineerinig aiol Oihe cost ol r

are increasing, Takeda Industries is spirioig nio effort IIIu t
necessary requiremrents of quality control. The g~uide lies (on-ernili. 1 i
safety tests of drugs, a s announced by the Ml inr i st r 1) aoIt U0 c\ I
strictly followed by Takeda Industries.



PRECISION EQUIPMLNF

LABORATORY CITIZEN WATCH COMPANY, L F., TECHNICAL LABORATOR Y
(Shichizun Tokei Uijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 840, Takeno, Sirnotomi, Tokorozawa, Saitafna 35-
Telephone 0429-42-6271

1979 1980 11)81

Manpower 300

Expenditure 30,U00
(Million Yen)

Activities

Department I Development of new products

Department 2 Basic research on products

Department 3 Research and development on IC. production technology and
materials

Department 5 Development of new processing technology

PAREN COMPANY CITIZEN WATCH COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-1, Nishishinjuku 2-chomne, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160
Telephone 03-342-1231

1979 1960 1)681

Manpower 3,1 1 3,072 3,058

Sales 82,916 103,5Z7 -52,113
(Million) Yen)
Net Profit 4,320 ),019 5,934
(Million Yen)

Products Watches and watch parts ................. 90%
Business machines ....................... 3
Machine tools ............................ 4%
Others ................................ 3 ,
(Export) ................................. (60% 1



R & D ACTIVITIES

The Technical Laboratory was established in 1964 with its main R&D
efforts being directed to watches and clocks. It is this laboratory which
produced the world's first analog-type solar cell watch and the quartz watch
of less than I mrn in thickness.

During 1981 alone the laboratory produced four technological
developments which include the temperature compensation system of using
integrated circuits (IC). The crystal quartz watch has high accuracy, but the
accuracy tends to be affected by body temperature that causes changes in
quartz oscillation. The temperature compensation system solves this
problem. With built-in integrated circuits capable of sensing even small
(0.1 0C) temperature changes, the system feeds back the temperature
compensation signal to the oscillation circuit, and makes it possible to
limit the errors of low-frequency crystal resonators to within ± 10 seconds
per year.

The laboratory is also credited with technology related to precision
instruments other than timepieces. The "Board Pecker" (phonetic), which was
made available to the public in January 1981, can automatically fit or adopt
a dozen electronic parts of many different shapes.

In the field of semiconductors, the laboratory has stressed the
development of the complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS). The
laboratory is striving to develop thin film products. For in-house IC
production, the laboratory is building IC assembly lines at the laboratory.
In the future, emphasis will increasingly be put on the technological
development of nontimepiece products.
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IT IN] I 1\t.

LABORATORY 1)AI NIPPON PRINTING( COMPANY, LTFD, ,&LNfN:\L RL.LAI,, i
INS F IUTiL

l)ai Nippon Insatsu Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 12, Kaga-cho 1-chone, h(higaya, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162
Telephone 03-266-2111

1979 19 1

Manpower - 120

Expenditure 1,700
(Million Yen)

Activities

Adrninistration OIice

Packing Research Center

Building Mater ials Research kenter

lusiness Form Research Center

PARENT COMPANY D'AI NIPPON PRINTING COMPANN, LTD.
Location 1-12, Kaga-cno, chig~ia, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162
Telephone 03-26t-21 I

'lanpoeer 1 7 9,5s0 10,008

Sales 204 ,23 23, 1/6 451,473
(M Ill i of ') en))
Net Pruo it 8,07 16,24 7 20,282

[roducts ,r id pr i n .................... 4 4
1)(1I P ,iln0lr I j )rlI tll ............ 201,

" o, u l prlttw ,n, dInd paperAvIre ........... 3
...p. . . ..................................-- A



R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Research Institute is involvec in research in image
processing which will be an essential technology for use in the information
industry. Upon completion of this technique, electronic printing will be
possible, that is, one can prepare printed material by use of video
equipment. The institute is also studying optical communications
techniques for future use.

The development of the "shadow mask" which contributed much to the
growth of the color television industry in Japan is a result of research
carried out at this institute. The company now successfully mass produces an
extremely highly accurate shadow mask having a pitch width of 0.2 nmm. The
institute is involved in efforts to develop a photomask for the production of
integrated circuits (IC) and large-scale integrated circuits (LSI). The
institute also plans to develop a color stripe filter for VTR devices using
photoetching techniques.

The institute develops its own printing techniques. Some of these
developments include "curved surface printing," which enables printing to be
done on curved surfaces such as wooden bowls, telephones; the technique for
printing relief patterns directly onto steel plate (ERIO Steel Plate); and
"Air Relivo," which enables the printing of relief patterns to be done on
cement. The institute has also developed the dry copy printing process, "Dry
O-Print," which is capable of printing colorful patterns on acrylic fiber.

The institute is proceeding with other comprehensive research
activities. The institute, in 1980, was subdivided into the Packing Researchl
Center, Building Material Research Center, and the Business Form Research
Center where specialized research is carried out. The company's research
and development costs are 4% of its total sales.
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LABORATOR Y Iot'\N PP. INi IN, , i',\;', iN,,, L \ l.I,:. t_N L I (

IN Si TU I'E
(Hoppan Insatsu Chuoh Kenkyu-st u)

Location 5-1, Ta ito I -chor I,, fa ito-ku, -ol' k I I U
Telephone 03-835-561)2

Manpower -

Expend i ture
(Million Yen)

Activities

Product Divisions Piockup Uroup

Imirage Processing Grorp

Future Technology 6roup - I.lectroic pirts
- packagng ater,
- (oi istruct i ,kmtlt i

- re latecu -

Location 5-1, Taito I-cho u, ) dtU-i,< I.
Telephone 03-4 35-1 i 1

Manpower s,555 ., ,

Sales C 1% i "-
(,\i lionl Ylen)

Net Profit iP,57 1 I , 7,
(Mill ion 'x en )

Produ( ts ('enierdu U.I'. r adl Irl I! r, ...... ,'Wu Iu Ii I loil -i -f

1t111b~ I it 10o Ip .] r lI IiI I ..................... .' "jt

I'ckage pri ii m ......................... 1

t it-.~ pr int i iq ......................

(L xp('rt) ................................. (3 ,)

I
r



R & D ACTIVITIES

The Toppan Printing Company reproduces information on paper, film,
or any suitable surface with advanced printing technology, and by so doing
plays an important role as an intermediary between clients and consumers.
Hence, Toppan is able to develop new printing technology through
collaboration with their clients.

The company's two laboratories approach printing from the viewpoint
of printing engineering. In March 1971, they began developing hardware and
software at the Toppan Idea Center. From this organization, the Central
Research Institute came into existence.

The details of research and development results are not available, but
the Braille printing system, the man-made (polyconcrete) receptacle for fish
using recycled plastics, and packing materials for medical use are among
Toppan's many achievements.

The budget for the Central Institute is not large, only 0.1% of the total
sales. Total expenditures for research and development, however, are not
small. In addition to the Central Institute, the technical institute,
respective business divisions, and the Toppan Idea Center have R&D budgets.
The Central Institute is the nucleus for combining the overall R&D needs for
the entire organization.

The printing industry is calling for a greater application of
electronics, smaller lots of printed matter, and the preparedness for
diversification of needs. Toppan has already developed various precision
electronic parts including photomasks for ICs and multiplayer printed wiring
boards.
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PULP AND PAPER

LABORATORY RENGO COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL LAbORATORY
(Rengoh Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1-186, Ohiraki 4-chome, Fukushima-ku, Osaka, Osaka 536
Telephone 06-465-5068

1979 1980 1981

Manpower = - 41

Expenditure 4)0
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Office

Research Laboratory
New packaging materials

Adhesives

Packaging and Design Laboratory
Packaging design
Packaging systems design
Packaging machines

PARENT COMPANY RENGO COMPANY, LTD.
Location 18, Hirano-machi 4-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-202-2371

1979 19)80 1981

Manpower 3,068 3,018 3,038

Sales 135,946 171,4)0 169,910
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,861 2,039 2,)88
(Million Yen)

Products Corrugated board ......................... 25%
Corrugated boxes ......................... 63%
Others ................................... 12%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Laboratory has contributed significdntly in the

development of new packaging materials. The materials are, "IRP corrugated
paper," "Green Pack," and "Colflex."

The RP corrugated paper is produced by the emulsion polymerization of

natural pulp to which 20% polyethylene is added. It is water resistant,
lightweight, and costs little to produce.

The Green Pack is packaging material that has been designed to prevent
fruit spoilage during transport. The company has developed a chemical agent
that removes the ethylene gas discharged by ripening fruit during transport.
In this corrugated paper, the size of pores in the activated carbon have been
made even and the surface area has been enlarged for improved reaction to
ethylene gas which assures an absorption ability of 100 times higher than
conventional paper. Colflex is printed corrugated paper that is extremely
strong because the paper is printed when it is in the form of liner paper
before corrugation. It has an extremely good appearance.

Future development plans are to increase the strength of the existing
materials and to automate the production system to reduce manpower costs.
In addition to advanced development, the company finds it important to
recycle used paper without degrading the paper quality.
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RAIL, AYS

LABORA [ORY KINKI NIPPON RAILWAY COMPAN', LTtD., [I( t1.\1
RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Kinki Nippon Tetsudo Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)

Location 344, Ko, Amiagatsuji-cho, Nara, Nara 630
Telephone 0742-33-8631

1979 1980 19S1

Manpower - U

Expenditure 2WU
(Million Yen)

Activities

Group
Basic Research Group
Application Research Group
Development Research Group
Technical Service Group

Projects

Innovational research on transportation systems
ATS (automatic train stop) automatic check device
Ergonomical research on driver's seat
Research on motion and movement cf vehicle.s
Research on video information systems

PARENI COMPANY KINKI NIPPON RAILWAY COMPANY, LTD.
Location 1-55, Uehommachi 6-chome, Tennoji-ku, Osaka 543
Telephone 06-771-3331

1979 1980 11 1\1

Manpower 1 2,542 12,)29 I 2,724

Sales 116,884123,451133,606
Imllio , Yen)

Net Profit 5,368 5,814 )6 6U(
(Million Yen)

Prouu( ts Ra i lway tramsportition ................... 76
IBuS transportition ....................... 6 ,
Others ................................. I SA,



I'le reseafch pr inciplces of the Laboratory ire future-orienteui, system
engneriigreit'Jailu InILtl _" Jsipl illaian. In 1965, an iutomated ticket

b~arr ier system .c s eve .upeci rin~ researcn carried out inf this I aborator).
Fhe s tet his three rain imecA-iaijis: a ticket transfer liechanisrr, An
infrared passelii e. uetek t i nls st a d iA gate un)-at mecicn m. Trie mia in
nmecnan ~srw o I the sy s te j be t ; id idop t e b ) the J apL I I ai P. a
Engineering .- ssoc jut ion (J LA).

'Inc vme ti mkm t vending sy s ten aS heenl deve I pQec, i.e., a
rnultituricti, tara Iiket ve;!(ur k'as pnt in1to opcrat tot in) P979 and an) on-line
picture tran>,,Ier curmmnnttioii ticket veno ing systerii is nio~ fin operation at 80
Stat ions. I n ji di t oi , an ii nt eract Ive d ial10, vend ing i niac i i ne i s nedr ri
completionl. -hise" Onl these iniproveimnen'ts, 1,1nr1iruned stationls, wXhich iio\
number 40 oi the tota I 33S st~t ions, will increa3se to about I00 unmanned
s ta t ionlS. I hr pi uvec _suoi i i sym i tIh e, i s and r ec ugniii t i o i t echN)I qu es \k ill
contribute to Lbur-savings And imnproved passenger services.

In the lielci of hrwiii enineering8, 1.0 billion yen has beeni investeu In
order to stan dinize dai,,hoordjs. liruustr ial robots and art iticial intellIigence
and other iloadmiri techiiiques are i)C in studied.

[in the spnere ot tonerg\ reerhtes)ts are be intg cunuucted to determnin e
practicail ases for the enry-a~img solar cell heating system i. 'Stud ies on
\,vim gener tigq encrg\ systeris amd stud ies on the recycling of aste ieAL
trom hiotelIs And othe r large bittlu ing:; are being con)OUCtecj.

f-uirr ri maLrch in) energs, stot kpil ing of low-cost niglittime electri(
pou'.,er ti[LU' !1neniurmH of sapercuriummctirig coils is planimmeu.

lIf the i of wiiirolei, tremucs,, the lahoraitor is Aso putting great
e nphas is on the deveyelopm en't Of Appli cat[O' iriCq i pitmerit of fm crocorm puters.,
mi i cumiptcr s, atd of ot.ae



R LI- IN I

LABORATCMZ'f MStjliFI 1-011ML fA L (:0l2 1'QIA ,.\i0"', I. F < .

(Mitsubishi K nzok~u Cht!., IK&<..hi

Location 1-297, Kitanulkuro- , Ohmmrvu, Si~l

Telephone 0486-41-511i

i 971)*

,Manpower

Expenditure
(Million Yen)

Activities
Resources and Lnviroiwn; ritua Labonra tio -ri

beneficiatiori, indti ,ril .mtQt'[(I w
Metallurgy Laboratory - hydromnet-i uirk. ir,

Metals and Al loys Laborcitu-ry I- ii r d',,

alloys, corrosion resi stant al lo). ,

Powder Metallurgy Laborator\ - tc!-, i tt t,!

materials, friction ;iatericils, ur ''rfetic ;ri
Fine Chemicals anid lilectrorin lar Veral, L,!o i: r

instrumentation, fine chcrnristrv , c h ctrot!
Nuclear Energy Laboratory, - ntrwj(er f ijt7 tIq

processing, nuclcar fuelcI yc le ii

Mlaterials Science Laour-Litory - on il

analytical cherrristryv
Planning Di vision - reseaLrr nr ria hrrrrIr,r\
Administrative Division - cirircdl S~i),t2ri..' . :t

section, clinic
Technical Center - rr)e~icirecricrt Y"IV ic

PARENT COMPANY Ml SI "}IS It I \[- 11

Location 5-2, OicIriih Ii I - iotU. k i

Telephone03-27G-X )1

Manpower ~4 ~

SalIe s 2,,S t.~
(Million Yen)
Net Profit - I,C~ X 1
(Million yenr)

Products C-opper...........................
lProcQc.sed motii r i I...............

6 oI d i n att I vI V . I.. ... ....... *. .........
i1l1(.....................................

Lead ............................
0 ttr "............................
W lx port) ............................
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LAt , P \ T_, Y. k I I ON 10 %1L AL I INI NG CO\I AN 'A , LI 0., CEN, -I AL
L .N O A I OR "

('u,ij1tonio K nzoku Kohzdn Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Locitiui 1I-5, .,\ai,-kokubu 3-c-home, Ichikava, Chiba 272
Telephone 0473-7, -/22i

1979 9 1950

.Manp ,v t r 10

Lxpenoiture ,
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrative Oflice

Analysis Center

Project Group
- magnetic materials team
- ceramics teaml
- environmental team
- catalyst team
- electrochemical team
-physical property team
- metals team

- metal processing tea.a

- electronic materials team
- synthetic construction materials team

PARENi WMPANY SUMITOMcK METAL MINING COMPANY, LTD.
Location 11-3, Shimbashi 5-chonie, U inato-ku, Tokyo 10)
Telephone 03-436-771 1

1979 1950 19S1

Manpower 3,; 44 3,113 3,229

,ales 171,930 284,9 2 26,),72
(Mill ion Yen)
Net Profit 260 3,547 4,S4S

(Million Yen)

Products Electrolytic copper ................ 24,%
Electrolytic gold ........................ 20%
N ickel ................................... 15%
Construction materials ................... 5%
Zi fC......................................5%
O thers ................................... 10
(Export) ................................ (6 % )
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R & D ACTIVIIL S

lne organization of the Central Laboratory is made flexiole so as to
al low the fornmat ion of task-oriented research groups whenever necessary.

Recently such a group has oeveloped . new process of producing silver
peroxide. In this process, the silver peroxine electrode, which until now has
beer, chemically unstable, is stabilized by suppressing the decomposition of
oxygen. This ,s prolonge-d the c-ell life greatly. Also, the physical
properties of senlconductors made Iron cadimium sulfide and cadmium
selcmde are being studied. Scientific information is exchanged with other
curipan es such as the \latsusita Electric Industrial Company. In the
future, the f irm plans to manufacture solar cells for energy use.

The magne:ic tmaterial , teaim is involved in many areas of research. It
is attenpting t,) develop new products utilizing samarium, cobalt, and other
magnetic material is well as magnetic f irus for nemory elements and

single crystals for oubble ,enornes.

ine efforts of the catalyst team's studies center around
desulfurization, demitration, and deodorizution research. The catalyst teaml
is participating in the cool liquefaction project which is part of the
"Sunshiue Project,' and is workim;g on tie cevelopmnent of a catalyst for
direct nydrogenat ior:.

he ceramics teami is engaged in the development of ceramics for
electronic and special-purpose materials. -The metal team is part of the
metal macn ining divisiu,\ which contributes to the individual meta I sections
including nickel alloy tasting production and special welding materials.

The electrochem ical team is conducting studies in tne plating
processes. The team has succeeded in plating lead frames that are used for
electronic materials.

Tne environmental teaii was originaliy set up for studies on pollution
control associated with silver refining. The technique of processing the
precious metal waste wAater developed 1y this tearn is a valuable aid in
en vironmental protection.

The physical property teamh has developed techniques and equipment for
the analysis of physical properties of materials used in machines and other
devices. In these eight years, the numiber of machines and devices examined
by this team has increased by eighttold. The team is equipped with an
electronic nJcroscope and other instruments necessary for heat analysis.
The physical property team has also nade contributions to the processing of
uranium luel.
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LAbORATORY BRI)GESTONE TIRE COMPANY, LTD., TA.HNICAL (-ENTER
(ridgestone Taiya Gijutsu Sentah)

Location 2800-1, Ogawa-cho, Kodaira, Tokyo 187
Telephone 0423-41-1111

19)79 1980 1961

Manpower 1,400

Expenditure 2U,000
(Mi lion Yen)

Activities

Products Developmient Division

Development Control Depa,,tment
Patent l)epartiment
Laboratories - science and technolog-y inlornation grun

- golf ball dtvelopinent gro ip
- ocean products development group

- noise pollution protectioni group
- industrial mdterials group
- building materials group
- tire recycling group

Tire Technology Development Division

Tire Design Division

PARENT LOMPANY -,ID IZS1\i)NI . IiZL vf\lt,\.N , L H).
Location 10-1, Kyob,'sh i-chore. Q IuA-<c. iok C

Telephone 03-567-011 l

1979 'b

Manpower 17,799 I 7.)57 7,

Sales 434,301 517,635 )14,041

(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2),318 24,48,7 ,,4
(Million Yen)

Products Fires and tubes .......................... S5 0
Industrial rubber prodiicts ind OhTmicil pro d , .......... 5
(Export) ............................... (. ( z ,)



R & D ACTIVITIES

The Technical Center was established in 1962 to support the production
of the Bridgestone Tire Company. Furnished with ultramodern research
equipment, the company has produced over 3800 kinds of tires. The highly
sophisticated equipment includes automatic drafters capable of instantly
drafting complicated tire patterns, large-scale vibration testers which have
made great contributions to the development of low-noise tires by measuring
the noise ot running tires, and tendrum testers to check the characteristics of
rotating tires by pressing the tire onto the drums at high speed. The drumn
tester can reproduce as much as 90% of the actual heat, pneumatic pressure,
maneuverability and damage as a tire would sustain in motion.

The research staff at the center has increased to 1400 inembers of
which 60% are researchers in mechanics and physics fields, and 40% are
researchers in the chemistry field. In recent years, researchers have been
hired for basic research purposes in an attempt to make a breakthrough in
conventional technology. Specialists in electron microscope and mass
spectrometry are investigating the phenomena of tires at the microscopic
level. It is hoped that these investigative approaches will lead to the
development of new types of tires.

In the past it had been difficult to resolve the two comflicting
requirements for the good quality tire design; to attain fuel economy by
reducing the rolling friction of the tire, but the reduction of friction also
reduces the road gripping needed for safety. However, these antinomic tasks,
researched at the microscopic level, did not prove insurmountable. The
result: the development of a 1981 model radial tire that achieves 20-30%
fuel economy and at the same time maintains an acceptable level of safety.
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LABORATORY JAPAN SYNTHETIC RUBBER COMPANY, LTD., TOK' Q
LABORATORY

(Nippon Gohsei-Gomu Tokyo Kenkyu-sho)
Location 7569, Ikuta, Tama-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 214
Telephone 044-966-6111

1979 1980 1-81

Manpower 9

Expenditure 3,250
(Million Yen)

Activities

Research Department
Basic research on synthetic rubbers and resins
(conversion of raw materials, processes, polymeric
reactions, data collection, compiling documents, etc.)

Development Department
Quality improvement of the existing products, cojner-
cialization of a product developed by the Research
Department, development of production processes and
facilities involved, and practical applications

Technical Service Department
Customer service (visit customers to solve problems
and exchange technical views)

Quality Control Department

PARENT COMPANY JAPAN SYNTHETIC RUBBER COMPANY, LTD.
Location 11-24, Tsukiji 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104
Telephone 03-541-4111

1979 1980 i s

Manpower 2,598 2,567 2,58'4

Sales 107,580 135,524 165,661
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,376 3,157 1,/45
(Million Yen)

Products Synthetic rubber ........................ 64%
Emulsion ................................ 18%
Synthetic resin ......................... 18%

(Export) .............................. (I 0%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The company's research and development expenditure is about 2.4% of
its sales, this figure being slightly above the average for companies in the
chemical industry. The company tends to stress the development of new
products. The Tokyo Research Center has developed the high molecular
compound "J, 2 - polybutadiene" which has the properties of plastics and
rubber. The high molecular compound is capable of 15-30% crystallization.
This process can be used in injection molding of rubber and plastics.

The development of "pressurized electric conductive rubber" is another
result of its research activities which launched the company into the field of
electronics. This rubber is made by combining silicone rubber with
granulated metal. This rubber is used for camera shutters and as a
touch-switch for audio sets, electronic musical instruments, transmitters,
and receivers. It is also used as a high density key board for office
computers, word processors, etc.

The Center has developed the sensitive resin "CBR" for use with
photoresistors for integrated circuits (IC) and thin film insulation
materials. The cyclized butadiene based negative-type photoresistor is the
first using butadiene rubber. The research activities in the electronics field
is the fourth major research area for the company.

The Research Center is also developing applications of high molecular
compounds for medical purposes. Latex that has a uniform grain size
distribution is a result of some of the development activities. Plastic
particles have been developed as fine as 0.7 to 0.2 pm for use in clinical
diagnostic medicine. The Center has also developed the nonhydrated soft
contact lens. The contact lens is of the type quite different from the
conventional type contact lens in that it has the softness of hydrated soft
contact lens and a characteristic peculiar to the nonhydrated soft contact
lens which is resistant to bacteria. In addition, the Center has developed
adhesives and bonding agents.
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SHI P I ILLDIN

LABORATORY HITACHI SHIPBUILDING AND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD.,
TECHNICA'. RESEARCH INSTITUTE

(Hitachi 7ohsen Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 3-22, Sakurajima l-cholne, Konohana-ku, Osaka 554
Telephone 06-463-711 1

1979 1980 l96l

Manpower 24 0

Expenditure 4,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Administrat ion Department
Material Research Laboratory
Strength Research Laboratory
Fluid Dynamics Research Laboratory
Machinery Research Laboratory
Combustion and Heat Trunsfer Research Laboratory
Chenicai Research Laboratory

PARENT COMPANY HITACHI )HIPBUILDIN, AND ENGINEERING CO;\,\'N ,
LTD.

Location 6-14, Edobori 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Osaka 550
Telephone 06-443-M,051

1979 1980 lV81

Manpower i 7,,54 16,794 16,62 5

Sales
(Million Yen)
Net Prof it 3,748 1,009 3,223
(M ill in Yen)

Products Shipbt..ilding and repair .................. 51
Ocean developme:it machinery ........... 9%
Marine engines and machinery ............. 12%
Steel struc tures and environmental development

equipment ............ 14%
Plants ................................... I I V
Castings, torgings, and others ........... 3%
(Export) ................................. (58% )
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R & [D ACTIVITIES

In 1982, the Technical Research Institute reorgonizeu its research

laboratories by disciplinary classification instead oi product I i e
classification adding a production engineering center. Tnis \,,5 to ovoicl
time and money loss by duplication of interdisciplinary fields and hiltuses

in far-flung research activities. The synectics grouping wvill be put in
operation case by case to offset the denerits of the new research 5) sttt¢i.

The main achievements of the respective laboratoris Lire 'is given

below:

- Material Science and Technology Laboratory: This laboratory is involveu

in the pronounced development of HZ alloy highly resistant to -,ilfuric acid
and other corrosive materials and the production of low iyrocoplc aggregate
from pelletized coal ash. A study of long-term protection of nariti, hO

structures from corrosion is underway.

- Strength Research Laboratory: This laboratory is engaged in basic researcii
important to every department. One example is the high-temperature any
high-pressure vessel located at Ariake Works. Since the change ifn hull

construction philosophy from that of design by rule of thuub to that of
design by analysis, analytical projects are on the iocreise. An ancciioic

chamber has also installed for studies of vibration and noise.

- Hydrodynamic Laboratory: The research and development activities are
centered on the operation of ships and the anchorage of iiaritine structures
including ocean oil storage, transport by capsules, and otier offshore aid

onshore items.

- Machinery Laboratory: The main interests are idClciinc elmntsuch is
hydraulic equipment; diesel engines, high-speed rotary iiac hines, gears Ancl
bearings.

- Combustion and Heat Iransfer Laboratory: The Stud i ocol pulvcrizitioli
is being pursued. The company has succeeded mn rc:moviln, up to 1)',, of the
ash contained in coal, generally in the ari ount of 15 to 2_AC, through thu

medium of water and oil.

- Chemical Laboratory: Catalysts for denitrut ion am ohe.l iklrieOItlon are

being sought. A life science related developnment IS the ter n 101 tatlon of
cellulose which, although the studies has0 j)iSt b(egUi i, has strong,

possibilities for future use.

- Processing and Control Laboratory of the Produc tion Lk i- ii leeri g lritr:
The main push of mechatronics research is tosar i oil rig,, n,' robot", tii'
automation of ship operations, and a variety of othel des 0 l-pi t'. Inl
future shipbuilding operations, "The goal is for ( uhrpletl\ irlmln n,11d planI t
operations with the ships requiretments and (l- I i iciiru t lon
techniques taken into consideration," said Mr. \ di, hot of t ic Ist t.
The company has long been seeking other u rkets ', I I I) I I u .I I I, tIIkhoIg ,
70% of the research and development InvestirIent is ii lin -o,,'d tif] or o .
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LABORATORY 15HIKAAJ1MA-HARIMA HEAVY INDUWIRILS CO.\IPAN', Li1).,
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

(Ishikawaj ima Harima Jukohgyo Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1-15, Toyosu 3-chorne, Kohtoh-ku, Tokyo J35
Telephone 03-534-3300

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 650

Expenditure 5,78)
(Million Yen)

Activities General Advisory Staff
Research Planning Department
Administration Department
Computer Application Technology Center
Applied Science Department
Aseismic Designs Development Department
Structure and Strength Department
Metallurgy Department
Mk v-, nery Department
Industrial Machinery Department
Heat and Fluid Dynamics Department
Turbomachinery Department
Energy Technology Department
Ship Propulsion Department
Ship Dynamics Department
Ship Strength Department
Fundamental Chemical Technology Department
Chemistry Department
Chemical Process Technology Departnent
Welding Technology Department

PARENT COMPANY ISHIKAWAJIMA-HARIMA HEAVY INDUSIRILE COMPANY,
LTD.
Location 2-1, Ohtemnachi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo I00
Telephone 03-244-6496

1979 198O 19I1

Manpower 27,403 26,)21 26,202

Sales 698,147 91,337 bSI,126
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 1,960 3,808 (031
(Million Yen)

Products Iron and steel manufacturmb equipmejt... 8%
Chemincal plants ......................... I 5%
Material handling machinery .............. 11%
boilers and marine engineering ......... 13,
Standardized marhinery and others ........ 2146
Aircraft engines ......................... 7 t
Ship building ......................... lI9t
Repairing ships .......................... 6 ,
(Export) ................................. (37 % )
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In reccin research, pairt icti!Vr n

technology. A trend to ois lit .a wriA
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R & L0 ACTIVITIES

[he research and development projects of the Ni6gsam\i Resuarci
Institute range from basic and eleinentary technology, reliting; to niater id Is,
mechanics, chemni stry, rheolog\ , and triEoolag\ to pr-odact ioni elrig t!ierl8 rigan

integrated plant controi technology.

The Institute hds five departfients anc fi fteei! ) aoora'.ories, Aii in to,.al
of .570 researchers, of when, some 50 are C1 spatched to thec valrious, o;Igoin
projects sponsored by the Mit'subisni Group, urilversi ijcs, auic private e

as government agencies.

The institute is a center for rcseairch ind dc'.elopn en'. no'. on Il 'A Ith ii
the Mitsubishi Group, but jlso wkith private aIn!' pno XiDn institutions inl ]a'
atnd even for foreign corporations wkho com;v ission research aho dt '.clop in. tt
projects. The Nagasaki Resedrcni Instittute ha'beei; able to develop all
energy-saving vessel, a super ore/coal ca4rrier (2!,W0b0~ D IV') \AhicliOh u C
halt as much fuelI as the conivent iona I carrier of the sfruie size. Ii e rporatetn
into the vessel is an up-to,,-dite hull form, -i high-perfa)riianr ."haust a

recovery turbinie generator, 31nida reaCt ion t illi imruproves Propulsioi2
efficiency. Pie Nagasaki SIhipyard will observe !,e Cl-Ia) ig ' r~'e . otr
this newk vessel shortly.

KnowAn for its high stat! -of-the-art vwivnet i euon~ i
Nagasaki Technical Institute is receiving a gro, i g nunober ofl requests Ire:'
foreign companies and internaltional inti' f n or JOi t researci) Iino

developument projects. These inlquiries Includle research sunjenc ts 'ilc~l -I- th"
dieve lopuient of low.-pol lut ion burners, supertinkers lit for iceLnow in

voyages, the ileve lepui cli' Of revoilt.ionary) a anes for s teaL, '.srL) I' it
submarine mranganese nodfule collec-ting anild transport ing s t wl
supercr it ica pressure bui lers. The is .t sseii f ~t ~
technicalI and dJeVe I prli en t a11nol -o
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P & 1) ACTIVITIES

The research areas that the Akishima Laboratory is now involved in can
be largely classified into three groups: ship, marine equipment, and bridge
construction. As for building ships, emphasis is being placed on the
development of new siip designs in view of faster and less fuel-consuming
vessels.

Curr(-tlv, the need for new ship design has changed based on energy
conditions, i.e., from tankers to LNG vessels and coal ships. For example,
customers request coal ship designs which has design specifications to
contain coal and is dIso suitable for shallow water. One main study item is
the development of energy-saving ships. This research has progressed in
various areas, such as in ship construction and engines. In order to keep pace
with the development of ships, the study of marine equipment has been
necessary. Tiie important subjects are petroleuin rigs, the performance of
marine structures in waves, and wave-activated power generation. The
research on bridge building has increased with the construction of the
Honshu-Shikoku Relay Bridge. Other research subjects in this field include
studies on the wind-resistant stability of large-sized structures on land or at
sea such as containers and petroleum rigs.

About ten project teams in the laboratory are engaged in the
development of energy-savings in ship design; half-sunk catamarans; and LNG
vessels. Some of the projects have been successful. One example is the
"marine duct equipment." This energy-saving new gear is mounted in front of
the propeller of a ship to reduce resistance to the hull and improve propeller
efficiency. In the case of an ultralarge 200,000 or 300,000 ton ship, as much
as ) to 12% energy costs can be realized. The half-sunk catamarans which
attracted public attention last year is also an achievement of this research
project. In this unique ship, the torpedo-shaped hull is combined with the
upper structure by a streamlined sectioned strut. The ship can run with
little undulation even in high seas.
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TETRAPODS

LABORATORY NIPPON TETRAPOD COMPANY, LTD., APPLIED HYRDAULICS
LABORATORY

(Nippon Tetorapoddo Ohyo-Suiri Kenkyu-sho)
Location 2-7, Higashi-nakanuki-cho, Tsuchiura, lbaraki 300
Telephone 0298-31-7411

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 60

Expenditure 450

(Million Yen)

Activities

Technical Development Division
Experimental research on tetrapods in harbors, bays and
on the coast

Environmental Division
Development of oil recovering equipment

Applied Hydrodynamics Laboratory
Development of experimental and mathematical methods

PARENT COMPANY NIPPON TETIZAPOD COMPANY, LTD.
Location 7-1, Nishi Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160
Telephone 03-342-0151

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 445 511 494

Sales 19,280 21,691 23,893
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 423 550 587
(Million Yen)

Products Tetrapods ................................ 100%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

This laboratory is involved in the testing related to consulting services
so independent research plays a small role in their overall research and
development program.

The consulting services include every aspect relating to the action of
water in motion: conducts surveys, analysis, planning, designing, execution;
the control and environmental assessment regarding harbors, fishing ports,
airports, rivers; maritime civil engineering; maritime recreation; and
artificial seaside reclamation. The test subjects of the laboratory are
hydraulic model tests concerning disposition and breaking effects of
breakwaters; the function and stability of seaside and harbor structures
which includes littoral drift and seashore protection; tests for turbidity
dispersion, dispersion of hot and cold effluents, and tidal currents; hydraulic
analysis including tidal estimates, wave spectral calculations, irregular
current calculations, and beach transformation simulations.

The main product of the company is tetrapods. Early in 1981, a precast
concrete armor unit of 64 tons each was developed. The upright wave
dissipation structure, named "Igloo," was designed to dissipate waves and to
be used for moaring ships. In addition, the study of an effective valve-type
breakwater which is being subsidized by the Ministry of Transport is now
underway. This study is aimed at the removal of polluted sea water inside
bays so as to meet a variety of requirements which include the prevention of
pollution disasters and to provide environmental protection.

In the future, plans are to introduce large-sized computers and
emphasize software development for use in studies that involve the
development of seashore structures. This research area will concern both
fisheries and civil engineering problems. Research and development
projects in seashore engineering including breakwaters and other seashore
installations, of necessity, will include collaboration with fishery
laboratories.
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TEXTILES

LABORATORY KANEBO, LTD., RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(Kaneboh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 3-80, Tomobuchi-cho 1-chome, Miyakojima-ku, Osaka 534
Telephone 06-921-1231

1979 1980 1981

Manpower - 400

Expenditure - 4,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Basic Research- Basic research laboratories, systems laboratories,
industrial property center, products testing center

Textiles - Cotton products development laboratory, wool technical
development laboratory, wool products development laboratory,
handknitting yarn development laboratory, silk products development
laboratory, filament products development laboratory, staple products
development laboratory, fiber and textile research laboratory,
sericultural laboratory, Kanebo Fashion Research, Ltd.

Cosmetics - Cosmetics laboratory, beauty culture laboratory
Pharmaceuticals - Pharmaceuticals laboratory, Chinese medicines

laboratory, cancer laboratory
Foodstuffs - Foodstuffs laboratot-y
Housing, Environment, Industrial Materials - Industrial materials

laboratory, Kanebo-NSC research laboratory, Kanebo synthetic chemical
laboratory, Kanebo fiberglass development laboratory

PARENT COMPANY KANEBO, LTD.
Location 2-2, Umeda 1-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka 530
Telephone 06-348-5541

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 5,522 5,395 5,364

Sales 264,734 248,754 255,793
(Million Yen)

Net Profit 27 90 -639
(Million Yen)

Products Cotton ................................... 9%
Wool ..................................... 13%
Silk ..................................... 2%
Nylon ................................... 13%
Ester ................................... 17%
Acrylics ................................. 9%
Cosmetics ................................ 25%
PharmaceuticaLs ......................... 4%
Others ................................... 8%
(Export) ................................. (18%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

An important innovation this institute has achieved is the Unmanned
Automatic Dyeing System which received a Textile Machinery Society Prize
in 1965. The system fully automated the Suzuka Works complicated dyeing
process of wool tops.

The Textile Machinery Society awarded a prize in 1976 to Kanebo for
its computerized knitting pattern data processing system. In the area of
synthetic fiber technology, the process of direct continuous polymerization
from medium-purity terephtalic acid won the 1975 Ohkochi Production
Prize. This achievement was a result of the company's pilot plant's process
of nylon-polyester melt spinning. This plant's technology is scheduled to be
exported to Shanghai, China.

Kanebo is a latecomer in this field, but it developed, in 1965, a
conjugated yarn, a combination of nylon and polyester and it was
commercialized as "BELLSAME" which was followed by "BELLTRON" an
electroconductive fiber.

The Pharmaceutical Department of the compan2 y was opened in 1966.
After the establishment, the department announced its first success at
independent research and development. It was a birth canal softening
adenocortical hormone named "MYRIS." A considerable amount of
development funds are allotted to the Pharmaceutical Department.

The Cosmetics Department of the company entered the market
cautiously and has now established a secure footing. Making the most of
synthetic silk yarn technical development, the company established a
powdered silk foundation makeup for market in the fall of 1980.

The Food Department of the company commercialized nonfried instant
noodles for the first time in the industry. This type of instant noodles is
most popular. The research and development costs of the company in 1980
amounted to 1.5% of the total sales.
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LABORATORY TEIJIN, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(Teijin Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 4-3-2, Asahigaoka, Hino, Tokyo 191
Telephone 0425-81-4321

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 300

Expenditure 8,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Basic Research Division

Biochemistry

Gene recombination
Physiological activators

Thin Film Research Division

New functional film
Multilayer coating

Vacuum evaporation
Sputtering
Plasma resolution

PARENT COMPANY TEIJIN, LTD.
Location 11, Minam ihonmachi I-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-268-3003

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 7,446 7,247 7,262

Sales 337,109 403,347 449,132
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 2,232 7,209 6,020
(Million Yen)

Products Tetron ................................... 56%
Nylon .................................... 13%
Other fibers ............................. 1%
Chemical products ........................ 27%
Others .................................. 3%
(Export) ................................. (2%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Teijin, Ltd. is a pioneer in Japan's synthetic fiber industry and has
succeeded in the development and industrialization of the rayon industry in
Asia. Beside the fibers industry the company also deals with chemicals such
as found in plastics and medicines. Teijin is now undertaking a new project
which will be a fourth major effort of the company.

Since last April Teijin's Central Research Laboratory, which is
responsible for developing new technology, has been considering the
technology of gene recombination as a new research project.

For this new project, the Laboratory has divided the members into two
project teams, namely the Basic Research Team and the Thin Film Research
Team. The Basic Research Team investigates scientific areas related to the
life. sciences, such as biochemistry, gene recombination, and physiological
activators. The Thin Film Research Team has developed a new type of film
which is produced by layering inorganic and organic thin films of ten to
several thousand (one A is 10-1 cm) onto macromolecular film. The team has
also begun studies in multilayer coating techniques (i.e., vacuum
evaporation, sputtering, and plasma resolution) which are necessary for the
complete development of this new film. The film will be the precursor to
the transparent conductive film which, it is hoped, will be marketable as
material for the electronics industry. The Thin Film Research Team, using
funds supplied by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), for
the "development of advanced techniques," (1978-80) has developed a
transparent film which cuts oAf radiant heat. This film (1/10,000 mm) which
is made with layers of metal and metallic oxide on the surface of
polyethylene film can be used in freezers and refrigerators and windows of
buildings and its usage saves energy in air conditioning systems. Since 1980,
the Central Research Laboratories has also been involved in research on film
solar batteries which are composed of several layers of organic film and
amorphous si I icon.

In order to heighten efficiency in research, the Central Research
Laboratory seeks the aid of other laboratories within the company, such as
the Production Technique Laboratory, the Plastic Laboratory, the Biomedical
Laboratory, and the Fiber Process Laboratory. The cooperation of these
laboratories and the organization of the co-project team is a company-wide
effort.
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LABORATORY TORAY INDUSTRIES, INC., BASIC RESEARCH LABORATORY
(Tohre Kiso Kenkyu-sho)

Location 1111, Tebiro, Kamakura, Kanagawa 248
Telephone 0467-32-2111

TORAY INDUSTRIES INC.

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 200 

Expenditure 2,200
(Million Yen)

Activities
Group

- Organic chemicals group
- High polymer group
- Catalyzer gruup

Projects
- Synthetic fibers
- Plastic resins and films
- Synthetic suedes and carbon fibers
- Basic and intermediate materials
- Processing technology
- Electronic measuring instruments
- Information processing system
- Photopolymer printing plates
- Medical products
- Pharmaceuticals
- Flavors and fragrances
- Food and feed additives
- Waste water and exhaust gas treatment systems

PARENT COMPANY TORAY INDUSTRIES INC.
Location 2, Nihombashi-muromachi 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103
Telephone 03-245-5111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 14,052 13,665 1 3,604

Sales 403,808 480,976 530,708
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 8,441 13,913 12,321
(Million Yen)

Products Nylon .................................... 23%
Polyester ............................... 38%
Toraylon ................................. 7%
Plastics ............................... 17%
Chemicals ............................... 6%
Others ................................... 9%
(Export) ................................. (28%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Basic Research Laboratories had its beginnings in the organic
chemistry laboratory and the physicochemical laboratory of Toray
Industries. These laboratories developed the efficient production of
synthetic fiber materials, and founded the Kawasaki Factory of Toray
Industries.

The laboratories are undertaking technical development of new
chemicals and processes. Currently, about fifty scientists at Toray
Industries are engaged in interferon research. The laboratories produce four
billion units of interferon per month. Interferon is hoped to be used as an
effective treatment in cancer and viral diseases.

The laboratories intend to begin full-fledged long-term research on
technical development associated with energy saving processes, on
biochemical problems, and on gene recombination problems.

The character of the laboratories has been changed by intense
competition and the pursuit of newly-developed processes so that the
laboratories have put more emphasis on purpose-oriented research. Currently
three research groups, the organic chemistry group, the polymer chemistry
group, and the catalytic cihemistry group are doing research in the four areas
of catalyst chemistry, organic chemistry, polymer chemistry, and
biochemistry. Since 1971, in conjunction with this research, and as
mentioned above, the laboratories have been conducting studies on
interferon. The laboratories have also been engaged in joint and assigne
studies.

Toray Industries expects much from this laboratory and as a result, the
research funds have been increased by 10 percent in biochemistry and other
related fields. The research funds of the laboratories new accounts for zO
percent of the total R&D funds of Toray Industries (10 to 12 billion yen).
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LABORATORY UNITIKA, LTD., RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
(Yunichika Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)

Location 23, Kozakura, Uji, Kyoto 611
Telephone 0774-25-2200

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 220

Expenditure 3,000
(Million Yen)

Activities

Laboratory I Research in organic and polymeric synthesis science
Laboratory 2 Research in synthetic fibers and rapidly quenched metal wires
Laboratory 3 Research in biochemistry
Laboratory 4 Research in polymeric materials, structure, and properties analysis
Laboratory 5 Applied research and development in nontextile fields
Laboratory 6 Research in engineering systems

Research Administrative Office
General Affairs Office

Developing department for U-polymer
Developing department for Unicellex
Laboratories for basic research in textile processing
Textile treatment and processing technology department
Research center for sewing technology

PARENT COMPANY UNITIKA, LTD.
Location 68, Kitakyutaro-machi 4-chome, Higashi-ku, Osaka 541
Telephone 06-252-6111

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 6,943 6,547 6,843

Sales 181,097 196,231 215,117
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 156 578 881
(Million Yen)

Products Nylon .................................... 26%
Polyester ................................ 27%
Cotton ................................... 10%
W ool ..................................... 6%
Rayon ................................... 2%
Others ................................... 29%
(Export) ................................. (10%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

Established in 1939, the Central Laboratory consists of six lauoratories
staffed with 220 researchers. Its annual research ano development
investments amount to about I% of the annual sales oi Unitlika.

Laboratory No. l's main study is functional polymers ds represented by
chelating resins which selectively absorb mercury, uranium,, gallium, and
indium. It also is studying hot-nelt adhesives, aind photosensitive polymers.

Laboratory No. 2 is studying the developinent of primdry materials
(mainly nylon and ester) and their production processes, and is regarded as
the pivot point of the Central Laboratory.

Laboratory No. 3 has about ten years of history in the study of
biochemistry, and is currently pushing the development of a bioreactur for
the purpose of extracting and fixing enzymes from therinophiles. It also is
studying the enzymes used in the reactivation of ATP (adenosine
triphosphate) and the synthesis of polypeptide enzymes from amino acids in
an attempt to provide new dimensions in the production of hormones,
antibiotics, medical and agricultural chemicals.

Specializing in advanced instrumentation and analysis, Laboratory No.
4 has developed an interferrometric system of measuring the thickness ot
running film.

Laboratory No. 5 is involved in medical engineering, and ;ias developeu
an antithrombotic venous catheter which will be used in artificial organs
and artificial hearts. ihe chelating resin technology of Laboratory No. I
will assist Laboratory No. 5 with the development of diaphragms and valves.

Laboratory No. 6 is involved in energy and environmental research. In
regard to energy, the development of solar heating systeris and amorphous
silicon solar cells are primary areas of concentration. With regard to
environment, this laboratory has recently developed a dry process of
removing chlorine from the flue gas of garbage incineators.

As the textile industry here has reached zero growth stage in terms of
quantity, the Central Laboratory is helping to diversity the coinpany's
business into nontextile fields. The Central Laborator places 80% of its
efforts on "needs" and 20% on the development of the "seeds" of research in
accordance with policies that dictate intensive investment of money ano
human resources.
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LABORATORY WACOAL CORPORATION, CENTRAL LABORATORY
(Wakohru Chuo Kenkyu-sho)

Location 29 Nakajima-cho, Kishoin, Minami-ku, Kyoto 601
Telephone 075-681-1171

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 29

Expenditure 400
(Million Yen)

Activities

Groups
Ergonomics Group
Industrial Engineering Group
Quality Control Group

Projects
Application research on physical nature of new materials
Development of new dyeing methods
Preventive research on skin disorders caused by clothing
Quality control of materials and products
Ergonomical research on materials amid cloths

PARENT COMPANY WACOAL CORPORATION
Location 29, Kishoin Nakajima-cho, Minami-ku, Kyoto 601
Telephone 075-681-1171

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 3,915 4,323 4,452

Sales 74,381 84,947 94,210
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 6,348 7,157 7,346
(Million Yen)

Products Foundation garments ...................... 37%
Lingerie .............................. 32%
Night wear ............................... 16%
Wear for children ........................ 5%
Others ................................... 10%
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R & D ACTIVITIES

rhe Laboratory announced in 1965 a challenging revelation that, for the
Japanese, the proper proportion of body to head ratio is 7.3 and not 8. The
theory was based on anatomical statistics of some 5000 females surveyed
under the guidance of an authority on human engineering. Anthroporretry
research is being undertaken by the Human Engineering Section which
systefiatically measures some 1,000 people a year; the total number of
people measured so far has reached 16,000.

The somatometry used is Martin's pelvirnetry in which measurements
-re taken with reference to the bones and covers no less than 158 body parts
which include the height and girth of bust and hip. The Human Engineering
Section is staffed with eight men and seven women who have applied
themselves to these basic studies. In 1981, the Laboratory compiled
somatological features of teen-agers and concluded the Japanese woman is at
ner slimmest at the age of 12. In 1980, the Laboratory measured Korean
Aonen and in 1981 will measure women from Thailand.

The Laboratory hopes to be able to conduct somatological surveys in
Lurope and the United States in the future.
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TRANSPORTATION EQUJPMLN T

LABORATORY KAYABA INDUSTRY COMPANY, LID., TLCHN)Luul ,N)
RESEARCH CENTER

(Kayaba Kogyo Uijutsu Kenkyu-sho)
Location 1805-1, Asain izodai, Sagamihara, Kdnagawa 228
Telephone 0427-45-8111

1979 1980 1 0

Manpower b5

Expenditure 400
(Million Yen)

Activities

Materials Laboratory
Metal and high polymer materials, chemical analysis,
data bank, and technical consulting

Basic Research Laboratory

Basic research on noise, vibration, contermination of
hydraulic equipment, and mechanical nature of
hydraulic systems

Application Research Laboratory
Industrial robots, ocea, developing equipment, railroad
equipmnt, sewing machines, and new equipment development

PARLNT COMIPANY K*\AIA\tA INDUSTRY COMPANY, LTD.
Location 4-1, Hamnamatsucho 2-chorne, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105
Telephone 03-43)-3546

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 4,038 4,167 4,350

Sales 89,029 88,284 99,438
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 838 1,278 1,088
(Million Yen)

Products Hydraulic equipment ...................... 87%
Marine equipment ......................... 5%
Special-purpose vehicles ................. 5%
Aircrift components ...................... 3%
(Lxport) ................................. (8%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Technology and Research Center's developmental activities
include the "Radial Hydraulic Motor," the "HST" (hydrostatic transmission)
and the "Cloth End Profiling Automatic Sewing Unit FCS 150." The FCS 150
is a sewing machine that is able to sew pieces of material ends together
after being aligned by a servo mechanism.

In addition, the Center has joined in cooperative research efforts with
the Japan National Railways to develop yard equipment; and in joint
research with the Small Business Promotion Corporation performed technical
research on the systematization of sewing parts. These cooperative research
projects have resulted in significant product improvements.

In technical development research areas, the Center is accumulating
basic data for the improvement of shock absorber performance, research on
sliding parts and materials, and on the fatigue strength of materials. The
research is intended for the iriprovement and development of products with a
view to achieving resource conservation and energy savings. The Center also
succeeded in developing pumps, motors, and valves for use with high water
bearing fluid (HWBF) which is to be used in place of oil. The equipment is
controlled accurately and efficiently by using an electric/hydraulic
servovalve.

Future research plans call for the continuation of development of
inexpensive, highly reliable control valves and research on electronic
control methods. The development of simulation techniques for hydraulic
systems and noise reduction of hydraulic equipment will also be investigated.
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WIKES AND CABLES

LABORATORY FURUKAWA ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD., CENTRAL RESEARCH
LABORATORY

(Furukawa Denki Kogyo Chuoh Kenkyu-sho)
Location 9-15, Futaba 2-chome, Shinagawa, Tokyo 142
Telephone 03-781-7121

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 200

Expenditure 1,200
(M i l lion Yen)

Activities

Research Groups
- optical fibers and related technology
- semiconductors
- metals and alloys development
- applied metallurgy
- plastic fabrication
- organic 'chemistry
- inorganic chemistry
- electrochemistry
- applied electric engineering
- physics and electronics
- mechanical engineering
- chemical analysis
- x-ray/electron beam analysis
- material testing

Administrative Department

PARENT COMPANY FURUKAWA ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
Location 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100
Telephone 03-286-3001

1979 1980 1981

Manpower 5,562 5,441 5,442

Sales 305,304 387,820 40b,0 l
(Million Yen)
Net Profit 4,208 3,371 3,400
(Million Yen)

Products W -d cables (bare wires, aluminum wires, insulated
iagnet wires, cables, other wirez ........... 55%

,r products ................... 13%
A -ducts ........................ 25%

........................... 7%
(Expu . .............................. (9%)
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R & D ACTIVITIES

The Central Research Laboratory came into existence in 1918 as the
Ohi Experimental Station, the predecessor of the present Furukawa Electric
Company and established its present setup as the Central Research
Laboratory in 1972.

Research activities center on energy, information processing, and many

new projects. Energy research has the following four themes:

- Superconductivity

Research in superconductivity has a history of 15 years. Superconductivity
technology is an indispensable tool for nuclear fusion and high energy
development. This laboratory is also involved in the development of
superconductive wire rods for the Japanese National Railways' linear
motor system.

- Heat pipes

Heat pipes are important from the standpoint of energy or resource
conservation. The heat recovery system that was developed in 1975 for
exhaust gas desulfurization continuously moves 250,000 cubic meters of
exhaust gas per hour and recovers 2,110,000 kcal of heat per hour. Until
March 1981, this laboratory was also engaged in studies of a rotary heat
exchanger with heat pipes for power cables at power stations.

- Solar energy

In 1978, this laboratory developed black chrome which absorbs solar energy
and radiates no heat itself. In the development of batteries this
laboratories' research and development efforts are continuing in
large-sized zinc and chlorine batteries as well as its lighter,
corrosion-resisting batteries.

- Optoelectronics

Information-related research centers on optoelectronics. Research began
in 1973 and from 1975, 20% of the staff was assigned to the project.
Optoelectronics will play an important role in the Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Public Corporation's ongoing programs, electric power
utilities, railways, office automation, direct image transmission, direct
induction of external light (to solve the sunlight obstruction problem), etc.

New projects include the development of "Futaballoy" for metal tape
audio decks and the opening up of new avenues of use for the nickel titanium
alloy. The Furukawa and the Suwa-Seiko Sha Company have jointly
developed, and marketed, intermetallic alloy spectacle frames. This alloy
is costly but excels in resisting wear and tear and corrosion.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PARENT COMPANIES

NAME OF COMPANY NAME OF LABORATORY PAGE

Ajinomoto Company, Inc. Central Research Laboratory ......... 101
Asahi Glass Company, Ltd. Research and Development Division .... 109
Bridgestone Tire Company, Ltd. Technical Center ................... 173
Chiyoda Chemical Engineering Research and Development Center ..... 127

and Constrution Company, Ltd.
Chubu Electric Power Company, Inc. Center of Technical Research ........ 81

Laboratory
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Citizen Watch Company, Ltd. Technical Laboratory ................ 159
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Fuji Photo Film Company, Ltd. Miyanodai Research Laboratories ..... 99
Fujitsu Limited Fujitsu Laboratories, Ltd ............. 49
Furukawa Electric Company, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 199
Green Cross Corporation Central Research Laboratory ........ 149
Hitachi, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory .......... 51
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Kansai Electric Power Company, Inc. Technical Research Center .......... 85
Kansai Paint Company, Ltd. Technical Division ................ 143
Kawasaki Steel Corporation Research Laboratory .............. 117 V
Kayaba Industry Company, Ltd. Technology and Research Center ..... 197
Kikkoman Corporation Central Research Laboratory ........ 103
Kinki Nippon Railway Company, Ltd. Technical Research Laboratory ....... 167
Kobe Steel, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 1 19
Kokusai Denshin Denwa (KDD) Research and Development Laboratory . 27

Company, Ltd.
Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Company, Ltd. Tokyo Research Laboratory .......... 11
Kyushu Electric Power Company, Inc. General Research Laboratory ........ 87
Matsushita Electric Industrial Central Research Laboratory ........ 53

Company, Ltd.
Meiji Seika Company, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 151
Misawa Homes Company, Ltd. Institute of Research and ........... 31

Development
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Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Ltd. Research Center ................ 13
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation Central Research Laboratory ........ 55
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. Nagasaki Research Institute ........ 181
Mitsubishi Metal Corporation Research Institute ............... 169
Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company, Central Research Laboratory ........ 15
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Mitsui Construction Company, Ltd. Technical Research Laboratory ...... 33
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Nissan Motor Company, Ltd. Central Engineering Laboratory ...... 1
Nisshin Flour Milling Company, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 105
Ohbayashi-gumi, Ltd. Technical Research Laboratory ...... 35
Oki Electric Industry Company, Ltd. Research Laboratory .............. 59
Omron Tateishi Electronics Company Central Research and Development .... 61

Laboratory
Onoda Cement Company, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 3
Osaka Gas Company, Ltd. Research Center .................. 89
Pioneer Electronic Corporation Electronic Engineering Research ..... 63

Laboratory
Rengo Company, Ltd. Central Laboratory ................ 165
Sankyo Company, Ltd. Research Laboratory .............. 153
Sanyo Electric Company, Ltd. Research Center .................. 65
Sekisui Chemical Company, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 19
Sharp Corporation Advanced Development and Planning 67

Center
Shikoku Electric Power Company, General Research and Development 91

Inc. Center
Shimizu Construction Company, Ltd. Research Institute ................ 37
Shiseido Company, Ltd. Shiseido Laboratory ............... 45
Showa Denko Company, Ltd. General Technical Research Labo- 21

ratory
Sony Corporation Research Center ................. 69
Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd. Institute for Biological Science ...... 23
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd. Central Research Laboratories ....... 125
Sumitomo Metal Mining Company, Ltd. Central Laboratory ............... 171
Taisei Corporation Technical Research Institute ........ 39
Taisho Pharmaceutical Company, Ltd. Research Center .................. 155
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Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 157
Teijin, Ltd. Central Research Institute ......... 189
Tobishima Corporation Technical Research Institute ........ 41
Toho Gas Company, Ltd. Technical Research Institute ........ 93
Tohoku Electric Power Company, Inc. General Research and Development .. 95

Center
Tokyo Gas Company, Ltd. Research and Development Institute .. 97
Tokyo Juki Industrial Company, Ltd. Research and Development Laboratory. 131
Tokyu Construction Company, Ltd. Technological Research Center ...... 43
Toppan Printing Company, Ltd. Central Research Institute ......... 163
Toray Industries, Inc. Basic Research Laboratory ......... 191
Toshiba Corporation Toshiba Research and Development .... 71

Center
Toshiba Machine Company, Ltd. Engineering Laboratory ............ 133
Toyo Umpanki Company, Ltd. Research and Development Division ... 135
Ube Industries, Ltd. Central Research Laboratory ........ 25
Unitika, Ltd. Research and Development Center .... 193
Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Audio Engineering Research ........ 73

Laboratory
Wacoal Corporation Central Laboratory ............... 195
Yakult Honsha Company, Ltd. Central Institute for Microbio ........ 107

logical Research
Yaskawa Electric Manufacturing Research and Development Laboratory - - 75

Company, Ltd.
Yokogawa Electric Works, Ltd. Research and Development Department. 77
Yuasa Battery Company, Ltd. Central Laboratory ................ 79
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LIbT OF COMPANIES IN ENGLISH AND JAPANESE

NAME OF COMPANY

ENGLISH JAPANESE PAGE

Ajinomoto Company, Inc., Ajinomoto Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 101
Central Research Laboratory

Asahi Glass Company, Ltd., Asahi Garasu Kenkyu Kaihatsu-bu 109
Research and Development Division

Bridgestone Tire Company, Ltd., Bridgestone Taiya Gijutsu Sentah 173
Technical Center

Chiyoda Chemical Engineering and Chiyoda Kakoh Kensetsu 127
Construction Company, Ltd., Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho
Research and Development Center

Chubu Electric Power Company, Inc., Chubu Denryoku Sohgoh 81
Center of Technical Research Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho
Laboratory

Chugoku Electric Power Company, Inc., Chugoku Denryoku 83
Technological Research Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Citizen Watch Company, Ltd., Shichizun Tokei 159
Technical Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Dai Nippon Printing Company, Ltd., Dai Nippon Insatsu 161
Central Research Institute Chuoh Kenkyu-sho

Dai Nippon Toryo Company, Ltd., Dai Nippon Toryo 141
Products Development Center Seihin Kaihatsu Sentah

Daicel Chemical Industries, Ltd., Daiseru Kagaku Kogyo 5
Research Center Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho

Daido Steel Company, Ltd., Daido Tokushu-koh Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 115
Central Research Laboratory

Fuji Electric Company, Ltd, Fuji l)enki Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho 47
Fuji Electric Corporate Resedrch
and Development

Fuji Photo Film Company, Ltd., Fuji Shashin Fuirumu 99
Miyanodai Research Laboratories Miyanodai Gijutsu Kaihatsu Sentah

Fujitsu Limited, Fujitsu Kenkyu-sho 49
Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd.

Furukawa Electric Company, Ltd., Furukawa Denki Kogyo 199
Central Research Laboratory Chuoh Kenkyu-sho
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ENGL ISH JAPANESE PAGE

Green Cross Corporation, Midori 3uji Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 149
Central Research Laboratory

Hitachi, Ltd., Hitachi Seisaku-sho 51
Central Research Laboratory Chuoh Kenkyu-sho

Hitachi Shipbuilding and Hitachi Zohsen 177
Engineering Company, Ltd., Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho
Technical Research Institute

lshihara Sangyo Company, Ltd., Ishihara Sangyo Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 7
Central Research Laboratory

lshikawajima-Harima Ishikawaj ima Harima Jukohgyo 179
Heavy industries Company, Ltd., Kenkyu-sho
Research Institute

Janome Sewing Machine Company, Ltd., Janome Mishin Kogyo 129
Janome Research Center Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Japan Synthetic Rubber Company, Ltd., Nippon Gohsei-Gomu 175
Tokyo Laboratory Tokyo Kenkyu-sho

Kajima Corporation, Kajima Kensetsu 29
Kajima Institute of Construction Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho
Technology

Kanebo, Ltd., Kaneboh Kenkyu-sho 187
Research Institute

Kanegafuchi Chemical Industry Kanegafuchi Kagaku Kogyo 9
Company, Ltd., Seibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu-sho
Biochemical Research Laboratry

Kansai Electric Power Company, Inc., Kansai Denryoku 85
Technical Research Center Sohgoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Kansai Paint Company, Ltd., Kansai Peinto Gijutsu Honbu 143
Technical Division

Kawasaki Steel Corporation, Kawasaki Seitetsu 11 7
Research Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Kayaba Industry Company, Ltd., Kayaba Kogyo Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho 1 97
Technology and Research Center

Kikkoman Corporation, Kikkoman Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 103
Central Research Laboratory

Kinki Nippon Railway Company, Ltd., Kinki Nippon Tetsudo 167
Technical Research Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho
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ENGLISH JAPANESE PAGE

Kobe Steel, Ltd., Kobe Seikoh-sho 119
Central Research Laboratory Chuoh Kenkyu-sho

Kokusai Denshin Denwa (KDD) Kokusai Denshin Denwa 27
Company, Ltd., Kenkyu-sho
Research and Development Laboratory

Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Company, Ltd., Kyowa Hakko Tokyo Kenkyu-sho 11
Tokyo Research Laboratory

Kyushu Electric Power Company, Inc., Kyushu Denryoku Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho 87
General Research Laboratory

Matsushita Electric Industrial Matsushita Denki Sangyo 53
Company, Ltd., Central Research Chuoh Kenkyu-sho
Laboratory

Meiji Seika Company, Ltd., Meiji Seika Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 151
Central Research Laboratory

Misawa Homes Company, Ltd., Misawa Hohmu Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho 31
Institute of Research and
Development

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Ltd., Mitsubishi Kasei 13
Research Center Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Mitsubishi Denki Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 55
Central Research Laboratory

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd., Mitsubishi Ju-kohgyo 181
Ndgasaki Institute Nagasaki Kenkyu-sho

Mitsubishi Metal Corporation, Mitsubishi Kinzoku 169
Research Institute Chuoh Kenkyu-sho

Mitsubishi Petrochemical Mitsubishi Yuka 15
Company, Ltd., Central Research Chuoh Kenkyu-sho
Laboratory

Mitsui Construction Company, Ltd., Mitsui Kensetsu 33
Technical Research Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Mitsui Engineering and Mitsui Zohsen 183
Shipbuilding Company, Ltd., Akishirma Kenkyu-sho
Akishi ma Laboratory

Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals, Inc., Mitsui Tohatsu Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 17
Central Research Laboratory

NGK Insulators, Ltd., Nippon Gaishi Chuo-kohatsu 11 3
NGK High Voltage Laboratory Kenkyu-sho
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Nippon Electric Company, Ltd., Nippon Denki Kenkyu Kaihatsu 57
Research and Development Group Gurtipu

Nippon Gakki Company, Ltd., Nippon Gakki Seizo 137

Research and Development Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Nippon Kokan Company, Ltd., Nippon Kohkan Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho 121
Technical Research Center

Nippon Light Metal Company, Ltd., Nippon Kei-Kinzoku 139
Nippon Light Metal Research Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho
Laboratory

Nippon Oil Company, Ltd., Central Nippon Sekiyu 147
Technical Research Laboratory Chuoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Nippon Paint Company, Ltd., Nippon Peinto Gujutsu Sentah 145
Technical Center

Nippon Sheet Glass Company, Ltd., Nippon Itagarasu Kenkyu-sho i 1l

Itami Research Laboratory

Nippon Steel Corporation, Shin Nippon Seitetsu 123

Fundamental Research Laboratory Kiso Kensyu-sho

Nippon Tetrapod Company, Ltd., Nippon Tetorapoddo 1 85
Applied Hydraulic Laboratory Ohyo-Suiri Kenkyu-sho

Nissan Motor Company, Ltd., Nissan Jidohsha I
Central Engineering Laboratory Chuoh Kenkyu-sho

Nisshin Flour Milling Company, Ltd., Nisshin Seifun Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 105
Central Research Laboratory

Ohbayashi-gum i, Ltd., Ohbayashi-gum i 35

Technical Research Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Oki Electric Industry Company, Ltd., Oki Denki Kogyo Kiban 59

Research Laboratory Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Omron Tateishi Electronics Company, Tateishi Denki Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 61

Central Research and Development
Laboratory

Onoda Cement Company, Ltd., Onoda Semento Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 3
Central Research Laboratory

Osaka Gas Company, Ltd., Osaka Gasu Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho 89

Research Center
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Pioneer Electronic Corporation, Pioneer Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho 63
Electronic Engineering Research
Laboratory

Rengo Company, Ltd., Rengoh Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 165
Central Laborat ry

Sankyo Company, Ltd., Sankyo Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 153
Research Laboratory

Sanyo Electric Company, Ltd., Sanyo Denki Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 65
Research Center

Sekisui Chemical Company, Ltd., Sekisui Kagaku Kogyo 19
Central Research Laboratory Chuoh Kenkyu-sho

Sharp Corporation, Sharp Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 67
Advanced Development and Planning
Center

Shikoku Electric Power Company, Inc., Shikoku Denryoku Sohgoh Gijutsu 91
General Research and Development Kaihatsu Kenkyu-sho
Center

Snimizu Construction Company, Ltd., Shimizu Kensetsu Kenkyu-sho 37
Research Institute

Shiseido Company, Ltd., Shiseido Kenkyu-sho 45
Shiseido Laboratory

Showa Denko Company, Ltd., Showa Denko 21
General Technical Research Sohgoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho
Laboratory

Sony Corporation, Research Center Sony Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 69

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd., Sumitomo Kagaku Kogyo 23
Institute for Biological Science Seibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu-sho

Sumitorno Metal Industries, Ltd., Sumitomo Kinzoku Kogyo 125
Central Research Laboratories Chuoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Sumitomo Metal Mining Company, Ltd., Sumitomo Kinzoku Kohzan 1 71
Central Laboratory Chuoh Kenkyu-sho

Taisei Corporation, Taisei Kensetsu 39
Technical Research Institute Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Taisho Pharmaceutical Company, Ltd., Taisho Seiyaku Sohgoh Kenkyu-sho 155
Research Center
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Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd., Takeda Yakuhin Chuoii Kenkyu-sho 157
Central Research Laboratory

Teijin, Ltd., Teijin Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 189
Central Research Institute

Tobishima Corporation, Tobishiina Kensetsu 411
Technical Research Institute Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho

Toho Gas Company, Ltd., Toho Gasu Sohgoh Gijutsu Kenkyu-sho 93
Technical Research Institute

Tohoku Electric Power Company, Inc., Tohoku Denryoku )ohgoh Kenkyu-sno 9-

General Research and Development
Center

Tokyo Gas Company, Ltd., Tokyo Cdsu, Gi Lut su Kei k u-sto 9-
Research and Development Institute

Tokyo Juki Industrial Company, Ltd., Tokyo JuKi K(,po
Research ano Development Laboratory Gijutsu Ke:.:<.-v,

Tokyu Construction Company, Ltd., Tokyu Ken et i ijutsu KeniKu-sno
Technological Research Center

Toppan Printing Company, Ltd., Toppan Insatsu
Central Research Institute Chuoh Keikx u-sho

Toray Industries, Inc., Tohre Kiso Kemnxv i-sho
Basic Research Laboratory

Toshiba Corporation, Tokyo Shibiurd llenki
Toshiba Research and Development Sohgoh Kenky'.-sh,
Center

Toshiba Machine Company, Ltd., Toshiba Kikai KeLyu-sho
Engineering Laboratory

Toyo Umpanki Company, Ltd., Tohyoh Urrmpail i (,I jutsu cnk. u-S.tO
Research and Development Division

Ube Industries, Ltd., Ube Kohsan .r) .& .&j- , o
Central Research Laboratory

Unitika, Ltd., Yunichika Thuom Kenkyu-Sho
Research and Development Center

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd., Nippon Victor .
Audio Engineering Research GJ ju',.u Kern. vu-sho
Laboratry
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A acodlI Corporation, Wakohru Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 195

&entral Laboratory

' a.ult Honsha Company, Ltd., Yakuruto Honsha 107

c-entrail Institute for Chuoh Kenkyu-sho
%I icrobiologcaI Research

) ,ska%,%d Electric Manufacturing Yasukawa Denki Seisaku-sho 75

'.-omrpany, Ltd., Research and Kaihatsu Kenkyu-sho
Dlevelopment Laboratory

) o~ogawa Electric Works, Ltd., Yokogawa Denki Seisaku-sho 77

Research) and Development Department Kenkyu Kaihatsu-bu

Ba~d1~ttery Company, Ltd., Yuasa Denchi Chuoh Kenkyu-sho 79

Central Laboratory
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